<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>SESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 23</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>ACLGIM Hess Management Institute • Quality Course • TEACH Core Session • LEAD Core Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:00 – 5:00 PM</td>
<td>Regional Leadership Retreat • SGIM Leadership Retreat <em>(By Invitation Only)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>GIM Fellows Symposium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:30 – 7:00 PM</td>
<td>Scientific Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>Breakfast and Morning Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Interest Group Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 – 11:00 AM</td>
<td>Opening Plenary Session • President Address: Eric B. Bass, MD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 – 11:30 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:30 AM – 1:00 PM</td>
<td>Vignettes Poster Session 1 • VA Leadership Lunch • Clinician Educator Career Mentoring Panel • Clinician Investigator Career Mentoring Panel • Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics Keynote Address • Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health Keynote Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>Committee Meetings/Afternoon Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:30 – 7:00 PM</td>
<td>Scientific Abstract Poster Session 2 — includes posters from the Exceptional Family Resource Center of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:00 PM – 7:30 PM</td>
<td>Evening Networking Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 24</td>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>Plenary Session 2 • Malcolm Peterson Lecture: Mark D. Smith, MD, MBA, Founding President, California HealthCare Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 – 11:30 AM</td>
<td>Vignettes Poster Session 1 • VA Leadership Lunch • Clinician Educator Career Mentoring Panel • Clinician Investigator Career Mentoring Panel • Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics Keynote Address • Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health Keynote Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>Committee Meetings/Afternoon Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:30 – 7:00 PM</td>
<td>Scientific Abstract Poster Session 3 • Disparities Mentoring Panel • Parenting in Medicine Mentoring Panel • Distinguished Professor in Cancer Research Keynote Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:00 PM – 7:30 PM</td>
<td>Evening Networking Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 25</td>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>Plenary Session 2 • Malcolm Peterson Lecture: Mark D. Smith, MD, MBA, Founding President, California HealthCare Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 – 11:30 AM</td>
<td>Vignettes Poster Session 1 • VA Leadership Lunch • Clinician Educator Career Mentoring Panel • Clinician Investigator Career Mentoring Panel • Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics Keynote Address • Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health Keynote Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>Committee Meetings/Afternoon Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 – 5:30 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:30 – 7:00 PM</td>
<td>Scientific Abstract Poster Session 3 • Disparities Mentoring Panel • Parenting in Medicine Mentoring Panel • Distinguished Professor in Cancer Research Keynote Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:00 PM – 7:30 PM</td>
<td>Evening Networking Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATURDAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 26</td>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Awards Breakfast • Speaker: America Bracho, MD, Executive Director, Latino Health Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 – 10:45 AM</td>
<td>Update in Anticoagulation and Thromboembolism • Update in Quality Improvement and Patient Safety • Oral Vignette Session: HIV • Workshops • Abstract Sessions in Health Policy, Organization of Care and Chronic Disease Management, Qualitative Research, and Implementation Science • LEAD Session: The Missing Link to Building New Primary Care Teams: Public Narrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:45 – 11:00 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 AM – 12:30 PM</td>
<td>Vignettes Poster Session 1 • VA Leadership Lunch • Clinician Educator Career Mentoring Panel • Clinician Investigator Career Mentoring Panel • Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics Keynote Address • Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health Keynote Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 AM – 2:00 PM</td>
<td>ABIM Medical Knowledge Module B1-P: Geriatric Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:30 – 13:00 PM</td>
<td>Afternoon Networking – Lunch on Your Own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:15 – 5:15 PM</td>
<td>ABIM Medical Knowledge Module CO-P: Internal Medicine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR EVERYDAY

SGIM is pleased to host its 37th Annual Meeting at the Manchester Grand Hyatt San Diego. This is a large meeting hotel, and you will find floor plans on pages 107-108 of this program.

REGISTRATION
Harbor Foyer, Second Floor
Wednesday 7:00 AM – 7:00 PM
Thursday 7:00 AM – 6:30 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 6:30 PM
Saturday 6:30 AM – 3:00 PM

SGIM MEMBER SERVICES
Harbor Foyer, Second Floor

GIM Connect and Social Media Booth
Get all your questions answered — about GIM Connect, the MemberCentric mobile app, and social media!
Staffed during these times:
Thursday 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM
11:00 AM – 1:00 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM
2:30 PM – 3:30 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM

Social Media Survey
Come take this short survey; help SGIM understand how you stay up to date with medical information.
Survey participants are eligible for a $500 prize.

SGIM Membership Desk
Get answers to your membership questions.
Staffed during these times:
Thursday 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM
11:00 AM – 1:00 PM
2:30 PM – 3:30 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM
2:30 PM – 3:30 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM

POSTER PICK UP AND PRODUCTION
Show Office 1, Lobby Level
Wednesday 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Thursday 7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM – 11:00 AM

SPEAKER READY ROOM
Pier Room, Third Floor
Wednesday 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Thursday 7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM – 2:30 PM

NETWORKING AND MENTORING SPACE
Ocean Beach Room, Third Floor
Wednesday 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM
Thursday 7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM – 1:00 PM

LACTATION SUITE
Conference Parlor 606
Wednesday 2:00 PM – 4:00 PM
Thursday 7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Friday 7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM – 2:00 PM

NAME BADGES
Please make sure to wear your name badge to gain entry to all Annual Meeting events. Staff in the registration area will gladly make corrections and/or provide replacements.

PHOTOGRAFER
SGIM employs a professional photographer during the Annual Meeting who will be taking pictures of Annual Meeting events and participants. These photos may be used for SGIM promotional materials, either in print and/or on the SGIM website.

ANNUAL MEETING PRESS POLICY
SGIM permits members of the press to attend its Annual Meeting sessions. Members of the press are required to:
• register to attend the meeting
• wear name badges
• affix a “Press” ribbon to that name badge
Annual Meeting workshop and precourse session coordinators have the option of closing their session to members of the press, by asking if any are in attendance and asking them to leave. All oral and poster sessions are open to the press.
PLENARY SESSIONS

Thursday Opening Plenary Session Keynote

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

Eric B. Bass, MD, MSPH
Professor of Medicine with joint appointments in Health Policy and Management, Epidemiology, and Nursing at the Johns Hopkins University

Dr. Bass attended Duke University for college and medical school, and received his residency training in internal medicine and an MPH degree from the University of Pittsburgh. He completed a fellowship in general internal medicine at the Johns Hopkins University, and joined the Johns Hopkins faculty in 1989. His strongest research interests are in evidence-based medicine and assessment of the effectiveness, safety, and costs of medical and surgical management strategies. He has been the Director of the Johns Hopkins University Evidence-based Practice Center for the last 12 years and previously served as the Co-Director of the Johns Hopkins DEcIDE Center (Developing Evidence to Inform Decisions about Effectiveness). He recently was appointed to serve as the Co-Director of a research facilitating team for the Johns Hopkins Community Health Partnership, an innovative multidisciplinary program funded by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. His current teaching activities focus on medical student education at the interface between medicine and public health. He is the Director of the medical school’s course on Foundations of Public Health, and Co-Director of the medical school’s Scholarly Concentration in Public Health and Community Service. He was the Director of the General Internal Medicine Fellowship at Johns Hopkins for 15 years. He served as the Editor of the Journal of General Internal Medicine for 5 years, and was the founding Editor-in-Chief of a journal dedicated to community-based participatory research called Progress in Community Health Partnerships. He has published 209 peer-reviewed articles and 40 evidence reports. He continues to have a clinical practice as a general internist. Dr. Bass is the current President of the Society of General Internal Medicine.

Friday Plenary Session 2014 MALCOLM L. PETERSON

HONOR LECTURE

Primary Care: Romance and Reality

Mark D. Smith, MD, MBA
Founding President, California HealthCare Foundation

As President of the California HealthCare Foundation, Smith built the Foundation into a recognized leader in the public reporting of care quality, health policy analysis, and applications of new technology in healthcare. Smith also spearheaded the launch of California HealthLine and iHealthBeat, daily electronic publications with a combined circulation of 60,000.

CHCF was originally created to manage the monetization of stock of the newly formed WellPoint Health Systems, which yielded $2.5 billion. After completing the transaction, Smith led the development of the Foundation’s philanthropic operations, starting with approximately $500 million in assets. CHCF has made $650 million in charitable grants and has a current corpus of approximately $720 million. While at the California HealthCare Foundation, Smith also established the CHCF Center for Healthcare Reporting at USC, an award-winning initiative which partners with local publications and broadcast outlets throughout the State; the CHCF Innovation Fund, which invests in companies advancing the Foundation’s mission; the CHCF Leadership Fellows Program, whose 300 alumni are leaders in virtually every clinical enterprise in California; and the California Joint Replacement Registry.

Before founding CHCF, Dr. Smith was Executive Vice-President of the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, where he oversaw programs in HIV, Reproductive Health, and the Health Care Marketplace. Prior to that, he was a faculty member at the Johns Hopkins Schools of Medicine and of Public Health.

Dr. Smith was elected a member of the Institute of Medicine in 2001. He serves on the Boards of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement and the Archstone Foundation, and on the National Governors Association’s State Health Policy Advisory Board.

Saturday Awards Breakfast and Keynote Address

Rethinking How to Strengthen Partnerships with Communities

America Bracho, MD
America Bracho is the Executive Director of Latino Health Access, a center for health promotion and disease prevention located in Santa Ana, California. Latino Health Access facilitates mechanisms of empowerment for the community and trains community health workers as leaders of wellness and change. Dr. Bracho worked as a physician in her native Venezuela for several years, after which she came to the U.S. to obtain a Master’s Degree in Public Health at the University of Michigan. She is also a certified diabetes educator.

Dr. Bracho is a current member of the Board of Trustees for Casey Family Programs and a former trustee of the Marguerite Casey Foundation. She served on the Institute of Medicine Round Table on Health Disparities and on the Advisory Committee for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Local Initiative Program. Dr. Bracho has been a consultant and presenter for national and international organizations and institutions of higher education. She has been a valuable faculty member for several international courses in Latin America, Australia and Europe. She has received several awards for her contributions including: The California Leadership Award, James Irvine Foundation 2008, Doctor of Humane Letters, honorary degree from the Arizona School of Dentistry & Oral Health, May 2007; Southern California Public Health Association’s Milton Roemer Award, April 2005.

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
SPECIAL SERIES

Eleventh Annual SGIM Distinguished Professor Program in Geriatrics
Catherine Sarkisian, MD, MSPH
Content developed in conjunction with the SGIM Geriatrics Task Force

WEDNESDAY
5:30 – 7:00 PM
Scientific Abstract Poster Session 1
Grand Hall A/B, 2nd Floor
All geriatrics posters will be presented during this poster session.

THURSDAY
7:00 – 8:00 AM
Walking Abstract Poster Session
Grand Hall A/B, 2nd Floor
Dr. Sarkisian will lead a “walk and talk” tour of the geriatrics posters.

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics Keynote Lecture and Dessert Reception
Why Geriatricians Make Great Partners (“Everything is Awesome!” in Geriatrics)
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor

1:00 – 2:30 PM
Abstract Session A2: Aging/Geriatrics/End of Life
Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor
Dr. Sarkisian will serve as the session discussant.

Fifth Annual Distinguished Professor Program in Cancer Research
Karla Kerlikowske, MD

THURSDAY
5:30 – 7:00 PM
Scientific Abstract Poster Session 2
Grand Hall A/B, 2nd Floor
All cancer research posters will be presented during this poster session.

FRIDAY
7:00-8:00 AM
Grand Hall A/B, 2nd Floor
Dr. Kerlikowske will lead a “walk and talk” tour of the cancer research posters.

10:00 – 11:30 AM
Abstract Session C2: Cancer Research
Golden Hill, 3rd Floor
Dr. Kerlikowske will serve as the session discussant.

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
Distinguished Professor in Cancer Research Keynote Lecture and Dessert Reception
Risk-Based Breast Cancer Screening
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor

Seventh Annual SGIM Distinguished Professor Program in Women’s Health
Melissa McNeil, MD, MPH

THURSDAY
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health Keynote Lecture
Life Lessons Learned
Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor

11:00 AM – 1:30 PM
Scientific Abstract Poster Session 3
Grand Hall A/B, 2nd Floor
All women’s health posters will be presented during this poster session. Dr. McNeil will lead a “walk and talk” tour of the Women’s Health posters.

VA Series

THURSDAY
11:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Lunch with VA Leadership
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Pick up your box lunch and bring it with you.

1:00 – 2:30 PM
VAA: Promoting Excellence in Patient Care, Education, and Research by Adapting the Principles of Medical Home Models to the Needs of Vulnerable Populations in VA
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Coordinator: Paul Pirraglia, MD

3:30 – 5:00 PM
VAB: Using Lessons from VA to Improve Care for Women with Mental Health and Trauma Histories
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Coordinator: Bevanne Bean-Mayberry, MD, MHS

FRIDAY
10:00 – 11:30 AM
VAC: Issues in Designing and Conducting Pragmatic Clinical Trials for Chronic Pain in Primary Care
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Coordinator: Matthew J. Bair, MD, MS

1:00 – 2:30 PM
VAD: Using Technology to Support the Primary-Specialty Care Interface in the VA
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Coordinator: Kristina M. Cordasco, MD, MPH, MSHS

VA programming of the above sessions in the VA Series at the SGIM 37th Annual Meeting is supported by the VA Health Services Research and Development Service and the VA Quality Enhancement Research Initiative (QUERI).

Other VA-Related Session

THURSDAY
8:00 – 9:00 AM
IT20: VA Primary Care Interest Group
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Coordinator: Paul Pirraglia, MD
SGIM TEACH CERTIFICATION

Teaching Educators Across the Continuum of Healthcare

TEACH Certificate program participants must attend a full-day session on Wednesday. The session is only open to those in the TEACH program. Additionally, Teach Certificate applicants must participate in a total of three Annual Meeting workshops offered at the 2013 and 2014 Annual Meetings. The TEACH sessions being offered in San Diego are:

WEDNESDAY
8:00 AM – 5:30 PM
WTCHCS
TEACH Core Session
Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor
Coordinator: Eva M. Aagaard, MD, Professor of Medicine, Assistant Dean of Lifelong Learning, University of Colorado School of Medicine

FRIDAY
TEACH Workshops
10:00 – 11:30 AM
WTC
MiPLAN for Effective Bedside Teaching in the Current Era
Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor
Coordinator: Chad Stickrath, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, University of Colorado; Hospitalist, Eastern Colorado VA Medical Center

1:00 – 2:30 PM
WTD
Identification, Diagnosis and Remediation of the Struggling Learner
Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor
Coordinator: Jeannette Guerrasio, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Director of Remediation, University of Colorado School of Medicine

3:30 – 5:00 PM
WTE
Medical Education Scholarship: Making Your Career Count
Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor
Coordinator: Steven A. Haist, MD, Vice President, Test Development, National Board of Medical Examiners, Philadelphia

NEW THIS YEAR!
ACLGIM LEAD PROGRAM

The LEAD program is designed for junior-mid career faculty (e.g. 5-8 years into faculty appointment) who hold various leadership roles and wish to further develop their leadership skills through training and coaching from successful GIM leaders at the ACLGIM/SGIM spring meeting and in the year following. Participants for the LEAD program are chosen via a competitive peer-review application process. In addition to the LEAD Core Sessions at the ACLGIM Hess Leadership and Management Institute on Wednesday, April 23, participants must choose to attend 2 of 3 LEAD workshops on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. The LEAD program is an additional fee event; registration is $500 plus registration for the ACLGIM Hess Institute and the SGIM Annual Meeting.

Participation also entails independent readings/assignments, online discussion, and regularly scheduled direct communication with an ACLGIM LEAD coach in the year following this meeting. For more information, visit www.sgim.org/aclgim/lead.

LEAD Core Sessions

WEDNESDAY
8:00 AM – 5:30 PM
WLEDCS
Making the Case for General Medicine: Communicating Skills for Leaders in General Medicine
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Coordinator: Andrew Burness, Burness Communications

Improvisational Teambuilding
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Coordinator: Gary Kramer, National Comedy Theatre

Time Management Skills for the Developing Leader
Solana Beach A, 3rd Floor
Coordinator: Deborah Burnet, MD, MA

THURSDAY
3:30 – 5:00 PM
WLB
Leadership and Influence
America’s Cup C/D, 4th Floor
Coordinator: E. Wayne Hart, PhD, Center for Creative Leadership, San Diego, CA

FRIDAY
10:00 – 11:30 AM
WLC
Communication and Collaboration for Physicians
America’s Cup C/D, 4th Floor
Coordinator: Ernie Mendes, PhD

SATURDAY
11:00 AM – 12:30 PM
WF01
The Missing Link for Building New Teams-Public Narrative
Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor
Coordinator: Andrew Morris-Singer, MD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Primary Care Progress, Cambridge, MA
HIGHLIGHTS

SPECIAL PROGRAMMING 2014

THURSDAY
Exceptional Family Resource Center Posters
5:30 – 7:00 PM (during Scientific Abstract Poster Session 2)
Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

Embracing the meeting theme of Building the Bridges of Generalism: Partnering to Improve Health, the program committee reached out to the Exceptional Family Resource Center (EFRC), a San Diego community-based organization that is part of the Interwork Institute at San Diego State University.

EFRC staff will present five posters highlighting the variety of collaborative efforts between their organization and healthcare professionals in the following areas:

1. Education of Medical Trainees: “Operation Housecall” matches pediatric residents with families for home visits. The purpose of the visits is to give residents an opportunity to observe and talk about the impact a family member’s illness or disability has on the family dynamic. Families have adopted when faced with challenges and lessons families have learned to “normalize” their experiences and routines.

2. Discharge Planning: “Systematic Referral for Support Protocol” established tools to help families plan and know what to expect during and after discharge and a specific protocol for hospital staff to refer families for support.

3. Medical Appointment Peer Support: “Parent Family Liaison Services” afforded EFRC staff members the opportunity to attend clinic visits with patients and coach patients/families on ways to get the most out of their visit (e.g. what questions to ask, etc.) and tips for navigating the clinic and health care system.

4. Patient/Family Advisory Council: Utilizing tools and training from the Maternal Child Health Bureau and Family Voices, EFRC can provide technical assistance, strategies for participant recruitment and logistical support for establishing a patient/family advisory council.

5. Project Leadership is a 21-hour curriculum in which EFRC staff train and continue to mentor parents to participate at the decision-making level to impact systemic change within the health care system. “Project Leadership” graduates are committed to contributing their knowledge and perspectives to initiatives focused on improving the delivery of care. Strategies will also include collaboration with healthcare providers and researchers to develop education modules which relate research, policy, and practice in terms of best practices: advocacy, systems navigation, patient care and family involvement.

FRIDAY
Special Programming on Medicine and the Arts
The program committee also reached out to faculty from the Program in Medical Humanities and Arts at the University of California, Irvine School of Medicine and is pleased to offer the following sessions on Friday:

Concurrent Session C – 10:00 – 11:30 AM
Session SSC2: Partnering with Art in Medical Education: Medical Readers’ Theater
Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor

Concurrent Session D – 1:00 – 3:30 PM
SSD3: Examine the Painting - Examine the Patient
offsite event

Friday Interest Group Session – 5:00 – 6:00 PM
IF02: SGIM Arts and Music Interest Group
Conference Parlor 633

NEW THIS YEAR!

Visit Vignette Posters and Win Prizes!
Do you love Clinical Vignettes? Do you love Free Starbucks?
Join in the fun at the Vignette Poster Sessions for a new competition for attendees. As if visiting the vignette posters wasn’t reward enough, now you will have the opportunity to win STARBUCKS GIFT CARDS!!
Here’s how it works: You peruse posters as you normally would and stop to chat with presenters to ask them about their cases. You have the opportunity to collect stickers from each poster presenter that you visit. Those who collect the most stickers at each session will be entered into a drawing for one of three Starbucks gift cards. Game cards can be found in your registration packet.
Support vignettes, refresh your clinical knowledge, interact with trainees, and win coffee! Can you visit more posters than anyone else? If you don’t play, you can’t win!
The competition Poster Sessions will be:
Vignettes Poster Session 1 Thursday 11:30 AM-1:00 PM
Vignettes Poster Session 2 Friday 2:30-3:30 PM
Come check out our amazing vignette presentations and tap into your competitive spirit at the same time!

NEW IN 2014!

Oral Abstract Sessions Pilot Shorter Presentation Format
This year we are piloting a new format for oral abstract presentations – the “short oral” format. In this format, instead of the usual timing of 10 minutes for presentation followed by 5 minutes of questions and discussion, each of 8 presenters in a session will have 6 minutes for presentation and 3 minutes for discussion. The last 18 minutes of the session will be devoted to a synthetic discussion led by the moderator that integrates key themes that emerged from the work presented and highlights future directions for the field. We are testing this format in 2 of the 24 oral sessions for scientific abstracts (Session ASA3, Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations, on Thursday at 1:00 and Session ASD2, Medical Education Scholarship and Professional Development, on Friday at 1:00). The presenters were selected at random to participate in this format, and these sessions have the same prestige as our “regular” oral sessions.

We will be collecting feedback on these sessions to see if we should consider expanding use of this format in future years. Please come to these sessions, cheer on your colleagues, and give us your feedback.
HIGHLIGHTS

INVITED SESSIONS

SGIM has invited the presentation of ten Special Symposia. Details can be found within each session listing.

THURSDAY
Concurrent Session A, 1:00 – 2:30 PM
SSA1: Stakeholder Engagement in Patient-Centered Research
Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
Concurrent Session B, 3:30 – 5:00 PM
SSB1: Evolutionary Biology in GIM
Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
SSB2: Implementing the Internal Medicine Milestones
Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor

FRIDAY
Concurrent Session C, 10:00 – 11:30 am
SSC1: Personalized Medicine for the Generalist
Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
SSC2: Medical Reader’s Theater
Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor
Concurrent Session D, 1:00 – 2:30 pm
SSD1: The ACA-Implications for Immigrant Health
Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
SSD2: Medical Journals and the Media
Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor
SSD3: Examine the Painting, Examine the Patient
San Diego Museum of Art — OFFSITE— CLOSED
Concurrent Session E, 3:30 – 5:00 pm
SSE1: Caring for Adults with Conditions Originating in Childhood
Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
SSE2: Town Hall with Members
Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor

MENTORING PANELS

THURSDAY
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
Clinician Investigator Careers
Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
Martin F. Shapiro, MD, MPH, PhD, University of California, Los Angeles, Past President, SGIM, 2002-2003
Joshua P. Metlay, MD, PhD, Chief, Section of Hospital Medicine, University of Pennsylvania
Gary E. Rosenthal, MD, Director, Institute for Clinical and Translational Science, University of Iowa, Past President, SGIM, 2010-2011
Clinician Educator Careers
Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor
Dan P. Hunt, MD, Chief, Hospital Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital
Simejot Jassal, MD, Associate Program Director of Medicine, University of California, San Diego
Lars Osterberg, MD, Chief, Division of General Internal Medicine, Palo Alto Veterans Affairs Medical Center

FRIDAY
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
Parenting in Medicine Mentoring Panel
Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor
Stacy Higgins, MD, Director, Primary Care Track, Emory University School of Medicine
Judith Long, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
Charles Goldberg, MD, Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, University of California, San Diego
Nancy A. Rigotti, MD, Professor and Associate Chief, General Medicine Division, Massachusetts General Hospital
Armelia Sani, MD, Professor of Clinical Medicine, University of California, San Diego
Disparities Mentoring Panel
Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
Crystal Cené, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Monica Peek, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Associate Director, Chicago Center for Diabetes Translational Research, The University of Chicago
HIGHLIGHTS

2014 AWARDS & GRANTS  Visit the SGIM Awards Poster Gallery that recognizes all our award winners each year

The Robert J. Glaser Award
Martin Shapiro, MD, MPH, PhD, FACP
Given to an individual for outstanding contributions to research, education, or both, in generalism in medicine, this is SGIM's highest award. It is supported by grants from the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, the Commonwealth Fund, and individual contributors. Marshall Chin, MD, MPH, chairs this year’s award selection committee.
To be presented at the Opening Plenary Session on Thursday, April 24th at 9:00 AM

The John M. Eisenberg National Award for Career Achievement in Research
Eliseo Perez-Stable, MD
SGIM created this award in 2001 to recognize a senior member whose innovative research has changed the way we care for patients, the way we conduct research, or the way we educate our students. The award is named for its first recipient, the late John M. Eisenberg, MD, MBA, because of his unique role as a researcher, mentor, and Director of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. SGIM member contributions and the Hess Foundation support this award. Mary Tinetti, MD, chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be presented at the Opening Plenary Session on Thursday, April 24th at 9:00 AM

Herbert W. Nickens Award
Monica Vela, MD
Established in 1999, this award honors an individual or representative of an organization who has demonstrated commitment to cultural diversity in Medicine. It was named in memory and honor of the late Dr. Herbert W. Nickens, former Director of the Office of Minority Health, Department of Health and Human Services, and the first Vice President and Director of the American Association of Medical Colleges’ Division of Community and Minority Programs. Elizabeth Jacobs, MD, MPP chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be presented at the Plenary Session 2 on Friday, April 25th at 8:00 AM

Elnora M. Rhodes SGIM Service Award
Thomas Inui, ScM, MD
This award was established in 1997 to honor Elnora Rhodes’ tremendous contributions to the Society during her ten years as Executive Director. The award has been given to individuals for outstanding service to SGIM and its mission of promoting patient care, research, and education in general internal medicine. Carol Bates, MD chairs this year’s award selection committee.
To be presented at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

David R. Calkins Award in Health Policy Advocacy
Laura L. Sessums, JD, MD
This award recognizes the extraordinary commitment by a member in health policy advocacy. This year’s selection committee was chaired by P. Preston Reynolds, MD, PhD, FACP.
To be presented at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

ACLGIM Division Chiefs Award
Laurence McMahon, MD, MPH
This award is given annually to the GIM Division Chief who most represents excellence in Division leadership. Stewart Babbott, MD, FACP, chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM and presented at the ACLGIM Dinner, Wednesday April 23rd.

National Award for Career Achievements in Medical Education
Jeffrey Jackson, MD, MPH
The purpose of this award is to provide national recognition to an individual whose lifetime contributions have had a national impact on medical education. Stacy Higgins, MD, chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be Presented at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

Frederick L. Brancati Mentorship and Leadership Award
Donna Windish, MD, MPH
A joint SGIM/ACLGIM award, this award recognizes junior faculty who inspire trainees to pursue academic GIM and provide support for their trainees who aspire to become leaders in the transformation of health care through innovations in research, education, and practice. In addition to a $1,000 award for the junior faculty recipient, one trainee of the awardee’s choosing will receive a one-year complimentary membership in SGIM, $1,000 travel support to and a complimentary registration for participation in leadership training offered by ACLGIM as “Brancati Leadership Scholars.”
To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM and presented at the ACLGIM Hess Institute lunch, Wednesday April 23rd at 1:00 PM.

Outstanding Junior Investigator of the Year
J. Michael McWilliams, MD, PhD
This award provides national recognition to a junior investigator whose early career achievements and overall body of work to date have made a national impact on generalist research. To be eligible for this award, nominees must be active members of the Society of General Internal Medicine, and expect to have an academic rank no higher than Assistant Professor as of July 1 of the year of the meeting. Joseph Ross, MD, MPH, chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

Mid-Career Research Mentorship Award
Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo, PhD, MD, MAS
This award was created to recognize outstanding mid-career clinician investigators actively engaged in research as well as mentorship of junior investigators. Cary Gross, MD, chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

Mid-Career Education Mentorship Award
Jada Bussey-Jones, MD
This award was created to recognize outstanding mid-career clinician educators actively engaged in education research as well as mentorship of junior educators. Stacy Higgins, MD, chairs this year’s selection committee.
To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM
HIGHLIGHTS

2014 AWARDS & GRANTS

Best Published Research Paper

Goil L. Daumit, MD, MHS

This award is offered to help members gain recognition for papers that have made significant contributions to generalist research. Elbert Huang, MD, MPH, chairs this year’s selection committee.

To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

National Awards for Scholarship in Medical Education

Jeannette Guerrasio, MD

This award provides national recognition to an individual who has made major contributions with national impact on medical education in one or more of the following categories: Scholarship of Integration, Scholarship in Educational Methods and Teaching, and Scholarship in Clinical Practice. For the 2014 recipient, this award is further supported by the Helen Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer Center, and their “Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment Award.” Stacy Higgins, MD, chairs this year’s selection committee.

To be acknowledged at the Update in Education, Thursday, April 24th at 1:00 PM

Quality and Practice Innovation Award

Brigham and Women’s Advanced Primary Care Associates

This award recognizes general internists and their organization that have successfully developed and implemented innovative role model systems of practice improvement in ambulatory and/or inpatient clinical practice. This year’s selection committee was chaired by John Butter, MD.

To be presented at the Clinical Practice Innovation Oral Session, Thursday, April 24th at 1:00 PM

Founders’ Grant

Elizabeth Dzeng, MD, MPH, MPhil, MS

The SGIM Founders Award provides $10,000 support to junior investigators who exhibit significant potential for a successful research career and who need a “jump start” to establish a strong research funding base. Morris Weinberger, PhD chairs this year’s selection committee.

To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

The Unified Leadership Training for Diversity (UNLTD, or “unlimited”)

Nancy Marie Denizard-Thompson, MD and Adesuwa B. Olomu, MD

This Program awards 2 grants to support fellows’ participation in the day-long ACLGIM Management Institute to gain leadership skills, and to facilitate networking with other GIM leaders. Diversifying the faculty is a goal shared by virtually every major academic organization, and diversifying leadership is an effective way to diversify faculty, and ultimately promote a climate that will lead to diversity in medical students.

To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM, and presented at the ACLGIM Dinner Wednesday April 23rd.

Lawrence S. Linn Award

Aaron Fox, MD, MS

The Lawrence S. Linn Trust offers grants to one or more young investigators “to study or improve the quality of life for persons with AIDS or HIV infection.” Anne Monroe, MD, MSPH, chairs this year’s review committee.

To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

Mack Lipkin, Sr., and Milton W. Hamolsky Awards

Three Mack Lipkin, Sr., Associates Awards and three Milton W. Hamolsky Junior Faculty Awards will be given for the scientific presentations considered most outstanding at the Annual Meeting. Awards are made based on participant evaluations of the presentations, and are endowed by the Zlinkoff Fund for Medical Education.

To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

Clinical Vignette Presentation Award

The best clinical case presented by junior SGIM members and potential members will be chosen from those presented and recognized during the meeting.

To be acknowledged at the Awards Breakfast on Saturday, April 26th at 9:00 AM

David E. Rogers Junior Faculty Education Awards

Three David E. Rogers Clinician-Educator Awards will be given to Junior Faculty members whose workshops are judged the most outstanding among those presented at the Annual Meeting. Finalists will be Junior Faculty members of SGIM, and the awards are based on evaluations by participants. The Zlinkoff Fund for Medical Education endows these awards.

To be acknowledged post meeting in the SGIM Forum

Women’s Health Abstract and Poster Awards

Two awards are given to the highest rated oral presentation and poster presentation, by a trainee or junior faculty member, in Women’s Health as judged by members of the Women’s Health Task Force.

To be acknowledged post meeting in the SGIM Forum

Best Geriatrics Abstract Award

This award is given to the most highly rated Geriatrics oral abstract presentation, to recognize outstanding research at the intersection of geriatrics and general internal medicine. Trainee travel stipends are also awarded annually, as funding permits, for highest ranking abstracts.

To be acknowledged post meeting in the SGIM Forum

Best Cancer Research Presentation Awards

These awards are given to the most highly rated Cancer Research oral abstract and poster presentations, to recognize outstanding research.

To be acknowledged post meeting in the SGIM Forum

Outstanding Quality/Patient Safety Oral Presentation Award

This award will recognize those who present the most outstanding oral abstract presentation related to quality assessment, gaps in quality of care, medical errors, quality improvement or patient safety in the inpatient or outpatient setting.

To be acknowledged post meeting in the SGIM Forum

Exemplary Clinical Workshop Award

This award will recognize those who present an outstanding clinically focused workshop.

To be acknowledged post meeting in the SGIM Forum
CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION INFORMATION

This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and Policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint sponsorship of the University of Alabama School of Medicine (UASOM), and the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM). The UASOM is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. The University of Alabama at Birmingham is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.

CME CREDIT DESIGNATION
The UASOM designates this live activity for a maximum of 13.5 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity. Wednesday daytime sessions may carry additional AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Your total number of AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ will depend on how many sessions you attend.

CME credits are not provided for poster sessions, interest groups, or workshop WB07. Physicians must complete an online CME application, identifying the specific sessions that they actually attended. All CME applications must be completed within 12 months of the last day of the Annual Meeting.

Please Note: Physicians may not apply for, nor claim, AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ for sessions in which they present; they may claim AMA PRA Category 2 credit(s) for preparation time.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
This meeting is designed to serve the needs of general internists and other primary care and specialty physicians interested in medical education, health care delivery and policy, and clinical general medicine.

ANNUAL MEETING PURPOSE
This meeting is intended to develop the professional skills of academic general internists and others interested in medical education, health care delivery and policy, and clinical general medicine. A variety of learning modalities, including lectures, workshops, and author presentations, offers attendees the opportunity to develop a personalized educational experience. Research findings, interesting clinical cases, and skill-building opportunities addressing issues important to academic general medicine will be presented.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After participating in this CME activity, physicians should be able to:
1. Analyze the evidence behind different strategies to enhance partnership in general internal medicine clinical practice, teaching, research, advocacy, and/or leadership.
2. List at least one skill learned during the meeting to enhance partnership in their clinical practice, teaching, research, advocacy, and/or leadership.
3. Describe an action plan to apply at least one skill learned during the meeting to enhance their patient care, teaching, research, advocacy, and/or leadership.

DISCLOSURE OF DUAL COMMITMENTS POLICY
SGIM requires all presenting faculty to comply with the UASOM Policy on Financial Disclosure. SGIM will contact each presenter disclosing commercial external funding in order to resolve all conflicts of interest. CME credit will be withheld from sessions presented by those whose conflicts of interest cannot be resolved. Disclosure information is provided by SGIM to attendees in all print and electronic meeting materials. Speakers with commercial funds supporting their precourse or workshop are required to disclose that relationship at the beginning of their session.

A copy of the University of Alabama School of Medicine Policy on Dual Commitments is available on the Annual Meeting website – www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting.

MEALS AT THE ANNUAL MEETING

Annual Meeting Registration includes the following meals:

- Thursday and Friday: continental breakfast at 7:00 – 8:00 AM
- Thursday and Friday: lunch at 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
- Saturday: Awards Breakfast at 9:00 AM

Bringing family with you? Want them to have breakfast or lunch with you? Purchase meal tickets for them at registration.

Special Meal Requests are only available to those who requested them during pre-registration.

Those registering onsite DO NOT have the option of special meal requests.

PLEASE NOTE

- DINNERS ARE NOT PROVIDED
- FOOD IS NOT PROVIDED ON WEDNESDAY
- SATURDAY LUNCH IS ON YOUR OWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All day,</td>
<td>ACLGIM Hess Management Institute Quality Course</td>
<td>Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starting at 8:00 AM</td>
<td>TEACH Core Session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wed. Morning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wed. Afternoon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wed. Evening</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 - 5:00 PM</td>
<td>Regional Leadership Retreat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 - 5:30 PM</td>
<td>GIM Fellows Symposium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 – 7:00</td>
<td>Scientific Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
WEDNESDAY

SGIM WEDNESDAY EVENTS

7:00 - 11:00 AM
SGIM Council Meeting
Marina Room

8:00 AM – 5:30 PM
JGIM Deputy Editors Retreat
Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
SGIM Leadership Lunch (By Invitation Only)
Americas Cup D, 4th Floor

12:00 NOON – 5:00 PM
SGIM Regional Leadership Retreat
Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor

12:00 NOON – 5:00 PM
Succession Planning Committee Meeting
Hillcrest D, 3rd Floor

2:00 – 5:30 PM
GIM Fellows Symposium
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor

2:00 – 5:00 PM
Geriatrics Residency Retreat (By Invitation Only)
Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor

4:00 – 6:00 PM
Health Policy Committee Executive Committee Retreat
Conference Parlor 643

5:30 – 7:00 PM
Board of Regional Leaders Meeting
Conference Parlor 705

ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS AND LEADERS OF GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE

Leon Hess Management Training and Leadership Institute

Wednesday, 8:30 AM – 5:00 PM
Making the Case for General Medicine: Communicating Skills for Leaders in General Medicine
8:30 AM – 12:00 NOON
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor

This half-day training workshop led by Andrew Burness of Burness Communications, will focus on practical communications skills for leaders in general medicine to assist them in “making the case” for general medicine and engaging new audiences, champions and recruits. In addition to focusing on how to develop messages and presentations that resonate with different audiences, participants will learn about tools to deliver messages – even in challenging situations – and practice using them in real time. This session will be driven by practical skills, real-life examples, and interactive exercises to engage participants throughout the morning.

Lunch
12:00 NOON – 1:00 PM
Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor

Over lunch, participants will have opportunities to network and discuss issues of specific interest at topic tables

Improvisational Teambuilding
1:00 – 3:00 PM
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor

This 2-hour workshop is an innovative approach to group teambuilding and setting team goals. It was developed by the National Comedy Theatre and is based upon a series of games and exercises. Laughing together is an effective way to learn about how colleagues communicate and how individuals can be brought together to work more effectively as a team. Participants will learn about the power of comedy as a communication tool for leaders to harness the energy of the group.

3:00 – 3:15 PM Break

CONCURRENT AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS

3:15 – 4:45 PM
Time Management Skills for the Developing Leader
Session Coordinator: Deborah Burnet, MD, MA
Additional Faculty: April S. Fitzgerald, MD, Jennifer G. Smith MD, Erik Wallace, MD

This 90-minute workshop will focus on time management skills. Effective time management is crucial for every leader, so this session includes how to think about your time, prioritize, delegate, and adopt a construct to organize your work. Self-assess your work habits and consider suggestions to increase your efficiency. Communication tips and individual/group exercises are also included in this session.

3:15 – 4:45 PM
Panel Discussion: Leading Academic Medical Centers into ACA Waters
Katrina Armstrong, MD, MSCE, Laurence F. McMahon, MD, MPH, Russ Phillips, MD, MPH

4:45 – 5:00 PM Break

BUSINESS MEETING
5:00 – 5:45 PM
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor

ANNUAL ACLGIM DINNER

6:30 – 8:00 PM
Marina

The Annual Chiefs Recognition Award will be presented

LEAD CORE SESSION

The LEAD Core Session is part of the ACLGIM Leon Hess Management Training and Leadership Institute. LEAD participants should report to the ACLGIM session in the Mission Beach room on the 3rd Floor at 8:30 AM.
WEDNESDAY

GET BETTER FASTER!

Quality Improvement Skills For Reliable Care
Wednesday, 8:00 AM – 5:30 PM
Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
Category: Quality of Care/Patient Safety
Presented in Conjunction with: SGIM Clinical Practice Committee
Course Faculty
Richard Gitomer, MD, MBA, Chief Quality Officer, Emory University Hospital Midtown, Emory University School of Medicine
Nathan O. Spell, MD, Chief Quality Officer, Emory University Hospital, Emory University School of Medicine
Thomas Staiger, MD, Medical Director, University of Washington Medical Center
Lisa M. Vinci, MD, MS, Medical Director, Primary Care Group, University of Chicago

NEW THIS YEAR!

General Internal Medicine Fellows Symposium: A Half-Day Career Development Retreat
Wednesday, April 23, 2:00 – 5:30 PM
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor
Category: Personal/Professional Development
Target Audience: Medical Students/Residents/Fellows (SRF)
Plenary Session: Bringing Passion to Your Research
Martin Shapiro, MD, PhD
Professor and Chief of General Internal Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles
Past President, SGIM
Session Coordinator
Geetanjali Chander, MD, MPH
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
Additional Faculty
Margot B. Kushel, MD
Division of General Internal Medicine, University of California, San Francisco/San Francisco General Hospital
Martin F. Shapiro, MD, MPH, PhD,
University of California, Los Angeles
Wednesday

Scientific Abstract Poster Session 1  5:30 – 7:00 PM

Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSTER SESSION ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>Posters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging/Geriatrics/End-of Life</td>
<td>1-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations</td>
<td>27-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Information Technology</td>
<td>43-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Care and Chronic Disease Management</td>
<td>60-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive Medicine</td>
<td>82-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Care/Patient Safety</td>
<td>93-116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Science</td>
<td>117-123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Recurrent venous thromboembolism is associated with an impaired long-term quality of life in the elderly
   Marie Méan; Andreas Limacher; Drahorim Aujesky
2. Advance Directive Intervention for Chronically Homeless People: Acceptability, Factors Associated with Completion, and Treatment Preferences
   Alexander Leung; Dhruv Nayyar; Manisha Sachdeva; John Song; Stephen Hwang
3. Determinants of hospital readmissions among low income and minority older adults
   Ugochi K. Ohuabunwa; Jonathan Flacker; Queenie E. Jordan
4. Fear of Independence Loss (FOL): Older Adult Perceptions on Refusal of Home Care
   Vanessa Ramirez-Zohfeld; Kenzie A. Cameron; Priya Sunkara; Chris Forcucci; Megan Huisings-Scheetz; Lee Lindquist
5. Weight Loss Associated with Cholinesterase Inhibitors in Patients with Dementia in a National Healthcare System
   Meera Sheffrin; Yinghui Miao; W. John Boscardin; Michael A. Steinman
6. Home-Based Primary Care is Associated with Reduced Ambulatory Care Sensitive Hospitalizations in Veterans with Diabetes
   Samuel T. Edwards; Julia Prentice; Steven R. Simon; Steven D. Pizer
7. Hospitalization-Associated Disability in Older Adults in a Safety Net Hospital
   Anna H. Chodos; David Guzman; S. Ryan R. Greysen; Jeffrey Critchfield; Urmimala Sarkar; L. E. Goldman; Margot Kushel; Edgar Pierluissi
8. Dance Your Way to Better Health: Effects of Tango Dance on Mild Cognitive Impairment in Oldest Old Adults
   Teresa Ingram; Madeleine E. Hackney
9. Association of Opioid Use with Falls and Fractures among Older Men with Musculoskeletal Pain
   Erin E. Krebs; Misti Paudel; Brent C. Taylor; Douglas Bauer; Howard A. Fink; Nancy E. Lane; Kristine E. Ensrud
10. Current practices and opportunities in a resident clinic regarding the care of older adults with multimorbidity.
    Nancy Schoenborn; Cynthia M. Boyd; Matthew McNabney; Amushree Ray; Danielle Cayea
    Briana N. Ketterer; Corinne Seif; Guadalupe Martinez; Jennifer Gabbard, Macy Whitley; Elynn Lee
12. Post-Hospital Discharge Delirium Among Older Adults
    Priya Sunkara; Vanessa Ramirez-Zohfeld; Kenzie A. Cameron; Lee Lindquist
13. Withdrawn by Author
14. Residential Care Facilities’ Ability to Communicate with Hospitals
    Robert Burke; Christine D. Jones; Cari Levy; Adit Ginde
15. Early Palliative Care Consultation is Associated with Improved Supportive Care Cancer Quality for Veterans
    Anne M. Walling; Diana Tisnado; Susan Ettner; Steven Asch; Sydney M. Dy; Philip Pantoja; Martin Lee; Sangeeta Ahiwalia; Hannah C. Schreibes-Baum; Karl Lorenz
16. Identifying Provider Factors Associated with PSA Screening among Elderly Veterans
    Victoria Tang; Ying Shi; Kathy Fung; Roxanne Espaldon; Jessica E. Tan; Louise Walter
17. Outcomes of a Multi-Disciplinary Falls Assessment Clinic
    Vishal Reddy; Anne Vanderbult; Barbara J. Messinger-Rapport
18. Characterization and Lack of Planning for Advanced Life Events among Older Adults
    Lee Lindquist; Priya Sunkara; Vanessa Ramirez-Zohfeld; Chris Forcucci; Megan Huisings-Scheetz; Kenzie A. Cameron
19. Intern Reflections on Transitions of Care Educational Experience: Insights gained from participation in post hospital discharge home visit and skilled nursing facility visit
    Rachel K. Miller; Zachary Smith; Shimit Keddem; Samuel P. Katz; Karen B. Hirschman
20. “When You Are Old, Have Cancer and a Storm is Approaching” – The Effects of Hurricane Sandy on Cancer Patients and Proposals on Potential Interventions
    Misako Nagasaka; Hassan Alasbakk; Zaid Aljuboori; Koji Sasaki; Alfred Burger; Benjamin Levy
21. Trends in Use of Mechanical Ventilation by Older Patients with and without Dementia
    Tara Laug; Jennifer Tja; Marya Zilberberg; Penelope S. Pekow; Meng-Shiou Shei; Mihaela S. Stefan; Peter K. Lindenerau
22. Supporting Coordination of Medicaid Home- and Community-Based Services: A definitional framework for individual assessments for seniors and persons with disabling conditions using non-institutional long-term care.
    Lhasa Ray; Kathleen H. Wilber; Robert Newcomer; Debra Saliba
    Christopher Sciamanna; Jennifer Kraschnewski; Joseph Ciccolo; Liza S. Rovniak; Carolina Candotti; Noel Ballentine
    Yukio Tsugihashi
25. Assessing content and quality of advance care planning documentation in an internal medicine resident clinic
    Katherine A. Wang; Jacqueline K. Yuen
26. Grand-parenting experiences among adults with a history of depression: a mixed-methods study
    Adriana Izquierdo; Jeannine Miranda; Elizabeth Bromley; Cathy Sherbourne; Gery Ryan; David Kennedy; Kenneth B. Wells
27. Disparities in the Treatment of Depression among Low-Income Racially and Ethnically Diverse Patients with Type 2 Diabetes
    Caroline Presley; Ken Wallston; David Schlundt; Chandra Y. Osborn; Sunil Kripalani; Shari D. Barto; Russell L. Rothman
    Kenzie A. Cameron; Tiffany Brown; Shira N. Goldman
29. No poster presentation
30. Money Not Well Spent: Alcohol-Related Hospitalizations in Housed and Homeless Patients at a Public Hospital
    Timothy Poore; Rachel Heitd; Jeffrey A. Tice; William Huen

---

Wednesday
31. Disparities in Glycemic and Lipid Control among Diabetic Patients in the Veterans Administration: Implications in the Era of the Affordable Care Act
LeChauny D. Woodard; Salim S. Virani; Laura A. Petersen; Amber Amsponder; Tracy Urech; David Ramsey; Omolola E. Adepoju; Praveen Mehta; Jeffrey A. Murawsky; Aanand D. Naik

32. Lay health leaders’ experiences leading a church-based diabetes self-management intervention for Latinos
Arshiya A. Baig; Hello Zapata; Cara A. Locklin

33. Local Patients, Local Stories: A Latino Cultural Competency Training Program for Healthcare Providers
Arshiya A. Baig; Amanda Benitez; Anghela Z. Paredes; Yue Gao; Lisa Monnot; Kathy Brazda; Michael T. Quinn

34. Gender and Racial Differences in Control of Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors among Veterans
Karen M. Goldstein; S. Dee Melnyk; Leah L. Zullig; Karen Stechuchak; Eugene Z. Oddone; Lori A. Bastian; Susan Rakley; Maren Olsen; Haydorn Bosworth

35. Variation in Obesity and Diabetes Prevalence among Asian Ethnic Groups
Aliison Diamant; Susan Babey; Joelle Wolstein

36. Thinking Outside the Box: Medical Trainee Perspectives on the Social Determinants of Health
Maggie K. Benson; Thuy Bui; Janet Anida; Paula Leslie; Martha Terry

37. Blood Pressure Control in Diabetic Patients at Federally Qualified Health Centers: The Impact of Office-Guidelines Applied to Practice (Office-GAP) Program
Ade B. Olomu; Bikki Gautam; Bethany Buda; Wei-Wen Hsu; Gurpreet Chahal; David Tadem; Alexis Therman; Esha R. Kumar; Margaret Holmes-Rovner

38. Association between Emergency Department use and the discrimination perceived by frequent users
Stéphanie Baggio; Patrick Bodenmann; Jean-Bernard Daeppen; Bernard Burnand; Olivier Hugli; Ornella Ruggeri; Jean-Blaise Wasserfallen; Karine Moschetti; Philippe Staeger; Séverine Alary; Katia Iglesias; Marina Canepa Allen

39. Discrimination perceived by frequent Emergency Department users. Is discrimination a risk factor for vulnerability?
Stéphanie Baggio; Jean-Bernard Daeppen; Bernard Burnand; Olivier Hugli; Ornella Ruggeri; Jean-Blaise Wasserfallen; Karine Moschetti; Philippe Staeger; Séverine Alary; Katia Iglesias; Marina Canepa Allen; Patrick Bodenmann

40. Hypertension in Western Native American People: The Western Alaska Tribal Collaborative for Health (WATCH) Study
Stacey E. Jolly; Kathryn R. Koller; Jesse Metzger; Scarlett Hopkins; Bernadette Boden-Albala; Bert Boyer; Sven O.E. Ebbesson; Barbara V. Howard; Jason G. Umans

41. Life Chaos and High-Risk Health Behaviors in Adolescents
Ark Chatterjee; Matthew W. Gillman; Mitchell D. Wong

42. Noninvasive mechanical ventilation use in the elderly: appropriateness of therapy, adequacy of assessment, and eventual outcomes.
Tarak Rambhalta; Adam Bierzynski

43. Older Adults’ Attitudes about Receiving Text Messages Related to Colorectal Cancer Screening
Nancy M. Denizard-Thompson; Kathryn E. Weaver; Shellie D. Ellis; Donna Kroner; David P. Miller

44. “None of them apply to me”: A Usability Study of the VA’s MOVE123 online weight management software in Latina Women
Hector R. Perez; Michael W. Nick; Katrina F. Mateo; Scott Sherman; Adina Kalet; Melanie Jay

45. Association of Adherence Measures with Physical Activity Outcomes in an Online Weight Loss Trial: Results from the OCELOT study
Bethany Scanlan; Molly B. Conroy; Dana L. Tudorache; Irina Karpov; Rachel Hess; Gary Fischer; Laurey R. Simkin-Silverman; Kathleen M. McTigue

46. A Qualitative Assessment of CPOE and the Effects of Variation in Drug Name Display
Alexandra Robertson; Arbor J. Quist; Thu-Trang Thach; Lynn A. Volk; Adam Wright; Shobha Phansalkar; Sarah P. Slight; David W. Bates; Gordon D. Schiff

47. Calling “Dr. Google”...: Does technology fill the gap created by the prenatal care visit structure?
Jennifer Krashnewski; Cynthia H. Chuang; Erika Poole; Tamara Peyton; Ian Blubaugh; Alyssa Feher; Madhu Reddy

48. “Have you thought about sending that as an eConsult?”: Primary care providers’ experiences with electronic consultations at an academic medical center
Sara Ackerman; Gina Intinarelli; Nathaniel Gleason; Michael Wang; Sereina Catchesign; Deltina McKinney; Ralph Gonzales

49. Patients’ Perceptions of Electronic System Messaging With Physicians
Neil J. Farber; Lisa J. Wastila; John Fontanessi

50. Factors Influencing Medical Student Use of Electronic Health Records: A Needs Assessment
Dylan Sherry; Megan S. Mccamara

51. Delays in entering abnormal temperatures into the electronic medical record
Alvin Rakhomar; S. Ryan R. Greysen

52. Grassroots Reform of Discharge Summaries – Assessing House Staff Attitudes
Madelene R. Sterling; Mallory Otto; Brian Eiss; Eugenia Siegler

53. Association between After-Visit Clinical Summaries and Chronic Disease Management
Rebecca G. Mishuris; Michael Healey; Endel J. Orav; Jennifer Haas

54. Automated Electronic Sepsis Alerts: A Systematic Review
Anil N. Makam; Oanh K. Nguyen; Andrew Auerbach

55. Surgical and medical hospitalizations: can the same strategies be used to detect their physiological deterioration?
Santiago Romero Bruzau; Matthew G. Johnson; James M. Naessens; Bruce W. Morlan; Joel A. Hickman; Jeanne M. Huddleston

56. Use of Electronic Patient Portals – Disparities in Age, Gender, and Race
Saira Varghese; Ruchira Sengupta; Javier Rodriguez Sanchez; Juan Pablo Domecq Garces; Sudeep D. Thapa; Kimberly Baker-Genaw

57. Electronic Resource Use and Primary Care Capacity as Insurance Coverage Expands
Renuka Tipineri; Hwang Choi; Matthew M. Davis

58. The Financial Costs Of Implementing Electronic Health Records in Hospitals
Sarah P. Slight; Casey Quinn; Anthony J. Avery; David W. Bates; Aziz Sheikh

59. An Evaluation of Computerized Drug-Drug Interaction Alert Overrides in Ambulatory Care
Sarah P. Slight; Diane L. Seger; Karen C. Nanji; Insook Cho; Nivethitha Maniam; Patricia C. Dkyes; David W. Bates

60. Withdrawn by Author

61. Continuity in a VA Patient-Centered Medical Home Reduces Emergency Department Visits
Krisda Chayachati; Kirsha S. Gordon; Theodore Long; Ali M. Khan; Forrest Levin; Emily M. Meyer; Amy C. Justice; Rebecca Brienza
62. Patients who share transparent visit notes with others: characteristics, risks and benefits  
Sara L. Jackson; Roanne Mejilla; Jonathan Darer; Natalia Oster; James Raslon; Suzanne Leveille; Jan Walker; Tom Delbanco; Joann G. Elmore

63. Sustainable Patient-Centered Medical Home Transformation in Safety-Net Clinics: Lessons Learned from Three Case Studies  
Reshma Gupta; Edward Wagner; Katie Coleman

64. Factors associated with patient’s view about disappearance of their chronic pain  
Michel P. Kossovsky; Valerie Piguet; Christine Cedraschi; Anne-Francoise Allaz

65. Association Between Outpatient “No-shows” and Subsequent Clinical Outcomes  
Andrew S. Hwang; Steven J. Atlas; Patrick R. Cronin; Jeffrey M. Ashburner; Sachin J. Shah; Wei He; Clemens S. Hong

66. Association Between Outpatient “No-shows” and Subsequent Acute Care Utilization  
Andrew S. Hwang; Steven J. Atlas; Patrick R. Cronin; Jeffrey M. Ashburner; Sachin J. Shah; Wei He; Clemens S. Hong

67. Assessing Patient Attitudes and Practices Regarding Information Technology in a Patient Centered Medical Home: Are We Ready for Telemedicine?  
Jeanne Morley; Daniel J. Coletti; Laura Harrison; Joseph Conigliaro

68. A Health Literacy Intervention to Improve Medication Adherence Using Meducation® Technology  
Leah L. Zullig; Felicia McCant; S. Dee Melynky; Susanne Danus; Hayden Bosworth

69. Individualized Risk Communication and Lay Outreach for the Primary Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease in Community Health Centers: Preliminary Results of a Randomized Controlled Trial  
Shreya Shah; Tiffany Brown; Ji Young Lee; Muriel Jean-Jacques; Namratha R. Kandula; Stephen D. Persell

70. Assessing the Understandability and Actionability of After Visit Summaries from Primary Care Clinics  
Alex Federman; Christopher Salmon; Ravishankar Ramaswamy; Sereena Singh; Allison L. Russell; Michael S. Wolf

71. Development of the Iora Worry Score and Comparison to Subjective Provider Worry Scores in Multiple Primary Care Practices  
Daniel P. Croft; Benjamin Berk; Whitney Kramer; Joel Lazar; Ru shika Fernandopulle; Eugene Nelson

72. Challenges to Increasing Access and Continuity in a Large Academic Medical Center Implementing PCMH  
Claire Robinson; Molly Harrod; Jane Forman; Ann-Marie Rosland; Adam Tremblay; Eve A. Kerr

73. Factors Associated with Uncontrolled Hypertension in an Urban Academic Primary Care Population  
Yaakov Y. Liss; Jonathan Arend; Georgia Giebel; Lauren Pec coralo

74. Panel Management in Primary Care: A Systematic Review  
Ashley E. Jensen; Nicole Skursky; Matthew Beyrouty; Katelyn Bennett; Mark D. Schwartz; Scott Sherman

75. Effectiveness of a Brief Peer Support Intervention for Veterans with Chronic Pain  
Marianne S. Matthias; Alan B. McGuire; Marina Kukla; Joanne Daggy; Laura J. Myers; Matthew J. Bair

76. Low patient trust in their primary care provider predicts medication non-adherence 12 months later  
Danielle Hessler; David Thom; Rachel Willard-Grace; Thomas Bodenheimer; Denise Devore; Camille Prado; Ellen Chen

77. Depression is associated with clinical inertia in management of hypertension in the primary care setting  
Nathalie Moise; Karina Davison; William Chaplin; Steven Shea; Ian M. Kronish

78. A cluster randomized controlled trial of interventions to improve work conditions and clinician stress: Results from the Healthy Work Place (HWP) study  
Mark Linzer; Sara Poplav; Ellie Grossman; Steven H. Yale; Anita B. Varkey; Eric Williams; Lanis Hicks; Roger Brown; Jill Wallock; Diane Kohnhorst; Michael Barbouche

79. Primary Care Provider Experience with a New Health Information Technology Tool to Facilitate Between Visit Medication Management  
Richard W. Grant; Leila H. Borowsky; Jeffrey M. Ashburner; Michael Jernigan; Steven J. Atlas

80. Describing the structure and patterns in the physician-patient interaction  
Harry B. Burke; Dorothy Becher; Patrick G. O’Malley; Jeffrey L. Jackson; Ronald W. Gimbel

81. The relationship between attributes of patient-centered medical homes, patient engagement, and outcomes of care among individuals living with diabetes  
Allyson G. Hall; Fern J. Webb; David Wood; Jeffrey S. Harman

82. Intentional and Incidental Screening for Abdominal Aortic Aneurisms in Outpatient Primary Care Clinics  
Allison L. Ruff; Bo Hu; Kathryn Teng; Michael B. Rothberg

83. Expensive dreams: sleep duration and income levels in Geneva, Switzerland  
Idris Guessous; Cédric Gubelmann; Jean-Marc Theler; José Haba-Rubio; Jean-Michel T. Gaspoz; Pedro Marques-Vidal

84. Appropriateness of preventive care for angiopathic complications in outpatients with diabetes  
Idris Guessous; Sophie Excoffier Bottaro; Manuel R. Blum; Nicolas Rodondi; Jacques Cornuz; Lukas Zimmerli; Jean-Michel T. Gaspoz

85. Multiple Tobacco Product Use Among Young Adult Bar Patrons  
Sara Kalkhoran; Pamela M. Ling

86. Bar and Nightclub Intervention to Decrease Young Adult Smoking in New Mexico  
Sara Kalkhoran; Pamela M. Ling; Jeffrey W. Jordan

87. Implementation of a Triage-Staff Initiated Routine HIV Screening Program in an Inner City Primary Care Center in a High HIV Prevalence Area  
Natasha Travis; Jennifer Spicer; Heather Freiman

88. Relationship between obesity and comorbidities and weight loss motivation  
Stephanie A. Rose; Sarah Schuetz; Chrisanthi Masero; Dominque Zephyr; Kevin Real; Kelly H. Webber

89. Risk perception, self-efficacy, and objective health risk  
Stephanie A. Rose; Brett Capel; Bharat Kumar; Nicholas Jackson; Brittany P. Fenmer; Chrisanthi Masero; Dominique Zephyr; David Rudy; Kevin Real

90. Obesity in Primary Care: Knowledge of Health Risks and Desire to Lose Weight  
Katherine H. Saunders; Erica Phillips; Keith Roach

91. Proactive Outreach of Tobacco Cessation Treatment to Disadvantaged Smokers after a Primary Care Visit: a Randomized Controlled Trial  
Jennifer Haas; Nancy A. Rigotti; Elyse R. Park; Jeffrey A. Linder; Emily Kontos; Irida Gonzalez; Elissa Klinger; Lucas Marinacci; Phyllis Brawarsky; Stella St. Hubert
92. Financial Issues and Adult Immunization: Medicare Coverage and the Affordable Care Act
   Laura Hurley; Megan C. Lindley; Mandy Allison; Lori A. Crane; Michaela Brtnikova; Brenda Beatty; Megan Snow; Carolyn Bridges; Allison Kempe

93. Impact of hospitalist workload on patient outcomes: An analysis of 2 academic medical centers
   Henry J. Michta; Novella Durkin; Eric Howell; Amy Deutschendorf; Jason D. Miller; Daniel Brotman

94. Follow-up primary care visits in a resident practice after hospital discharge – how are we doing?
   Sanjai Sinha; Thomas Uttar; Daniel M. Stein; Amanda S. Carmel

95. Hospital to home health transitions: a gap analysis of targets for quality improvement
   Christine D. Jones; Julia E. Clemons; Ethan U. Cumberl; Benjamin Honigman; Darren A. DeWalt; Eric A. Coleman; Robert Burke; Heidi Wald

96. Delivering video patient education from the EHR: Promises and Pitfalls
   Shira N. Goldman; Tiffany Brown; Stephen D. Persell; Alpa Patel; Crystal T. Doan; Kenzie A. Cameron

97. Length of Stay and Implementation of Geographic Structured Interdisciplinary Rounding
   Madison Paradows; Alex Montero; Adam Wolk; Elizabeth Moroni; Aman Sangkharia; Dara Ambrose; Michael Catalino; Alan Chung; Michael Adams

98. CT scan overuse in frequently admitted medical patients
   Min Owlia; Gregory M. Bump; Franziska Jovin; Christopher Deible; Marion Hughes; Lan Yu

99. Readmission Reduction Initiative (RRI): Characterizing the 30-day Readmission Population and Identifying Predictors of Preventability
   Shone Almeida; Edward Ha; Ashley Busuttil; Nasim Afsarmanesh

100. Physician Perspectives of Interdisciplinary Care in the Management of Patients with Diabetes
    Nissa Mazzola; Daniel J. Coletti; Joseph Conigliaro

101. Utilization of Survey to Identify Hand-off Related Non-Routine Events
    Jessica Kuster; Bambi Wessell; Matthew Doers; Tessa Damm; Jennifer Carnahan; Kinsey Nattling; Kathleen E. Fletcher

102. Derivation of ICD-10 Code Lists for Novel Patient Safety Indicators
    William A. Shah; Danielle Southern; Huda Quan

103. Do Resident-RN Rounds Reduce Calls to the Oncall Person? (D. R. R. R. O. P.): A Quality Improvement Project in the ICU
    Maria Ybaile; Sehrish Memon; Sandra Kurup; Gen Bahr; Jean Reyes; Michael P. Carson

104. Identifying and discouraging overuse in ambulatory care: the Swiss Less Is More Project
    Kevin Selby; Joanna Le Boudic; Jean-Michel T. Gaspoz; Arnaud Perrier; Meier A. Christoph; Andreas Zeller; Nicolas Rodondi; Stefan Neuner-Jehle; Jacques Comuz

105. Buying Time: Quality Improvement Project to Decrease Patient Calls for Medication Refills in a Resident Run Continuity Clinic
    Amanda Lerner; Shiveta Gandhi; Diane Resnick; John T. Connor; Rowena Garcia; Laurie Hudson-Bonner; Joann Sabados-Carolina; Andrea Palis; Michael P. Carson

106. “Code R”: Introduction of a hospital-wide peer review process to assess residents’ potential impact on patient safety and quality
    Daniel I. Kim; Lawrence Loo; Huy Au; Ramiz Fargo; Roger C. Garrison; Gary Thompson; Minho Yu

107. Patterns and Predictors of Medication Discrepancies in Primary Care
    Daniel J. Coletti; Hara Stephanou; Nissa Mazzola; JoAnne Gottridge; Joseph Conigliaro; John M. Kane

108. Autopsy in the Age of Advanced Diagnostic Technology
    David Chig; Ali Eshadi; Majid Sadigh; Steven I. Aronin

109. Impact of VA Health Information Exchange upon the Quality of Diabetes Care
    David Haggstrom; Laura J. Myers; Dustin D. French; Jeff Barnd; Marc Rosenman; Joseph Kesterson; Alan Zillich; Deming Mi; Susan Perkins

110. Low Health Literacy Predicts Outcomes after Surgery
    Sunil Kripalani; Jesse Ehrenfeld; Warren S. Sandberg; Yaping Shi; Catherine M. Bulka; Jonathan S. Schildcrout

111. How an intervention to help pregnant women use publicly available pediatric quality data affects their trust in the internet as a source for these data
    Yara Youssef; Penelope S. Pekow; Peter K. Lindena; Jasmin L. Roberts; Katharine O. White; Kathleen M. Mazor; Sarah L. Goff

112. What Are Cancer Centers Advertising to the Public? A Content Analysis of Print and Broadcast Media
    Laura B. Vater; Julie M. Donohue; Robert M. Arnold; Douglas B. White; Edward Chu; Yael Schenker

113. We need to talk: PCP communication in the era of a shared EMR
    Leslie Sheu; Kelly A. Fung; Michelle Mourad; Sumant Ranji; Ethel Wu

114. Effect of Therapeutic Substitution on Medication Reconciliation at Hospital Discharge
    Jessica S. Wang; Boback Ziaeian; Osama Abdelghany; Robert L. Fogerty; Grace Jen; Sandhya V. Kanade; Leora H. Horwitz

115. Bearing Witness: Impact of a Brief Intervention on Resident Adverse Event Reporting
    Jennifer B. Cowart; Cynthia Peacock; John Lin; Addison A. Taylor

116. Preventable Admissions on a General Medicine Service: Prevalence and Causes
    Niray Vakharia; James Pile; Erik Howell; Sang Been H. Nong; Kristen Boyer; Kelly Nottingham; Jacqueline Fox; Neha R. Pidatala; Michael B. Rothberg

117. Do physicians spend less time with patients in contact isolation? A time-motion study of internal medicine interns.
    Cody Dashnill; Douglass Bell; Alexis Ang; Daniel Uslan

118. Targeted improvements in HIV counseling and testing services on a large university campus in Durban, South Africa
    Benjamin I. Beamont; Nomonde Magantolo; Ayesha K. Kharsany

119. Cultural Tailoring of Stroke Risk Factor Reduction and Walking Promotion Community Intervention for South Asian Older Adult Immigrants
    Nazleen Bhammar; Brian S. Mittman; Raina Shah; Catherine Sarkisian

120. Development and Application of a Classification Scheme for Care Coordination Activities in an Academic Primary Care System
    Nazleen Bhammar; Robin Clarke; Paul Di Capua; Indu Gupta; Brian Doyle; Aliza Ali; Asad Malim; Brian S. Mittman

121. Association Between Office-Based Medicaid Acceptance Rates and Safety-Net Service Utilization By Medicaid Patients
    Kimberly Cartmill; Arnab K. Ghosh; Meroe B. Morse; Shawn L. Tyler

122. Patient and Provider Perceptions of the Patient Centered Medical Home: Agreement and Tensions
    Shreya Kangovi; Katherine Kellom; Christopher Sha; Sarah Johnson; Casey Chanton; Tamara Carter; Judith A. Long; David Grande

123. Understanding triage choices for patients with Diabetic Ketoacidosis admitted from Emergency Departments in New York
    Isabel Preeshagul; Gargi Bajpayee; Hannah Wunsch; Colin R. Cooke; Hayley B. Gershengorn
## SGIM 37th ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 24

Use this area to personalize and keep track of your daily schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>SESSION</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>Breakfast and Morning Networking</td>
<td>Harbor Foyer, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Interest Group Meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9:00 – 11:00 AM | Opening Plenary Session
  Presidential Address: Eric B. Bass, MD, MPH                                | Grand Hall C/D, Lobby Level             |
| 11:00 – 11:30 AM| Break                                                                   |                                        |
| 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM| Vignettes Poster Session 1
  VA Leadership Lunch
  Career Mentoring Panels
  DPG Keynote Address
  DPH Keynote Address |                                        |
| Concurrent Session A 1:00 – 2:30 PM | Update in Hospital Medicine
  Update in Medical Education
  VA Workshop
  Special Symposium
  Workshops
  CPI Oral Session
  Hamolsky and Vignette Award Finalist Sessions
  Abstracts in Geriatrics, Disparities and Clinical Epi/HER |                                        |
| 2:30 – 3:30 PM  | Committee Meetings/ Afternoon Networking                               |                                        |
| Concurrent Session B 3:30 – 5:00 PM | Update from the USPSTF
  Special Symposia: Biology in GIM, Building Educational Bridges
  VA Workshop
  LEAD Session on Leadership and Influence
  Workshops
  IME Oral Session
  Vignette Session: Errors In Clinical Reasoning
  Hamolsky Award Finalist Session
  Abstracts in Disparities, Hospital Medicine, and the Joint SGIM/AACH Session |                                        |
| 5:00 – 5:30 PM  | Break                                                                   |                                        |
| 5:30 – 7:00 PM  | Scientific Abstract Poster Session 2                                    |                                        |
| 7:00 PM –      | Evening Networking Opportunities                                         |                                        |

**Notes:**

---

**THURSDAY, APRIL 24**

**SESSION**

- Early Morning/ before plenary
- Plenary Session
- Lunchtime
- Session A
- Session B
- Thurs. Evening
- Abstract Poster Session 2

**LOCATION**

- Harbor Foyer, 2nd Floor
- Grand Hall C/D, Lobby Level
- Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

---

**Thursday**

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00– 8:00 AM</td>
<td>CPC Clinical Content Subcommittee Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>CPC Quality-Patient Safety Subcommittee Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>New England Regional Networking Time</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 8:30 AM</td>
<td>Past Presidents Breakfast Meeting</td>
<td>Nautical Room, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM – 12:00 NOON</td>
<td>Awards Committee Meeting <em>(By Invitation Only)</em></td>
<td>Conference Parlor 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM – 1:00 PM</td>
<td>Distinguished Professor of Geriatrics Keynote Address</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM – 1:00 PM</td>
<td>Distinguished Professor of Women’s Health Keynote Address</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM – 1:00 PM</td>
<td>JGIM Editorial Board Lunch</td>
<td>Nautical Room, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM – 1:00 PM</td>
<td>VA Leadership Lunch</td>
<td>Americas Cup B, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 – 2:30 PM</td>
<td>Springer Book Reception</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>ACCOC Task Force Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>California/Hawaii Regional Networking Time</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom Terrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Development Committee Meeting</td>
<td>Americas Cup B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>End of Life Interest Group Networking Time</td>
<td>Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Geriatrics Task Force Meeting <em>(By Invitation Only)</em></td>
<td>Conference Parlor 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>HPC Education Subcommittee</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Academic GIM in Latin America Interest Group Networking Time</td>
<td>Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>MOC Task Force Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Primary Care Program Directors Interest Group Networking Time</td>
<td>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Women and Medicine Task Force Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Social Responsibility Interest Group Networking Time</td>
<td>Americas Cup A, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 5:00 PM</td>
<td>Springer Book Reception</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 5:00 PM</td>
<td>Academic Hospitalist Task Force Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 – 6:00 PM</td>
<td>CPC Practice Management Subcommittee Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 – 6:00 PM</td>
<td>HPC Research Subcommittee Meeting</td>
<td>Conference Parlor 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 9:00 PM</td>
<td>Presidents Reception <em>(By Invitation Only)</em></td>
<td>Marina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### THURSDAY

**INTEREST GROUPS › 8:00 – 9:00 AM**

Grab your continental breakfast and take it with you to one of these sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Session Coordinator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT01</td>
<td>Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Academic General Internal Medicine in Latin America</td>
<td>Eliseo J. Perez-Stable, MD, UCSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT02</td>
<td>Golden Hill, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Academic Physician Administrators and Leaders Interest Group</td>
<td>Tom Staiger, MD, University of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT03</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Anticoagulation Thromboembolism Interest Group</td>
<td>Scott Kaatz, DO, MSc, Hurley Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT04</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>End-of-Life Interest Group</td>
<td>Stephanie M. Harman, MD, Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT05</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Faculty Development Interest Group</td>
<td>Jeremy Smith, MD, University of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT06</td>
<td>Mission Beach, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Fellowship Directors’ Interest Group</td>
<td>Geetanjali Chander, MD, MPH, Johns Hopkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT07</td>
<td>Americas Cup A, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Health Literacy Interest Group</td>
<td>Sunil Kripalani, MD, MSc, Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT08</td>
<td>Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor</td>
<td>House Calls Interest Group</td>
<td>Linda DeCherrie, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT09</td>
<td>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Interprofessional Education (IPE) Interest Group</td>
<td>Laura Hanyok, MD, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT10</td>
<td>Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>LGBT Health Interest Group</td>
<td>Rita Lee, MD, University of Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT11</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Patient-Centered Medical Home Interest Group</td>
<td>Reena Gupta, MD, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco General Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT12</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Personalized Medicine Interest Group</td>
<td>Preston Reynolds, MD, PhD, University of Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT13</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Physicians Against Violence Interest Group</td>
<td>Nielufar Varjavand, MD, Drexel University College of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT14</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Primary Care Program Directors Interest Group</td>
<td>Karen Chacko, MD, University of Colorado, Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT15</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Social Responsibility Interest Group</td>
<td>Oliver Fein, MD, Weill Cornell Medical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT16</td>
<td>Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Student and Resident Interest Group</td>
<td>Cristina M. Gonzalez, MD, MEd, Albert Einstein College of Medicine/Montefiore Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT17</td>
<td>Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Interest Group</td>
<td>Jeanette Marie Tetrault, MD, Yale University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT18</td>
<td>Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Teachers of Leadership Interest Group</td>
<td>April Sullivan Fitzgerald, MD, Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT19</td>
<td>Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Transfers, Handoffs and Sign-out Interest Group</td>
<td>Leora I. Horwitz, Yale School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT20</td>
<td>Americas Cup B, 4th Floor</td>
<td>VA Primary Care Interest Group</td>
<td>Paul Pirraglia, MD, Providence VA Medical Center/AIpert Medical School of Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT21</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Women’s Caucus Annual Meeting</td>
<td>Mitra A. Razzaghi, MD, University of Colorado, Denver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THURSDAY

OPENING PLENARY SESSION › 9:00 – 11:00 AM

Grand Hall C/D, Lobby Level

Welcoming Remarks
Neda Ratanawongs, MD, MPH, 37th Annual Meeting Chair
Geraldine E. Menard, MD, 37th Annual Meeting Co-Chair

Oral Presentations

Moderators: Michael Steinman, MD, and Julie Rosenbaum, MD, Chair and Co-Chair, Scientific Abstracts, SGIM 37th Annual Meeting

1. eReferrals and eConsults: Downstream Impact on Access, Utilization, and Cost in a Fee-for-Service Setting. Nathaniel Gleason; Jennifer J. Monacelli; Chanda Ho; Sara Ackerman; Priya A. Prasad; Michael Wang; Don Collado; Delthia McKinney; Ralph Gonzales

2. Bridging the Chasm-Advanced illness management: Higher quality, lower cost. Sandy Balwan; Ramiro Jervis; Joseph Conigliaro; Kristofer L. Smith

3. Caring for the Homeless and Underserved: An Online, Systems-Based, Interprofessional Curriculum. Davoren Chick; April Bigelow; F. Jacob Seagull; Heather Rye; Pamela Davis; Brent C. Williams

4. Woman, Interrupted: An Unusual Cause of Psychosis. Sara Attalla; Deborah Hemel

Awards Presentations

The Robert J. Glaser Award
Martin Shapiro, MD, MPH, PhD, FACP

The John M. Eisenberg National Award for Career Achievement in Research
Eliseo Perez-Stable, MD

Presidential Address
Eric B. Bass, MD, MSPH
Professor of Medicine with joint appointments in Health Policy and Management, Epidemiology, and Nursing at the Johns Hopkins University, SGIM President

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
**THURSDAY**

**CLINICAL VIGNETTE POSTER SESSION 1 › 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM**

Don’t Forget – Visit Vignette Posters and Win Prizes!
As you peruse posters in this session, collect stickers from the presenters you stop to chat with about their cases. Those who collect the most stickers at each session will be entered into a drawing for one of three Starbucks gift cards. Game cards can be found in your registration packet.

Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinology and Metabolism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology and Hepatology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology/Oncology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunology/Rheumatology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication-Related Complications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potpourri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. STEMI, Elevated PTT and Anemia: a life threatening syndrome
   Zakaria Almuwaqqat

2. Concreto Cordis: a challenging imitator and often delayed diagnosis.
   Zakaria Almuwaqqat

3. Chest Pain in a Young Woman due to IVC Filter Fragment Imbedded in the Septal Wall of the Right Ventricle.
   Yagnra Bhatrai; Gabriel S. Lerman; Manzoor Rather; Eric Green; Martin O’Riordan

4. Lower extremity edema and JVP elevation: More than meets the eye
   Ryan Campbell-Massa; Anna K. Donovan

5. An Unexpected Case of Bigeminy and Non-Sustained Ventricular Tachycardia
   Camille Clarke; Danny McCormick; Pieter Cohen; Deepak Thatai

6. Painless Aortic Dissection
   Jennifer Huang; Manuela Calvo

7. Tickle My Nose But Don’t Break My Heart
   Pavan Kapadia; Sean M. Lockwood

8. Incessant Pericarditis in a 31-Year Old Male Following Bioprosthetic Aortic Valve Replacement
   Theresa L. King; Jeffrey Beasley

9. A Diagnosis Missed Until A Medical Student Got Involved
   Adam Kost; Aida Maria Gonzaga

10. A Tricky Clicking: a case of pulsatile tinnitus
    Alison R. Landrey

11. A case of Pectus Excavatum and new onset Atrial Fibrillation
    Isabel Preeshagul; Gargi Bajpayee; Preety Chawla; Shamit Patel

12. Addressing Dressler’s Syndrome
    Ewa M. Rakowski

13. Time Is of the Essence: A Patient Presenting with Altered Mental Status and a Rising Creatine Kinase
    Megan E. Rau

14. Rupture of sinus of Valsalva aneurysm: A rare but important cause of hypotension and renal failure
    Ahmed Salman; Patrick Quinlan; Anthony Donato

15. These devices can break skin!!!
    Samian Sulaiman; Naubert Sam; Himed Sam; Shahriar Dadkhah; Nadia El Hangouche; Mohammad Shahreyar; Addis Asfaw; Ahmet A. Oktay; Ana Inashvili; Husein Husein; Preethi Subramanian

16. A Catastrophic scenario of a heart defect
    Samian Sulaiman; Salih Samo; Muhammad Sherid; Husein Huse; Shahriar Dadkhah; Ahmet A. Oktay; Nadia El Hangouche; Mohammad Shahreyar; Ana Inashvili; Addis Asfaw; Preethi Subramanian

17. A Rare Case of Complete Heart Block
    Xuanjing Zhou; Nicholas S. Amoroso

18. Symptomatic Hypocalcemia, vitamin D deficiency and anemia
    Eunice Chuang

19. Confusion and hypoglycemia in an elderly women
    Eunice Chuang

20. An interesting case of falsely elevated TSH level due to human anti-mouse antibodies (HAMA) interference with thyrotropin assay
    Samaneh Dowlatshahi; SeyedAmirHossein AfsharHosseini; Erica Sinsheimer; Harvey Friedman

21. An interesting case of pituitary macro-adenoma presenting as asymptomatic internal carotid artery compression
    Samaneh Dowlatshahi; SeyedAmirHossein AfsharHosseini; Harvey Friedman

22. A Case Report of Altered Mental Status from a Parathyroid Carcinoma
    Nanase Honda; Christine Kwan

23. Tumor-Induced Osteomalacia Caused by a FGF-23 Producing Mesenchymal Tumor
    Sophia Hu; Sara Lubitz

24. Asymptomatic Large Pituitary Incidentaloma in a Patient with sarcoidosis
    Leena Jalota; Ana Abaroa-Salvatierra; Richard Alweis

25. Functional Hypoparathyroidism Caused by Hypomagnesemia
    Raleigh James; Murali Duggirala

26. A Tremor with Grave Consequences
    Asad Jahan; Bilal Shaikh; Ahmed Salman; Anthony Donato

27. Coexisting Primary Hyperparathyroidism and Multiple Myeloma
    Yumiko Kinugawa; Christine Kwan

28. When Things Don’t Fit ... Think Acromegaly. A Case Series.
    Patrick Quinlan; Mrunalini Deshmukh; Arti Patel

29. Persistent Hypoglycemia: The Pancreas Reveals Itself
    Rekha Thammana

30. Primary Hyperparathyroidism in Pregnancy Presenting as Acute Pancreatitis in Second Trimester
    Nick Youssef; Christopher Russo

31. A Massive DVT in a Patient with Ulcerative Colitis on Adalimumab
    Reuben Abraham; Craig Gluckman; Todd B. Linden

32. Acute Liver Failure as Initial Manifestation of Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma
    Gargi Bajayee; Matthew Kutner; Isabel Preeshagul; Alfred Burger; Lionel S. D’Souza; Franklin Kasmin

33. Isolated Visceral Kaposi’s sarcoma
    Kristin Bateman; Philip J. Putnam

34. An atypical Ulcerative Colitis flare: taking a deeper look
    Allison R. Bond; Artur Viana
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35. **Steak It's What's For Dinner**  
   Elizabeth Bowles; Molly Doose

36. **Withdrawn by Author**

37. **It's not yet time to hang up your HAT.**  
   Marie Caldwell; Jonathan Kirsch

38. **Management of Hepatitis C Virus-Induced Cryoglobulinemic Vasculitis in the Presence of Coexisting Diseases Affected by Immunosuppressants**  
   Esther Hwang; Madan R. Aryal; Kaiming Wu; Benjamin Lloyd

39. **Chest pain mimicker: Acute Gastric volvulus**  
   Praveena N. Iruku; Tareq Khader; Anna Maria Affan

40. **Melanoma masquerading as hemorrhoid**  
   Fumi Ito; Hidenori Oguchi; Mitsunori Iwase; Masataka Shinoda; Shinichi Mizuno; Takahisa Suzuki

41. **Adult Onset Urea Cycle Disorder in the Setting of Gastric Bypass Surgery**  
   Michelle Kromas; Omar Mousa

42. **Ouch, hot spots! Panuliculitis associated with pancreatitis**  
   Steven Lily; Jake E. Turrentine

43. **Diffuse Mesenteric Venous Thrombosis Resulting in Bowel Ischemia and Obstruction with Normal Lactate Levels**  
   Yevgeniy Mikityanskiy; Gary Carpenter; Farah Daccueil; Evan Schloss; Nicholas Berbari; James Gardner

44. **Hepatocellular Carcinoma Secondary to Metabolic Syndrome: A Morbid Association for All Practitioners to Be Concerned About**  
   David Moradi; Faraj Faour; Alfred Burger

45. **Primary duodenal plasmacytoma as an uncommon cause of gastrointestinal bleeding**  
   Devalkumar Rajyaguru

46. **Hepatic Sarcoidosis Presenting As Chyloritoneum**  
   Brett K. Sharpe; Atena Lodhi; Michael Schmalz; Kurt J. Pfeifer; Lawrence Ryan; Tessa Damm

47. **Copper Deficient Myeloneuropathy in Celiac Disease**  
   Siddharth Sheth; Michael Elnicki

48. **Necrotic Erythema Associated With Hepatitis C**  
   Priyanka Yaradma; Shannon Miller; Huy Au

49. **My Husband ate moth balls: Methemoglobinemia and hemolytic anemia associated with naphthalene ingestion.**  
   Ameera J. Ahmed

50. **A Case Report of B-cell Follicular Lymphoma in an Asymptomatic Woman with Virchio's Node**  
   Takako Akimoto; Christine Kwan

51. **Amyloidosis presenting along with perianpneumatic caseating granulomatous lymphadenitis.**  
   Paulina Alcalan; Ebuh Valentine; Michael Sheffield; Carlos Taboada

52. **Retiform Purpura As A Clue To Diagnosis**  
   Sarah Aggar

53. **Throw Me a Bone: A Case of Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis Presenting as Rib Pain in a 35-Year-Old Woman**  
   Julia P. Brockway; Elena Katz; Sudha Dubey

54. **Post-Transfusion Purpura: A difficult diagnosis**  
   Gaurav Goyal; Peter Silberstein

55. **Catastrophic Antiphospholipid Syndrome in a Patient with Lung Malignancy**  
   Aakriti Gupta; Liam Zakko

56. **An interesting case of Cellcept toxicity**  
   Mona Hassan; Hiba Hadid; David Paje

57. **Chordoma: a rare cause of progressive neurologic symptoms and Horner's syndrome**  
   Marjan M. Hovaida

58. **An a(mass)ing case of leukocytosis**  
   Jessica R. Howard-Anderson; Edward Ha

59. **Spontaneous tumor lysis syndrome due to neuroendocrine tumor.**  
   Waleed Quwatli; Charu Ramchandani; Mahesh Krishnamurthy

60. **An Unusual Case Of Acute Back Pain**  
   Gaurav Ray; Andrea Card

61. **It's Not All in Her Head**  
   Neetha Reddy; Manuela Calvo

62. **Withdrawn by Author**

63. **Two Is Better Than One: Presenting with Two Primary Malignancies**  
   Adam Schwartz

64. **A rare case of bacteremia with Sphingomonas Paucimobilis in a patient with allogenic stem cell transplantation**  
   Vikas Singh

65. **A Supratherapeutic INR From An Uncommon Interaction**  
   Eiran A. Warner; Christopher Taurani; Kristen Coffey; ZuJun Li

66. **Nitrous Oxide Abuse Leading To Hyperhomocysteinemia And Pulmonary Emboli**  
   Eiran A. Warner; Yamin Shwe; Leonard Amoruso; Erica Grab-scheid

67. **A Rare Case of Group B Streptococcal Septic Arthritis with a Flare of Gout.**  
   Phillip Aleksejiev; Emily R. Haggerly

68. **The Wily Wolf: Persistent FEVERS, Transaminitis, and Pancyto-penia secondary to Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) in previously healthy male**  
   Syed Ali; Katerina Kovalenko; Weija Wang; Laura K. Snydman

69. **Cryoglobulinemia associated with Secondary Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis (HLH)**  
   Shane Almeida; Soo I. Choi

70. **A rare case of toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) associated with the use of azithromycin**  
   Steve M. Antoine; Emerald Banas; Shane Keogh

71. **Submandibular Mass with Generalized Lymphadenopathy due to IgG4 Related Disease**  
   Sangmee Bae; Soo I. Choi

72. **Ascites: An Uncommon Presentation of Lupus**  
   Christopher H. Blevis; Clement J. Michel

73. **Not Just Skin Deep: Paraneoplastic Pemphigus due to Thy-moma**  
   Josh H. Bukowski; Kaumakaokaaliani Shimatsu; Paul Aronowitz

74. **Aggressive Arthralgia: A Case of Granulomatosis with Polyangi-tis**  
   Claireborne Childs

75. **Condition That May Mimic Rheumatoid Arthritis**  
   Erik Kaneshia; Junwa Kunimoto; Tatsuya Sato; Junko Maeda; Riri Watanabe; Atsuto Yoshizawa

76. **Severe SIRS following 23-valent Pneumococcal Vaccination in a Patient with Behçet’s Disease**  
   Vijay Kotecha; Kevin D. Hauck; Matthew Shaines

77. **An Historical Clinico-pathological Analysis. How Flavius Jose-phus, Gustav Moreau, Oscar Wilde, and Richard Strauss Offer Insights Into The Mysterious Illness Of King Herod.**  
   Cianna Leatherwood; Richard Panush

78. **Steven Johnson syndrome from Ertapenem: A unique case report**  
   Karthik Raganathan; David Slagle; Rachael Davis

79. **A Tattoo Paints a Picture of Sarcoi**  
   David A. Rand; Julie Lin; Elizabeth Zeeck; Deborah Cook

---

**Session details are available online at [www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting](http://www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting)**
80. Retroperitoneal fibrosis and periaortitis, is this an IgG4-related disease?
   Laila Shiekh Sroujieh; Alexis C. Haftka; Iyer Gayathri
81. To the Retroperitoneum and Back: An Internist’s Tale
   Patrick Snyder; Karin Wartliert
82. Diagnosing thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura in a patient with systemic lupus erythematosus
   Alicia Stapleton; Daniel Ling; Daniel Kahn
83. An Unusual Case of Prolonged Fever of Unknown Origin
   Duminda Suraweera; John Sy; Elizabeth Akiyama; Emil Heinz
84. Unhappy Feet: Voriconazole Associated Toxic Peripheral Neuropathy.
   Jayanth Adusumalli; Abhishek Singla; Avyakta Kallam; Edward Horowitz
85. An Unusual Presentation of Burkholderia cepacia in a Hospitalized Patient.
   Derar Albashaireh; Marcus Zervos
86. A Case Series of an Emerging Infection in the United States: Invasive Klebsiella Pneumoniae
   Lineea S. Amesur; Daniel I. Kim; Jon Persichino; Made Sutjita; Armen Eskandari; Vida Jahangiri
87. TB or not TB: Tuberculous Enteritis presenting as appendicitis
   Jaimin Amin; Arthur Jing; Stanley K. Dea
   Sameer K. Avasarala; Andrew Kure; Anne Chen
89. Disseminated Histoplasmosis Presenting with Pancycopenia in an AIDS Patient
   Ribka Ayana; Katherine C. Chrietien; Suzanne Sweidan
90. How Deep Should Your Fundoscopic Exam Go? A Rare Case of Endogenous Endophthalmitis Due to Klebsiella Pneumoniae
   Gargi Bajpayee; Jonathan Martin; Isabel Preeshagul; Jason Flipe; David Chun; Jose A. Cortes
91. Aseptic Meningitis after intrathecal stem cell infusion
   Arthi Balu
92. Severe Malaria Causing Profound Hemoglobinuria and Acute Kidney Injury
   James F. Dylewski; Jennifer Axelband; Thong Le
93. A Rash Decision
   Shara I. Epstein; Sheira Schair
94. Mollaret’s mess: the headache you just can’t shake
   Catherine Firestein; Cady (Blackey) Brown
95. An Extremely Red Extremity
   Julia Fleming; Darlene LeFrancois
96. What is potentially concealed in unconscious patient without definite origin
   Kanoko Fukaya; Chiaki Murase; Munehisa Atsumi; Mitsunori Iwase
97. Exercising Hickam’s Dictum: A case of simultaneous parasitic, fungal, bacterial and viral infections
   John Romond; Andrew Hoellein
98. “Kissing Disease” of the Liver
   Anuhy, A. Anand; Maya Srikant; Jordan Dale; Anupama Ananth
99. Newfound association of erythema nodosum with rare scalp disease
   Karl Kirschke; Robby Singh; Diane L. Levine
100. A Mimic of a Rheumatoid Arthritis Flare
    Paul Koffer; Zachary D. Horne; Benjamin Lloyd
101. Lady Windermere’s Rash
    Paavani Komanduri
102. Anchor on NSAID
    Francis Lam; Laura K. Snydman
103. Recurrent benign lymphocytic meningitis (RBLM) in a pregnant woman
    Delia Lee; Kurt J. Pfeifer; Mark A. Beike
104. Spine MRI as work up for sore throat: A case of missed pharyngitis leading to the diagnosis of acute rheumatic carditis
    Lauren Mehner; Melissa Reidy; Luke Peters; Daniel Chan; Maria G. Frank
105. Nontuberculosis mycobacterial infection in an immunocompetent host with underlying lung disease
    Emily H. Miller; Geeta Laud
106. An Uncommon Cause of Vertebral Osteomyelitis and Paraspiroi Abscess Leading to Quadriparenesis in a Healthy Young Man
    Afad Motiwala; Jenny C. Lee; Divyanshu Dubey; Oanh K. Nguyen
107. Brain Abscess: An Unusual Complication of Odontogenic Infection
    Rajesh Mourya; Runa Shrestha; Renuga Vivekanandan
108. A Case of Toxic Shock Syndrome Associated with the use of the NuvaRing
    Jack C. Naggar; Nicole Adler
    Sumit R. Naig; Eunice Yu; Susan Rhe
110. Sterile pyuria – A classic tale with a modern twist
    Celeste Newport; Krystle Barbarghi; Marlowe Maylin
111. There’s an Uncommon Fungus Among Us
    Pratikshya Savjani
112. Withdrawn by Author
113. Early immune modulating therapy for pseudotumoral anogenital herpes in HIV infection
    Stacey Schott; Veronique Nussenblatt; Shiham Mahgoub; Khalil Ghanem
114. Fulminant Disseminated Varicella Zoster Infection in an Immunocompetent Adult
    Neal Shah; Arthur Jeng
115. Diffuse cerebritis in alcohol withdrawal and meningitis: No room for diagnostic delay.
    Poojita Shivamurthy; Sparsha Kukunoor
116. Uh Oh, That’s an Uncommon Disease
    Ryan Brown
117. Retroperitoneal hemorrhage arising from a renal mass: a case report.
    Jean Canham
118. A-Knee-Mia: Blood Where It Doesn’t Belong
    Jonathan T. Cheah; Jason A. Korok
119. Hyperkalemia by a minor league
    Soohwan Chun; Manuela Calvo
120. Clindamycin causes a maculopapular rash without eosinophilia in primary infectious mononucleosis
    Albert Do; Donald Curran
121. A Case of Dapsone-Induced Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis in a patient being treated for Lepra at Bellevue Hospital
    Arnab K. Ghosh; Rachel M. Bond; Richard E. Greene
122. All That Glitters Isn’t WISN
    Naomi Karlen; Melody Oncale
123. Avoiding Diagnostic Pitfalls in the Recognition of DRESS Syndrome: Consider “Saying Yes to the DRESS!”
    Hili Rosen; Daniel I. Steinberg; Alfred Burger
124. Paradoxical Breathing: An Important Physical Exam Finding in a Patient with Metastatic Melanoma
    Riddhi Shah; Ekti Kapoor; Melissa Glenn; Svetomir Markovic
125. One Of These Things Is Not Like The Other
   Skylar Souyoul; Edmond Fomunung; Michelle M. Guidry

126. Metronidazole-Induced Encephalopathy
   Yuichiro Suzuki; Christine Kwan

127. Pitfall of Omeprazole: commonly prescribed in the world
   Syo Tano; Koichiro Kimura; Masato Yoshihara; Munehisa Atsumi;
   Shinichi Mizuno; Mitsunori Iwase

128. The Case of Ms. A. Early Support for a Grass-roots, Team-
    based Approach to Ambulatory Care in a Resident Clinic
   Nora Segar; Manik Chhabra; Janet J. Ho; Megan S. Lemay; Faye
   Farber; Sarita Soares; Julie R. Rosenbaum; Stephen Holt; Tracy
   Rabin

129. Dialysis Disequilibrium Syndrome
   Khaled M. Abouelezz; Ahmed Abuzaied; Mohamed El khashab; 
   Abhishek Matta

130. Never Trust the Gold Standard: A Difficult Diagnosis of IgA
    Dominant Acute Post-staphylococcal Glomerulonephritis
   Vikram Balakumar; Jodie Bryk

131. Withdrawn by Author

132. Beware the Kettlebell
   Matthew A. Calzetta; Meredith B. Barnes

133. Stroke as the initial manifestation of nephrotic syndrome
   Mary Anne S. Chacko; Javad Vaziri; Michael Sheffield

134. Management of Metabolic Acidosis in Pre-existing Proximal
    RTA
   Guillermo E. Espinoza

135. Acute Renal Failure Associated with Massive Hematuria in IgA
    Nephropathy
   Asad Jehangir; Leena Kalota; Manoj Singla

136. This is more than a simple AKI!
    Hani Snounou

137. Working Out With Minimal Change
    Derek Worley

138. The great masquerader, a bygone acquaintance or a present-
    day foe?
    Maria Fan

139. Withdrawn by Author

140. Brain Drain: A Case of Transient Hydrocephalus and Seizure
    due to Neurocysticercosis
   Haley Kensing; Roger D. Smalligan; Miles Raizada; Mashrafi
   Ahmed

141. An Atypical Cause of Acute Low Back Pain
   Rebecca Liu; Crystal Ritsema

142. An underdiagnosed syndrome of lower extremity pain and
    weakness in a patient with diabetes mellitus
   Daniele Massera; Darlene LeFrancois

143. A rare case of ataxia and rapidly progressing dementia
   Sara Patrawala; Maryam Soltani; Mara Zulauf

144. No Bulging Disk
   Patrick Quinlan; Ronald Herb

145. When Seizures Cause Drowning – Without the Water
   Alice Williamson; Eric Kasprzicz; Ramprasad Kandavar

146. Lung herniation post cardio-pulmonary resuscitation
   Souabh Aggarwal; Shrey Velani; Mark Loehrke

147. Anterior mediastinal mass – luckily is not cancer!
   Rami Hazzi; Anil Kumar Reddy Anumandla; Gaurav Kistangari

148. To Treat Or Not To Treat: An Asymptomatic Lady Windemere
    Syndrome
   Kevin A. Johnson; Maryam Sattari

149. Organizing Eosinophilic Pneumonia: An Orphan Disease
    Navneet Kaur; Pahul Singh

150. Idiopathic Pulmonary Hemosiderosis: An Orphan Disease
    Navneet Kaur; Pahul Singh

151. An Uncommon Cause of Acute Post-Operative Hypoxia: Nega-
    tive Pressure Pulmonary Edema.
    Samantha L. Klebe; Kumaar Vipul

152. Swollen Feet and Palpitations after Draining a Pneumococcal
    Empyema
   Ankita Tandon; Cynthia H. Chuang; Jed Gonzalez; Eileen Hen-
   nrikus

153. Abdominal Compartment Syndrome from Massive Pancreatic
    Pseudocysts
   Jianhua A. Tau; Jeffrey T. Bates

   Ahmed Abuzaied; Hitham Al-Alshry; Hamza Tantoush; Allen Ameri; 
   Gale M. Etherton

155. Steven Johnson Syndrome
   Ahmed Abuzaied; Khaled M. Abouelezz; Mohamed El khashab

156. Recurrent congestive heart failure, when it is not all about the 
    heart
   Amorphol Anuwatworn; Imelda A. Cirilo; Viswanathan Iyer; Pramil
    Cheriyath

157. Facial rash as a rare initial presentation of primary cutaneous
    Cryptococcosis
   Amorphol Anuwatworn; Pramil Cheriyath

158. May Thurner syndrome
   Manisha Bhide; Kandace Shepherd

159. Tension Pneumothorax in out-patient clinic
   Manisha Bhide

160. Unusual Suspects: Renal side effects of Penicillins
    Cindy (Blackey) Brown; Deepa Bhatnagar

161. Full Court PRES: Altered mental status in the immune-compro-
    mised
   Cindy (Blackey) Brown

162. Erythroderma...The Other Dermatological Emergency
   Mike Butterfield; Rachel Sandler; Kate Hust

163. Happened In My Sle-ep — Lupus Myelitis
   Mike Butterfield; Sarah Tribune; Kate Hust

164. Acute myopericarditis after tetanus, diptheria, and pertussis
    vaccination in a healthy adult
   Adrienne L. Clark; Laleh Boroujerdi-Rad

165. Pyogenic hepatic abscess secondary to Streptococcus angino-
    sus: A rare complication of sigmoid diverticulitis
   Adrienne L. Clark; Francis E. Dailey; Jeffrey R. Lewis

166. Aripiprazole induced agranulocytosis: A rare but important as-
    sociation.
   Gautam George; Patrick R. Aquino; Dalar Nazarian; Susan Kriko-
   rian

167. Shosin beriberi masquerading as septic shock
   Gautam George; Fabian Reimold; Carey C. Thomson

168. The Perfect Lipodystrophy Storm.
   Victoria Gutgarts; Ewa M. Rakowski; Bettina Fries

169. An Unresponsive Patient? It May Be Sero-Tone-In.
   Victoria Gutgarts; Jonathan T. Cheah; Athina Vassilikis

170. Bortezomib-related cardiomyopathy
   Zachary D. Horne; Paul Koffer; Anthony A. Donato

171. Atypical presentation of neuromyelitis optica
   Zachary D. Horne; Paul Koffer; Benjamin Lloyd

172. Nausea, Vomiting and Diarrhea: Common symptoms with an
    uncommon etiology
   Arvind Kalyan Sundaram; Julie Grimes; Saira Samani; Christopher
   Roy
173. Uncommon sepsis following pancreatic surgery
   Arvind Kalyan Sundaram; Carey C. Thomson
174. Tricked by Persistent ST Elevations
   Naomi Karlen; George Bensabat; Philip J. Putnam
175. Give Me Doxycycline or Give Me Death
   Naomi Karlen; Matthew N. Peters; Jared Roussel
176. Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome – Truly an Oxymoron!
   Sathish kumar Krishnan; Hitu Khaira; Venu M. Ganipisetti
177. Stones Everywhere!
   Sathish kumar Krishnan; Hitu Khaira; Malav P. Parikh
178. Poorly controlled chronic myelogenous leukemia and an unexpected legal guardian
   Charles J. Lenz; Roger Yu
179. Hypertensive Emergency as the Initial Presentation of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
   Charles J. Lenz; Roger Yu
180. Initial presentation of multiple myeloma as intraparenchymal brain mass
   Ishan Malhotra; Abhinav Chandra; Yiwu Huang
181. Unpredictable nature of Tolvaptan in the treatment of hypervolemic hyponatremia
   Ishan Malhotra; Kalyan Janga; Sheldon Greenberg; Shilpa Gopinath
182. Eyes: A window to the heart
   Radha S. Mehta; Surbhi Rohatgi; Aliya Laeeq
183. Cranial mass in a young male: TB or not TB.
   Radha S. Mehta; Gautam George; Indumathy Varadarajan
184. The Wrong Side of the Tracks
   Uchechukwu Obih; Beth Susi; Thomas Montgomery
185. Don’t Bathe in the Creek
   Uchechukwu Obih; Thomas Montgomery
186. Cryptogenic liver abscess in a diabetic patient
   Debjit Saha; Sandeep Gupta
187. Hyperosmolar Anion gap Metabolic Acidosis caused by Mouthwash
   Debjit Saha; Seth Gottlieb
188. Stevens - Johnson syndrome: An Unusual Adverse Reaction to Azithromycin
   Runa Shrestha; Rajesh Mourya; Ramsay Farah
189. Carbon Monoxide Poisoning: A diagnosis not to be missed!
   Runa Shrestha; Rajesh Mourya; Brian A. Changlai
190. Large Pericardial Effusion associated with severe Pulmonary Hypertension
   Ravi Thimmisetty; Manogna Nookathota; Janardhana Gorthi; Ariel Modrykamien
191. Transfusion mimicking ARDS
   Ravi Thimmisetty; Manogna Nookathota; Ariel Modrykamien
192. Dynamic early repolarization pattern and ventricular fibrillation: Case report and a brief literature review.
   Vimalkumar Veerappan Kandasamy; Satish Chandraprakasam; Aryan Mooss
193. The dilemma of management of cardiac tamponade in the presence of severe pulmonary hypertension: Our experience
   Vimalkumar Veerappan Kandasamy; Ajaykumar Kaja; Tammy O. Wichman
194. Anterior T wave Inversion: Heart or Lung? Left or Right Ventricle?
   Vimalkumar Veerappan Kandasamy; Ajaykumar Kaja; Tammy O. Wichman; Naoki Misumida; Elisheva Levine

**THURSDAY LUNCHTIME SESSIONS › 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM**

Pick up your box lunch and bring it with you to any one of these sessions.

**Distinguished Professor Keynote Addresses**

Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics Keynote Lecture & Dessert Reception
Catherine Sarkisian, MD, MSPH
*Why Geriatricians Make Great Partners (“Everything is Awesome!” in Geriatrics)*
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor

Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health Keynote Lecture
Melissa McNeil, MD, MPH
*Life Lessons Learned*
Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor

**Lunch With VA Leadership**
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor

**Mentoring Panels**

**Clinician Investigator Careers**
Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
**Panelists**
Martin F. Shapiro, MD, MPH, PhD, University of California, Los Angeles, Past President, SGIM, 2002-2003
Joshua P. Metlay, MD, PhD, Chief, Section of Hospital Medicine, University of Pennsylvania
Gary E. Rosenthal, MD, Director, Institute for Clinical and Translational Science at the University of Iowa, Past President, SGIM, 2010-2011

**Clinician Educator Careers**
Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor
**Panelists**
Dan P. Hunt, MD, Chief, Hospital Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital
Simerjot Jassal, MD, Associate Program Director of Medicine, University of California, San Diego
Lars Osterberg, MD, Chief, Division of General Internal Medicine, Palo Alto Veterans Affairs Medical Center
### CONCURRENT SESSION A AT A GLANCE

#### CLINICAL UPDATE, SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUA1</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUA2</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA1</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAA</td>
<td>Americas Cup B, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA01</td>
<td>Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA02</td>
<td>Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA03</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA04</td>
<td>Americas Cup A, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA05</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA06</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA07</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08</td>
<td>Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA09</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA10</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASA1</td>
<td>Mission Beach, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA2</td>
<td>Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA3</td>
<td>Golden Hill, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA4</td>
<td>Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVA</td>
<td>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CLINICAL PRACTICE INNOVATIONS ORAL PRESENTATION SESSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPIA</td>
<td>Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CUA1** Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor

**Update in Hospital Medicine**

**Category:** Hospital-based Medicine  
**Session Coordinator:** Bradley Sharpe, MD, Department of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco  
**Additional Faculty:** Romsai Boonyasai, MD, MPH, Johns Hopkins University; William Southern, MD, MS, Albert Einstein College of Medicine and Montefiore Medical Center

---

**CUA2** Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor

**Update in Medical Education**

**Category:** Medical Education Scholarship  
**Session Coordinator:** Lisa Willett, MD, Department of Medicine, University of Alabama, Birmingham  
**Additional Faculty:** Carol Bates, MD, Harvard School of Medicine; Shobhina Chheda, MD, MPH, FACP, University of Wisconsin; Briar Duffy, MD, University of Minnesota School of Medicine; Kathel Dunn, PhD, National Library of Medicine; Reena Karani, MD, MHPE, Mount Sinai School of Medicine; Brita Roy, MD, MPH, Yale University

---

**SSA1** Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor

**Stakeholder Engagement in Patient-Centered Research: Putting Theory into Practice**

**Category:** Research Methods  
**Submitted in Conjunction with:** SGIM Community-Based Participatory Research Interest Group and Disparities Task Force  
**Session Coordinator:** Cheryl R. Clark, MD, ScD, Physician Researcher, Brigham and Women’s Hospital  
**Additional Faculty:** Anne C. Beal, MD, MPH, PCORI; Arleen Brown, MD, PhD, University of California, Los Angeles; Giselle M. Corbie-Smith, MD, MSc, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Carol Horowitz, MD, MPH, Mount Sinai School of Medicine; Christina Nicolaides, MD, MPH, Portland State University

---

**VAA** Americas Cup B, 4th Floor

**Promoting Excellence in Patient Care, Education, and Research by Adapting the Principles of Medical Home Models to the Needs of Vulnerable Populations in VA**

**Category:** Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations  
**Session Coordinator:** Paul Pirraglia, MD, Primary Care, Providence VA Medical Center/Alpert Medical School of Brown University  
**Additional Faculty:** Emily LeVeen, MD, Providence VA Medical Center/Alpert Medical School of Brown University; Thomas O’Toole, Homeless Veterans Patient Aligned Care Team (H-PACT) Program, National Center on Homelessness Among Veterans; Elizabeth M. Yano, PhD, VA Women’s Health Research Network, VA Greater Los Angeles; Alexander S. Young, MD, MSHS, Health Services Unit, Department of Veterans Affairs Desert Pacific Mental Illness Research, Education and Clinical Center

---

**WA01** Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor

**Writing Curriculum Vitaes and Preparing to Interview**

**Category:** Personal/Professional Development  
**Session Coordinator:** Stacy Higgins, MD, Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Emory University  
**Additional Faculty:** Bimal Ashar, MD, Johns Hopkins; Jeannie M. Clark, MD, MPH, Johns Hopkins; Alex J. Mechaber, MD, Sr. University of Miami; Hilit F. Mechaber, MD, University of Miami; Amanda Salanitro, MD, MS, MSPH, Vanderbilt University

---

**WA02** Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor

**Home Care: the Bridge to Quality Healthcare for the Chronically Ill and Frail Elderly**

**Category:** Aging/Geriatrics/End of Life  
**Submitted in Conjunction with:** House Calls Interest Group  
**Session Coordinator:** M. Victoria M. Kopke, MD, Department of General Internal Medicine, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai  
**Additional Faculty:** Catherine Fabrizi, MSN, Boston University School of Medicine; Cameron R. Hernandez, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai; Elizabeth McCormick, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai; Rachel K. Miller, MD, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania; Megan E. Young, MD, Boston University School of Medicine  
**Small Group Leader:** Linda DeCherrie, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
**CONCURRENT SESSION A › 1:00 – 2:30 PM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Coordinators/Leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA03</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Preventive Screening in Young Adults with Special Health Care Needs (YASHCN): A Primary Care Perspective</td>
<td>Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations</td>
<td>Deborah DiNardo, MD, Albert W. Wu, MD, MPH, Health Policy and Management, Johns Hopkins; Maggie K. Benson, MD, University of Pittsburgh; Sandhya K. Rao, MD, Associate Medical Director for QI, General Medicine Division, Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA04</strong></td>
<td>Americas Cup A, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Talking the Talk: Optimizing Communication Between Residents and Multidisciplinary Care Team Members in Academic Primary Care Practices</td>
<td>Healthcare Delivery and Redesign</td>
<td>Jo-Anne Suffoletto, MD, MSc, VA Medical Center; Damara N. Gutnick, MD, NYU Langone Medical Center; Suzanne M. Turner, MD, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Maggie K. Benson, MD, University of Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA05</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Need Directions? A Roadmap to Understand and Assess Ambulatory Milestones</td>
<td>Medical Education Scholarship</td>
<td>Victoria Carballo, MPH, Partners Healthcare; Blair W. Fosburgh, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Suzanne M. Turner, MBA, Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA06</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Supporting the Second Victims of Adverse Events</td>
<td>Medical Humanities and Ethics</td>
<td>Albert W. Wu, MD, MPH, Health Policy and Management, Johns Hopkins; Maggie K. Benson, MD, University of Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA07</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Collaborative Care for Depression: Bridging Primary Care with Mental Health for Successful Implementation of Evidence-Based Depression Treatment</td>
<td>Mental Health/Substance Abuse</td>
<td>Lauren Peccoralo, MD, MPH, Medicine, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai; Shaha Baharlou, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai; Amy Weil, MD, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA08</strong></td>
<td>Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Strategies for Increasing Work-Life Balance for Academic General Internists</td>
<td>Personal/Professional Development</td>
<td>William A. Anderson, PhD, Michigan State University; Martha Grayson, MD, Senior Associate Dean for Medical Education, Department of Medicine, Albert Einstein College of Medicine; Pablo Carballo, MPH, Partners Healthcare; Blair W. Fosburgh, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA09</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Addressing the Burden of Quality Improvement: Making the Most of Maintenance of Certification, CME, and OPPE for Patients and Physicians</td>
<td>Quality of Care/Patient Safety</td>
<td>Sandhya K. Rao, MD, Associate Medical Director for QI, General Medicine Division, Massachusetts General Hospital; Victoria Carballo, MPH, Partners Healthcare; Blair W. Fosburgh, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Suzanne M. Turner, MBA, Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WA10</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor</td>
<td>Assuring Breast Cancer Survivors Are Not “Lost In Transition:” The Generalist’s Guide to Breast Cancer Survivorship Care</td>
<td>Women’s Health</td>
<td>Deborah DiNardo, MD, Clinical Instructor of Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, VA Medical Center Pittsburgh; Maggie K. Benson, MD, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine; Jo-Anne Suffoletto, MD, MSc, VA Medical Center Pittsburgh; Holly N. Thomas, MD, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS

CONCURRENT SESSION A  ›  1:00 – 2:30 pm

THURSDAY

ASA1  Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Moderators: Thomas S. Inui, ScM, MD and Jeffrey Whittle, MD, MPH
1. Inpatient Healthcare Utilization among Patients Who Require Interpreter Services
   Jane Njeru; Paul Takahashi; Jon Ebbert; Jennifer St. Sauver; Debra Jacobson; Chun Fan; Mark L. Wieland
2. Association of Influenza Vaccination Coverage in Younger Adults with Influenza Illness in the Elderly
   Gien Takslir; Michael B. Rotherberg; David M. Cutler
3. Is healthcare providers’ respect for patients associated with communication behaviors in clinical encounters?
   Tabor E. Flickinger; Somnath Saha; Debra L. Roter; Philip T. Korthuis; Victoria L. Sharp; Jonathan A. Cohn; Richard D. Moore; Mary Catherine Beach
4. Negotiating Emergency Department Admission Handoffs: Experiences, Beliefs, and Perceptions of Admitting and Emergency Physicians
   Christopher J. Smith; Denise H. Britigan; Nathan Anderson; Elizabeth Lyden; Tedd Welniak; Michael C. Wadman
5. The Hunt for Diabetes: Characteristics and Risk Factors Associated with Undiagnosed Diabetes and Prediabetes in NHANES
   Michael E. Bowen; Lei Bowen; Eitan Halm
6. Factors associated with losing at least 75% of gestational weight gain by early postpartum in women with recent gestational diabetes
   Jacinda M. Nicklas; Chloe A. Zera; Sue E. Levkoff; Ellen W. Seely

ASA2  Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Daniel Matlock, MD, MPH
Discussant: Catherine Sarkisian, MD, MSPH, SGIM 2014 Distinguished Professor in Geriatrics
1. Looking beyond the prostate: determinants and impact of nocturia in middle-aged and older women
   Amy Hsu; Sanae Nakagawa; Louise Walter; Stephen K. Van Den Eeden; Jeanette S. Brown; David Thom; Sei Lee; Alison J. Huang
2. Antibiotic Susceptibilities of Urinary Isolates in Older Adults
   Theresa A. Rowe; Lee Lindquist; Abel Kho
   Christopher Sciamanna; Jennifer Kraschnewski; Liza S. Rovniak; Erik B. Lehman
4. Polypharmacy and physiologic frailty in HIV-infected veterans
   Minhee Sung; Kirsha S. Gordon; E. Jennifer Edelman; Amy C. Justice
5. Deficits in the Transfer of Advance Care Planning Information for Patients Discharged from Hospitals to Nursing Homes
   Peggy Leung; Clarke Low; Anne M. Walling; Neil Wenger

ASA3  Golden Hill, 3rd Floor
Moderators: Gail Daumit, MD, MHS and Monica E. Peek, MD, MPH
This session is part of a pilot project investigating shorter presentation times. Your attendance and feedback will be appreciated by the investigators.
1. Illicit buprenorphine use, and access to and interest in buprenorphine treatment
   Aaron Fox; Adam Chamberlain; Taeko Frost; Chinazo Cunningham
2. Impact of health coaching on patient trust in their primary care provider: a randomized controlled trial
   David Thom; Danielle Hessler; Rachel Willard-Grace; Thomas Bodenheimer; Adriana Najmabadi; Christiina Araujo; Ellen Chen
3. Health Literacy and Usability of Patient Education Documents
   Raman Singhai; Katya Ostrow; Calie Santana
4. Food Insecurity, Coping Strategies, and Glycemic Control in Low-Income Patients with Diabetes
   Victoria L. Mayer; Kevin H. McDonough; Hilary K. Seligman; Judith A. Long
5. Patient Activation Intervention Improved Evidence-based Medication Use in Diabetic and Heart Disease patients in Federally Qualified Health Centers: The Office Guidelines Applied to Practice Program
   Ade B. Olomy; Bikki Gautam; Bethany Buda; Wei-Wen Hsu; Gurpreet Chahal; Janaki Samaraweera; Haritha Machavarapu; Wendy Uwaje; David Tedom; Margaret Holmes-Rovner
6. Food insecurity and cost-related medication underuse are independent barriers to diabetes control: Results from the Measuring Economic Insecurity in Diabetes (MEND) study
   Seth A. Berkowitz; James B. Meigs; Steven J. Atlas; Darren A. DeWalt; Hilary K. Seligman; Deborah J. Wexler
7. Associations between Medical Home Characteristics and Support for Patient Activation in the Safety Net: Understanding Differences by Race, Ethnicity, and Health Status
   Robert S. Nocon; Yue Gao; Kathryn E. Gunter; Janel Jin; Lawrence P. Casalino; Michael T. Quinn; Sarah Derrett; Wm. Thomas Summerfelt; Elbert S. Huang; Sang Mee Lee; Marshall Chin
8. The Association of Food Insecurity and Diabetes Control Among Low-Income Individuals
   Julie B. Silverman; Jim Krieger; Meghan M. Kiefer; Paul Hebert; Nathan Drain; June Robinson; Leslie Taylor; Janet Kapp; Karin M. Nelson

ASA4  Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Howard S. Gordon, MD
1. Food Insecurity Is Associated with Diabetes Self-Care Behaviors and Glycemic Control
   William J. Heerman; Ken Wallston; Chandra Y. Osborn; David Schlundt; Shari D. Barto; Russell L. Rothman
2. Comparative Effectiveness of a Practice-Based Trial of Blood Pressure Control in Blacks: Is Less More?
   Antoinette Schoenthaler; Jeanne Teresi, Leanne Luerassi; Stephanie Silver; Jian Kong; Taiye Odedosu; Gbenga Ogedegbe
3. Subclinical Thyroid Dysfunction and Fracture Risk: an Individual Participant Data Analysis of Prospective Cohorts
   Manuel R. Blum; Douglas Bauer; Bruno R. da Costa; Christina D. Wirth; Anne R. Cappola; Robin P. Peeters; Bjorn O. Åsvold; Howard A. Fink; Wendy P. den Elzen; Robert N. Luben; Misa Imaizumi; Anruf Langhammer; Alexandra P. Bremmer; Apostolos Gogakos; Richard Eastell; Elsa S. Strotmeyer; Erin Wallace; Mari Hoff; Kay-Tee Khaw; Graziano Ceresini; Fernando Rivadeneira; Luigi Ferrucci; André Uitterlinden; Graham R. Williams; Rudi G. Westendorp; John P. Walsh; Jacobijn Gussekloo; Drahomir Aujesky; Nicolas Rodondi

4. Azithromycin is Associated with Increased Cardiac Events but Lower Mortality for Older Patients Hospitalized with Pneumonia
   Eric Mortensen; Ethan Halm; Michael J. Fine; Christopher Johnson; Antonio Anuzeto

5. Evaluation of Stepped Care for Chronic Pain (ESCAPE) in Veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan: A Randomized Trial
   Matthew J. Barr; Dennis Ang; Jingwei Wu; Samantha D. Outcalt; Christy Sargent; Amanda Gerwig; Arlene Schmid; Teresa Damush; Zhansheng Yu; Louanne W. Davis; Kurt Kroenke

6. The Medication Metronome: A Health IT System to Improve Medication Management and Laboratory Monitoring for Chronic Diseases
   Steven J. Atlas; Michael Jernigan; Jeffrey M. Ashburner; Jaime Chang; Leila H. Borowsky; Yuchiao Chang; Richard W. Grant

CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION
Vignette Session A: Award Finalists

CVA
Moderators: Abby L. Spencer, MD and Erin D. Snyder, MD, Chair and Co-Chair, Clinical Vignettes, 37th Annual Meeting
1. Lithium-Induced Hyperthyroidism Mimicking Acute Coronary Syndrome
   Lucas A. Burke; Kiran Mogali; David E. Winchester; Margaret C. Lo
2. The Unusual Suspect: Paraneoplastic Mononeuritis Multiplex
   Jane J. Lee; Gaetan Sgro

CLINICAL PRACTICE INNOVATIONS
Oral Presentation Session

CPIA
Moderators: David C. Dugdale, MD, Co-Chair, Clinical Practice Innovations, 37th Annual Meeting and William G. Weppner, MD, MPH

1. “Sweetbeats” Diabetes Clinic: Your One Stop Shop
   Reena Agarwal; Marta Rico; Carol N. Lau; Joanna White

2. Redesigning a Resident Continuity Clinic to Provide Effective Population Health Management
   Alex H. Cho; Mark Dackak; Adia K. Ross; Wei Duan-Porter; Lynn Bowby; Daniella A. Zipkin; Lawrence Greenblatt; Natasha T. Cunningham; Jessica Simo; Gina Green; Holly Causey; Benjamin Smith; Chris Samples; David Zaas; Aimee K. Zaas; Eugene Z. Oddone

3. Enhancing Appropriate Use of Cardiac Telemetry to Improve Care and Reduce Waste
   Daniel Henderson; Christopher Kelly; Deepa Kumariah

4. Intensive Primary Care for High Readmission Risk Adults
   Colleen Lynch; Ania Wajnberg; Mathew Jacob; Maria Basso Lipani; Susan Bernstein; Claudia Colgan; Jill Kalman; Alex Federman

5. Developing a Geriatrics Consult Clinic in the Safety Net
   Anna H. Chodos; Christine Ritchie; Janet Myers; Hali Hammer; Edgar Pierluissi

Regional Networking Time
Thursday, 2:30 – 3:30 PM
California/Hawaii Region Networking Time
Harbor Ballroom Terrace
Mid-Atlantic Region Networking Time
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Mid-West Region Networking Time
Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor

Interested in publishing a book in the near future?
JGIM’s publisher, Springer Science, will be hosting two “meet and greet” sessions in Conference Parlor 624 for prospective authors on Thursday, between 1:00 – 2:30 PM and again between 3:30–5:00 PM. Bring your ideas with you and learn how you can publish with Springer books.

Interest Group Networking Time
Thursday, 2:30 – 3:30 PM
Academic General Internal Medicine in Latin America Networking Time
Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor
End-of-Life Interest Group Networking Time
Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor
LGBT Health Interest Group Networking Time
Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor
Primary Care Program Directors Interest Group Networking Time
Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor
Social Responsibility Interest Group Networking Time
Americas Cup A, 4th Floor
Substance Abuse Interest Group Networking Time
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
THURSDAY

CONCURRENT SESSION B › 3:30 – 5:00 PM

CONCURRENT SESSION B AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL UPDATE, SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUB1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASB1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INNOVATIONS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION ORAL PRESENTATION SESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMEB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUB1  Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor

Updates from the USPSTF: Focus on Screening for Lung Cancer, Hepatitis C and HIV

Category: Clinical Medicine

Session Coordinator: Quyen Ngo-Metzger, MD, MPH, United States Preventive Services Task Force, Health Resources and Services Administration

Additional Faculty: Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo, PhD, MD, MAS, University of California, San Francisco; Douglas Owens, MD, MS, Stanford University; Michael Pignone, MD, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Albert Siu, MD, Mount Sinai School of Medicine

SSB1  Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor

Evolutionary Biology in General Internal Medicine

Category: Clinical Medicine

Session Coordinator: Mark D. Schwartz, MD, Professor of Population Health, New York University School of Medicine

Additional Faculty: Randolph M. Nesse, MD, Professor, University of Michigan

SSB2  Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor

Building Educational Bridges: Implementing the Internal Medicine Milestones

Category: Medical Education Scholarship

Submitted in Conjunction with: SGIM Education Committee and the Internal Medicine Education Redesign Advisory Board, with representation from the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine (AAIM), the American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM), the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME), the American College of Physicians (ACP), the American Medical Association (AMA), the Association of Specialty Professors (ASP), the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM), and the Society of Hospital Medicine (SHM)

Session Coordinator: Monica L. Lyssly, MD, MPH, Professor, Assistant Dean, University of Michigan Medical School

Additional Faculty: Kelly Caverzagie, MD, University of Nebraska College of Medicine; Shobhina G. Chheda, MD, MPH, FACP, University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health; John H. Choe, MD, MPH, University of Washington, Harborview Medical Center; William F. Iobst, American Board of Internal Medicine, Lehigh Valley Hospital; Michael J. Rosenblum, MD, Baystate Medical Center

VAB  Americas Cup B, 4th Floor

Using Lessons from VA to Improve Care for Women with Mental Health and Trauma Histories

Category: Women’s Health

Submitted in Conjunction with: VA Task Force and Women and Medicine Task Force

Session Coordinator: Bevanne Bean-Mayberry, MD, MHS, HSR&D Center for the Study of Healthcare Innovation, Implementation and Policy, VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System, University of California

Additional Faculty: Megan R. Gerber, MD, MPH, Boston VA Medical Center; April Gerlock, VA Puget Sound Healthcare System; Rachel Kimerling, National Military Sexual Trauma Support Team, VA Palo Alto; Paula Schnurr, PhD, White River Junction VA Medical Center, National Center for PTSD, Veterans Health Administration; Amy Street, PhD, Boston VA Medical Center, National Center for PTSD, Veterans Health Administration

VWB  Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor

LEAD Workshop: Leadership and Influence

(Open to all)

Category: Leadership and Administration

Session Coordinator: E. Wayne Hart, PhD, Center for Creative Leadership, San Diego, CA

WB01  Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor

The Diagnosis-Driven Physical Exam of the Shoulder

Category: Clinical Medicine

Session Coordinator: Carlin H. Senter, MD, Assistant Clinical Professor, Internal Medicine and Orthopaedic Surgery, University of California, San Francisco

Additional Faculty: Veronica M. Jow, MD, University of California Berkeley; Natalie Voskanian, MD, University of California, San Diego
THURSDAY

CONCURRENT SESSION B › 3:30 – 5:00 PM

WB02
Institute of Medicine Recommendations for Improving the Quality of Cancer Care: What They Mean for the General Internist
Category: Aging/Geriatrics/End of Life
Submitted in Conjunction with: Cancer Research Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Larissa Nekhlyudov, MD, MPH, Department of Population Medicine, Harvard Medical School
Additional Faculty: Jennifer Potter, MD, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical School; Claire F. Snyder, PhD, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine; Neil Wenger, MD, MPH, UCLA School of Medicine

WB03
Eyes Wide Open: Guidance on Guidelines When They Guide Differently
Category: Clinical Medicine
Submitted in Conjunction with: SGIM EBM Task Force
Session Coordinator: Beth Smith, DO, Department of General Internal Medicine, Oregon Health and Science University
Additional Faculty: KoKo Aung, MD, MPH, University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio; Rebecca Beyth, MD, MSc, University of Florida; Daniel J. Elliott, MD, MSCE, Christiana Care Health System; Scott Kaatz, DO, MSc, Hurley Medical Center; Deborah Korenstein, MD, American College of Physicians

WB04
Balancing the Value Equation: Teaching and Assessing Cost-Effective Care
Category: Clinical Medicine
Session Coordinator: Shannon Boerner, MD, Department of General Internal Medicine, University of Nebraska Medical Center
Additional Faculty: Micah Beachy, DO, University of Nebraska Medical Center; Sarah Richards, MD, University of Nebraska Medical Center; Katherine White, MD, University of Iowa

WB05
Beyond the Sexual History: Addressing Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) Health Disparities
Category: Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations
Submitted in Conjunction with: SGIM LGBT Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Viraj V. Patel, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor, Montefiore Medical Center
Additional Faculty: Rita Lee, MD, University of Colorado; Harvey J. Makadon, MD, National LGBT Health Education Center, The Fenway Institute; Douglas P. Olson, MD, Norwalk Community Health Center

WB06
Shared Decision Making: Building the Foundation of the Patient-Centered Medical Home – A Workshop to Introduce the Tools and Practice the Skills of Shared Decision Making in a Primary Care Team Model
Category: Healthcare Delivery and Redesign
Submitted in Conjunction with: Shared Decision Making Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Leigh H. Simmons, MD, Instructor in Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital
Additional Faculty: Kathleen Fairfield, MD, Maine Medical Center; Blair W. Fosburgh, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Carmen L. Lewis, MD, MPH, University of Colorado

WB07
Using Bedside Ultrasound in Internal Medicine – Exploring Its Role in Education
Category: Medical Education Scholarship
Session Coordinator: Irene W. Ma, MD, MSc, Associate Professor, University of Calgary
Additional Faculty: Mirek Otremba, University of Toronto; Leanne Reimche, University of Ottawa; Kelly B. Zarnke, MD, University of Calgary
PLEASE NOTE: The ultrasound equipment for this session is made available through FUJIFILM SonoSite, Inc.
This session does not offer CME credit.

WB08
Building a Culture of Safety in Residency Programs
Category: Quality of Care/Patient Safety
Session Coordinator: Sumant Ranji, MD, University of California, San Francisco
Additional Faculty: Emily Gottengorb, MD, University of California, San Francisco; Reena Gupta, MD, San Francisco General Hospital; Claire Horton, MD, San Francisco General Hospital; Urmimala Sarkar, MD MPH, San Francisco General Hospital

WB09
Lessons from a PCORI Methods Project: Innovative Strategies to Engage Minority Stakeholders in Research
Category: Research Methods
Session Coordinator: Barbara J. Turner, MD, MSED, Professor of Medicine, University of Texas Health Science Center San Antonio
Additional Faculty: Paula Winkler, MEd, University of Texas Health Science Center San Antonio

WB10
Pregnancy in Internal Medicine – An Oxymoron?
Category: Women’s Health
Session Coordinator: Maryam Sattari, MD, Assistant Professor, University of Florida
Additional Faculty: Robert S. Egerman, MD, University of Florida; Juan A. Pena, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
THURSDAY

CONCURRENT SESSION B › 3:30 – 5:00 PM

SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS

Abstract Session B1: Hamolsky Finalists

**ASB1** Mission Beach, 3rd Floor

**Moderators:** Eliseo Pérez-Stable, MD and Marilyn Schapira, MD

1. Publication rates of medical education abstracts presented at the Society of General Internal Medicine 2009 Annual Meeting
   - Adam Sawatsky; Thomas J. Beckman; Amy T. Wang

2. Asking the Patient about Patient-Centered Medical Homes
   - Jaya Aysola; Rachel M. Werner; Judy A. Shea

   - Melissa W. Wachterman; Ellen P. McCarthy; Edward R. Marcantonio; Mary Ersek

   - Anil N. Makam; Oanh K. Nguyen

5. Financial Incentives for Completion of Fecal Occult Blood Tests among Veterans: A 2-Stage Pragmatic Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial
   - Jeffrey T. Kullgren; Tanisha N. Dicks; Xiaoying Fu; George L. Chin; Elbert S. Huang

6. Participation of medical students in transitions of care: A needs assessment
   - Lauren Block; Melissa Morgan-Gouveia; Danielle Cayea

Abstract Session B2: Health Disparities/ Vulnerable Populations

**ASB2** Torrey Hills A/B, 3rd Floor

**Moderator:** Chinazo Cunningham, MD, MS

1. Making Housing First Happen: Organizational Actions that Affect Success among VA Medical Centers in Ending Homelessness
   - Stefan Kertesz; Sally Holmes; Bert White; David E. Pollio; Erika L. Austin; Joseph E. Schumacher; Carol VanDeusen Lukas

2. Massachusetts Health Care Reform Reduced Racial/Ethnic Disparities in Elective Percutaneous Coronary Intervention and Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Surgery
   - Amresh D. Hanchate; Steven M. Adler; Alok Kapoor; Danny McCormick; Karen E. Lasser; Chen Feng; Nancy R. Kressin

3. Randomized Controlled Trial of a Culturally Adapted, Automated Telephone Exercise Coach to Improve Physical Activity Among Hypertensive African-Americans
   - Julien J. Dedier; Julie A. Wright; Robert H. Friedman; Timothy Heeren

4. Estimating tobacco-, alcohol-, and drug-attributable deaths and their contribution to mortality disparities among homeless adults
   - Travis P. Bannet; Yuchiao Chang; Bianca Porneala; Jessie M. Gaeta; James J. O’Connell; Nancy A. Rigotti

5. US Decennial Census Data No Longer Accurately Predicts Income for Contemporary Health Disparities Research
   - Rachel J. Stern; Hilary K. Seligman; David Guzman; Melanie Levy

   - Jaya Aysola; Paige Fairchild; Chia-Hung Chou; Marshall Chinn; Elbert S. Huang

Abstract Session B3: Hospital Medicine

**ASB3** Golden Hill A/B, 3rd Floor

**Moderator:** Luci K. Leykum, MD, MBA, MSc

1. Causes of Short-Term Hospital Medicine Readmissions at an Academic Medical Center
   - Kenton Smitherman; Brian Clay; Leslie Martin-Armstrong

2. Preparedness for discharge: a comparison of two measures in predicting readmission
   - Amanda Salanitro; Kathyn M. Goggins; Samuel K. Nwosu; Jonathan S. Schildcrout; Sunil Kripalani

3. Antipsychotic medication use and the risk for hospital-acquired pneumonia
   - Shoshana J. Herzog; Michael B. Rothberg; James R. Guess; Long H. Ngo; Jerry H. Gwiltz; Edward R. Marcantonio

4. Forget me not: A randomized trial of the durability of hospital-based education on inhalers for patients with COPD or asthma
   - Valerie G. Press; Vineet Arora; Kristin L. Constantine; Edward T. Naureckas; Steven R. White; Jerry Krishnan

5. Death among Patients Hospitalized with Pneumonia; Implications for Hospital Outcome Measures
   - Mahela S. Stefan; Michael B. Rothberg; Randa Jaber; Jane Garb; Janice Fitzgerald; Peter K. Lindenaue

6. Can an in-hospital care transition intervention improve patient experience in the safety net? A Randomized Controlled Trial
   - Brian Chan; L. E. Goldman; Urmimala Sarkar; Michelle Schneidermann; Jeffrey Critchfield; Margot Kushel

Abstract Session B4: Joint SGIM-American Academy on Communication in Healthcare (AACH) Abstract Session

**ASB4** Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor

**Moderator:** Somnath Saha MD, MPH

1. Clinical impact of medical assistant health coaching in low-income patients with uncontrolled diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia: a randomized controlled trial
   - David Thom; Rachel Willard-Grace; Danielle Hessler; Denise DeVore; Camille Prado; Thomas Bodentheimer; Ellen Chen

2. Sharing trainee notes with patients: anticipated effects of OpenNotes on graduate medical education
   - Bradley Crotty; Melissa Anselm; Deserae Clarke; Linda Famiglio; Lydia A. Flier; Jamie Green; Suzanne Leveille; Roanne Mejilla; Rebecca Stamey; Michelle Thompson; Jan Walker; Sigall K. Bell

3. Using Patient Feedback to Explore and Improve Diabetes Control Communication
   - Anjali Gopalan; Kevin H. McDonough; Katherine Kelkom; Marilyn M. Schapira

4. Effects of Minimal vs. Intensive Intervention to Enhance Motivational Interviewing in HIV Care
   - Mary Catherine Beach; Michael B. Laws; Gary S. Rose; Debra L. Roter; Richard D. Moore; Geetanjali Chandler; Ira Wilson

5. Increased Access to Professional Interpreters in the Hospital Enhances Limited English Proficiency Patients’ Understanding of Procedural and Surgical Consent
   - Leah S. Kallner; Crawford Michael; Steven Gregorich; Adrienne Green; Sunita Mutha; Anna M. Napoles; Eliseo J. Perez-Stable

6. Use of a Web-Based Module for Faculty Development in Communication and Chronic Opioid Prescribing
   - Anna K. Donovan; Gordon J. Wood; Doris Rubio; Patrice Gibbs; Hollis Day; Carla Spagnolletti
CONCURRENT SESSION B › 3:30 – 5:00 PM

CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION
Vignette Session B: Errors in Clinical Reasoning

CVB Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor
Moderators: Sumanta Chaudhuri, MD and Sadie Trammell Velasquez, MD
Unknown Vignette Discussant: Robert M. Centor, MD
1. Refractory Hypoglycemia in a type 1 diabetic patient – Clue to Addison’s disease and Autoimmune Polyendocrine Syndrome Type 2
   Anene Ukaigwe; Adetokunbo Oluwasanjo
2. EKG Changes in a Patient with Acalculous Cholecystitis: A Red Herring
   Harish Madala; Tessa Antalan; Sandeep Padala; Vamsi Korrapati; Kavitha Kesari; Susan J. Smith
3. A young woman with chest pain after a sore throat and fever
   Richard Wang
4. One Tough Mudder
   Thomas Cascino; Kanako Mckee; Jeff Kohlwes
5. Do not let the momentum take you
   Reza Sedighi Manesh; Jeff Kohlwes; Jeffrey Dixson

INNOVATIONS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
Oral Presentation Session

IMEB Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor
Moderators: Chayan Chakraborti, MD and Rita S. Lee, MD, Co-Chairs, Innovations in Medical Education, 37th Annual Meeting
1. SEALS: A Process and Intermediate Outcome Evaluation of an innovative pipeline curriculum
   Cassandra D. Fritz; Monica Vela
2. Closing the feedback loop – evaluating an innovative system to provide feedback to faculty about their student assessments
   Neil Mehta; Alan L. Hull; Amy S. Nowacki
3. Storytelling with inpatients
   Katherine C. Chretien; Rebecca Swenson; Bona Yoon; Ricklie Julian; Jonathan Keenan; Raya Kheirbek
4. Mobile-Centered Spaced Learning: A Novel Approach to Graduate Medical Education in the Digital Era
   Robert J. Walter; Anantha K. Mallia; Ali Massounii; Joshua Hartzell
5. Home Visits for Medically Complex Patients in a Tertiary Academic Medicine Clinic as a Tool for Resident Education and Readmission Prevention
   Duncan Vincent; Paul Chelminski

Interested in publishing a book in the near future?
JGIM’s publisher, Springer Science, will be hosting two “meet and greet” sessions in Conference Parlor 624 for prospective authors on Thursday, between 1:00 – 2:30 PM and again between 3:30–5:00 PM. Bring your ideas with you and learn how you can publish with Springer books.
**THURSDAY**

**SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT POSTER SESSION 2 › 5:30 – 7:00 PM**

**Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level**

| POSTER SESSION ORGANIZATION | Posters 1-5 | Posters 6-19 | Posters 20-29 | Posters 30-46 | Posters 47-71 | Posters 72-76 | Posters 77-93 | Posters 94-100 | Posters 101-120 | Posters 121-131 | Posters 132-139 | Posters 140-164 | Posters 165-170 |
|----------------------------|-------------|-------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Special Programming: EFRC Posters | Cancer Research | Clinical Decision-Making and Economic Analyses | Clinical Epidemiology/Healthcare Effectiveness Research | Quality of Care/Patient Safety | Global Health | Health Information Technology | Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice | Hospital-based Medicine | Medical Humanities and Ethics | Implementation Science | Medical Education Scholarship and Professional Development | Preventive Medicine |

**Exceptional Family Resource Center of San Diego presents:**

Poster 1: Operation House Call: Pediatric Residency Learning Experience

Poster 2: Family-Centered Discharge Planning Protocol: A Systematic Referral for Support and Services

Poster 3: Family Liaison Services: Peer Parent Support

Poster 4: Family Engagement: Patient/Family Advisory Council

Poster 5: Project Leadership: Parent Mentors/Parent Leaders

6. The impact of a community health center patient navigation program on abnormal mammography follow-up  
   Sanja Percac-Lima; Jeffrey M. Ashburner; Sorbarikor Piawah; Anne Marie McCarthy; Steven J. Atlas

7. Are There Racial Disparities in Quality of Treatment for Locally Advanced Prostate Cancer?  
   Rijiwerth Veluswamy; Rebeca Franco; Kezhen Fei; Nina Bickell

8. Do Cancer Patients Fare Well in the ICU?  
   Vijairam Selvaraj; Jane Garb; James Stewart; Jay Steingrub; Thomas Higgins

9. Warfarin Therapy Among Patients Newly Diagnosed with Cancer: Examining Control and Outcomes by Indication for Therapy  
   Daniel B. Ambrus; Adam Rose; Joel Reisman

10. Association of Illness Beliefs and End-of-Life Treatment Preferences among Lung Cancer Patients  
    Jenny J. Lin; Jessica Lake; Juan Wisnivesky

11. Racial Disparities in Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor Clinico-pathologic Features and Survival Outcomes  
    Raji Shameem; Muhammad S. Hamid; Niket Sonpal; Arvind Randhawa; Nakul Singhal; Kevin Sullivan

12. Factors associated with the decision to undergo contralateral prophylactic mastectomy at the time of a breast cancer diagnosis  
    Kyungsk Jung; Kala Visvanathan

13. Coordinating Cancer Care: What organizations do to deliver high-quality breast cancer care. A Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparison Analysis  
    Nina A. Bickell; Alexandra Moss; Ann S. McAlearney

14. A Structured Review of Benefit and Harm Data in Cancer Screening Guidelines and Point-Of-Care Clinical Resources: Do Clinicians Have the Information They Need?  
    Tanner Caverly; Elyse Reamer; Rodney A. Hayward; Michele Heisler; Angela Fagerlin

15. Rectal Cancer: Characteristics and Survival Rates of Young vs. Old  
    Shams Mistry; Charles Andrew T. Chacko; Harish Madala; AlMarie Grace Logrono; Jill Gernand; Radhika Kakarala

16. Healthcare professionals' attitudes, perceptions and practices regarding breast self-examination  
    Kah Poh Loh; Eng Keong Tan; Owolabi Ogunyeye; Jennifer Frederici; Reva Kleppel; Mihaela S. Stefan; James Stewart

17. Self-reported health status predicts other-cause mortality in men with localized prostate cancer  
    Richard Hoffman; Tatsuki Koya; Peter Albertsen; Michael Goodman; Ann S. Hamilton; Janet Stanford; Nan Stroup; Arnold Potosky; David Penson

18. Barriers and Facilitators to Preventive Cancer Screening among Hmong- and Spanish-speaking Patients  
    Elizabeth A. Jacobs; Rebecca J. Schwej; Maichou Lor

19. Comparison Of Epigenetic Versus Intensive Chemotherapy For Newly Diagnosed Elderly Acute Myeloid Leukemia Patients ≥60 Years Old  
    Neha Gupta; Shipra Gandhi; Austin Miller; Laurie A. Ford; Elizabeth A. Griffiths; James E. Thompson; Meir Wetzler; Eunice Wang

20. Medical Decision Making in a Primary Care Clinic  
    Jeffrey L. Jackson; Patrick G. O’Malley; Dorothy Becher

    Constantinos I. Michaelidis; Melissa S. Kern; Kenneth J. Smith

22. Deep Vein Thrombosis Below the Knee: Do We Treat and Should We Treat?  
    Anita Pudusseri; Raji Shameem; Robert E. Graham

23. Standardizing the Definition of Reduced Mobility When Assessing the Patient’s Risk of Venous Thromboembolism  
    Alexander Weick; David Paje; Bronwyn Small; Muhammad Usman; Jainil Shah

24. Potential Impact of the Padua Risk Assessment Model on the Use of Venous Thromboembolism Prophylaxis in a Tertiary Medical Center in the United States  
    Bronwyn Small; Alexander Weick; David Paje; Muhammad Usman; Jainil Shah

25. Malignant hypertension-induced thrombotic microangiopathy: Can it be distinguished from thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura?  
    Sumit Dahal; Smrity Upadhyay; Nabin Kanai; Vijaya R. Bhatt

    Tadeo A. Diaz Balderrama; Caroline Pace; Jennifer Wright; Shivtej Kaushal; Alexandria Goldin

27. Impact of Conflict of Interest Policies on Physician Prescribing of Antipsychotics 2008-2011  
    Timothy Anderson; Haiden A. Huskamp; Andrew Epstein; Colleen Barry; Aju Men; Ernst R. Berndt; Marcela Horvitz-Lennon; Sharon-Lise Normand; Julie M. Donohue

28. Cost Effectiveness Comparison of Screening Strategies for Latent Tuberculosis Infection among Bacillus Calmette-Guerin Vaccinated Health Care Workers  
    Mehrshid Kiazand; Noor Khan; Kenneth J. Smith

Session details are online at [www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting](http://www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting)
29. Knowledge, attitudes, and practices of physicians-in-training relating to costs of care
   Celine Goetz; Kira L. Ryskina; Tara F. Bishop

30. Underdiagnosis of Hypertension in Adults
   Emeka C. Anyanwu; David Kaelber

31. An Internet-Based Study Characterizing the Association between Pain Severity and the Burden of Fibromyalgia in the US
   Elizabeth T. Masters; Caroline Schaefer; Rachael Mann; Joseph C. Cappelleri; Shoshana Daniel; Edgar Adams; Gergana Zlatева; Heather McElroy; Arthi Chandran; Annlouise Assaf; Michael McNutt; Phillip Mease; Stuart Silverman; Roland Staud

32. A simple screening method to detect malignancy using red cell distribution width (RDW)
   Hiroaki Wakakuri; Toshihiko Ohara; Makoto Suzuki; Sonoko Kirinoki; Naoko Onodera; Takashiro Araki; Hideya Hyodo; Makoto Kawai; Masahiro Yasutake

33. Obesity, Disordered Eating Behaviors, and Difficulty Making Dietary Changes among Primary Care Patients with Moderate to Severe Obesity
   Sara A. Chacko; Sarah N. Chiodi; Christina C. Wee

34. Excessive perspiration is a predictive factor for aggravation of rhodanymolysis
   Masaki Tago; Naoko E. Furukawa; Yuka Naito; Akiko Eiri; Hiroki Aihara; Motoshi Fujiwara; Jun Tokutomis; Motosuke Tomonaga; Yuta Sakamishi; Tsuneaki Yoshioka; Norio Fukumori; Masaki Hayakutake; Itaru Krayaku; Takashi Sugikawa; Shu-ichi Yamashita

35. Metabolic risk factors and genetic risk partially mediate the risk of type 2 diabetes conferred by parent diabetes history in the Framingham Heart Study
   Sridharan Raghavan; Bianca Porneala; Joseph Dupuis; James B. Meigs

36. Diabetes Control in Older Patients in Primary Care Clinic vs. Endocrinology Clinic
   Zoobia Chaudhry; Phil Levin; Lee Bromberger; Hsin-Chieh Yeoh

37. Risk factors for recurrent Clostridium difficile infection: a systematic review and meta-analysis
   Abhishek Deshpande; Vinay Pasupuleti; Priyaleela Thota; Chaitanya Pant; David D. Rolston; Adrian V. Hernandez; Curtis J. Donskey; Thomas Fraser

38. Time Trends of Clinical Outcome and Spending of Care for Acute Myocardial Infarction Hospitalizations in the United States, 2001-2011
   Takehiro Sugiyama; Kohei Hasegawa; Osamu Takahashi; Tsuguya Fukui; Yusuke Tsugawa

   Takehiro Sugiyama; Yusuke Tsugawa; Chi-Hong Tseng; Yasuki Kobayash; Martin F. Shapiro

40. Parathyroid Hormone Suppression And Incident Heart Failure
   Derar Albashairey; Kawanjit Sëkhon; Mona Hassan; Laila Shiekh Sroujieh; Meghan G. Liroff; Waqas Qureshi

41. Effectiveness of a heart failure education intervention in a low literacy patient population.
   Shing-Yu Lin; Lori Randall; Mary E. Wiles; Yoo Mei Shin; Michelle Edwards; Diane Wirth; Nurcan Ilksoy; Robin Klein

42. Commercial Weight Loss Programs – Which Ones Work? A Systematic Review
   Ruchi Srivastava; Kimberly Gudzune; Zoobia Chaudhry; Amberleen K. Mehta; David Jacobs

43. Resident Use of a Readmissions Prediction Model Decreases Time to Follow-Up and Impacts True Readmission Rates
   Ryan D. Schulteis; Thomas W. LeBlanc; Eugene Z. Oddone; David Smet

44. The varying impact of chronic diseases on physical and mental health-related quality of life: Implications for a novel measure of multimorbidity
   Melissa Y. Wei; Ichiro Kawachi; Olivia Okereke; Kenneth Mukamel

45. Weight Gain after ART and Association with Survival in 4315 HIV infected Men and Women
   Bianca F. Yuh; Janet P. Tate; Amy C. Justice

46. Comparing Warfarin Anticoagulation Measurements
   Zayed A. Razouki; James Burgess; Shibei Zhao; Adam Rose

47. Inter-Hospital Transfer Study (IHTS): Information Hand-off and Clinical Outcomes of Critically Ill Patients
   Michael G. Usher; Christine Fanning; Karen Balonze; Di Wu; Dana Herrigel; Amay Parikh

48. Inter-Hospital Transfer Study (IHTS): How an Unstructured Process Impacts Patient Outcomes
   Michael G. Usher; Christine Fanning; Karen Balonze; Di Wu; Dana Herrigel; Amay Parikh

49. A Resident Initiative to Increase Use of Naltrexone for Alcohol Use Disorder at a Safety Net Hospital
   Maria E. Otto; Jeffrey K. Hom; Shilpa M. Shah; Natalie C. Young; Weston S. Fisher; Edgar Pierluissi

50. Do primary care physicians who deliver better quality of care also use less health care resources?
   Carine Yelibi; Charlotte E. Ward; Yuchiao Chang; Jeffrey M. Ashow; Clemens S. Hong; Steven J. Atlas

51. Timing is Everything: Studying Insulin Administration in the Inpatient Setting
   Valentina Rodriguez; Benjamin Levin; Joseph Mermelstein; Marelle Yehuda; Robert E. Graham

52. Improving blood pressure measurement among clinical staff
   Lauren Block; Romsai T. Boonyasai; Sarah J. Flynn; Caroline Lenz; Tammie Hull; Lisa A. Cooper

53. A Qualitative Analysis of Hospital Leaders’ Opinions about Publicly Reported Measures of Health Care Quality
   Sarah L. Goff; Tara Lagu; Amy S. Shatz; Penelope S. Pekow; Peter K. Lindenauer

54. Communication from Urgent Care Centers to Emergency Departments
   Rebekah Gardner; Esther Choo; Stefan Gravenstein; Rosa Bailey

55. Effects of 2010 ACGME Regulations on Internal Medicine Residency Programs in the Northeast.
   Omar Mousa; Rushkesh Shah; Samana Zaidi; Amit S. Dhamoon

56. Cognitive Reflection and Antibiotic Prescribing for Acute Respiratory Infections
   Dwan Pineros; Jason N. Doctor; Mark W. Friedman; Daniella Meeker; Yelena Kleyner; Jeffrey A. Linder

57. Incidental findings on Pre-Ventricular Arrhythmia Ablation Imaging. Was follow up recommended?
   Chelsea K. Ngongang; David Spragg

58. Assessment of the “Speaking Up” Culture: A New Domain for Patient Safety Culture Surveys
   William Martinez; Jason M. Etchegaray; Lisa Lehmann; Eric J. Thomas; Sigall K. Bell

59. Association between BMI and quality of care among individuals with HIV, 2007-2010
   Erin Fenenn; Somnath Saha; Stephen Berry; Rochelle Fu; Baligh Yehia; Kelly Gebo; Allison Agwu; Philip T. Korthuis

60. Follow-up of Abnormal CT Results
   Linda J. Canty; Paul Visintainer; Mihaela S. Stefan; Philip Henneman; Sean Stanhope; Revia Kleppe; Annie Lagoy; Jessilia Santiago; Michael B. Rothberg
61. Electronic health records improve clinical note quality
   Harry B. Burke; Albert Hoang; Dorothy Becker; Paul Fontelo; Ronald W. Gimbel

62. The Effects of a Multi-Faceted Medication Reconciliation Quality Improvement Intervention on Patient Safety: Preliminary Results of the MARQUIS Study
   Jeffrey L. Schnipper; Sunil Kripalani; Jason Stein; Toshia B. Wettemeck; Peter Kaboli; Stephanie Mueller; Amanda Salantrio; Jacequlyn A. Minahan; Nyrayan V. Nolido; Elisabeth Burdick

63. Physicians’ Inability to Estimate Medical Costs: A Multisite Survey
   David P. Miller; Dominic Johnson; Luke Kohan; Michael Manogue; Larry D. Case; Hal Atkinson

64. Patients’ vs. physicians’ views on hospitalizations avoidable through outpatient management.
   Sang Been N. Hong; Nirav Vakharia; James Plie; Erik Howell; Kristen Boyer; Kelly Nottingham; Jacqueline Fox; Neha R. Pidatala; Michael B. Rothberg

65. Walking the Talk to Improve Error Reporting
   Chaitanya Mandalapaka; Diane L. Levine

66. Accuracy and Gaming of the Acute Bronchitis Antibiotic Prescribing Performance Measure
   Patrick P. Dempsey; Harry Reyes Nieva; Alexandra C. Businger; Jeffrey A. Linder

67. YouTube as a source of information for Atrial Fibrillation
   Rakshita Chandrashekar; Sourabh Aggarwal; Mark Loehrke

68. Limited Association Between Hospital Financial Performance and Quality of Care
   Oanh K. Nguyen; Anil M. Makam

69. Medication Accuracy and Adoption of a Computerized Physician Handoff Tool
   Alex Montero; Milicent Yee

70. Longitudinal follow up of a patient safety and transitions of care curriculum—medical students’ confidence and attitudes.
   Sara M. Bradley; Dennis Chang; Eric Barna; Reena Karani

71. Under-utilization of the Online-Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP) in Massachusetts
   Laila Khalid; Leonard Young; Karen E. Lasser; Ziming Xuan; Christopher W. Shanahan; Allison Lange; Oriath Heymann; Jane M. Liebschutz

72. Validation of Non-Smoking Status by Spouse Following a Cessation Intervention
   Raul Mejia; Eliseo J. Perez-Stable; Sandra Braun; L. Peña; Steve Gregorich

73. A Comparison of Active Adverse Event Surveillance Systems Worldwide
   Jodi B. Segal; Yulin Huang; Jinhee Moon

74. The Johns Hopkins Index of Overuse: a Proof of Principle that Regional Overuse is Measureable
   Jodi B. Segal; Hsien-Yen Chang; Najilla Nassery; Eva Chang; Kitty Chan; Jonathan Weiner; John Bridges

75. Building Community Trust through Quality Assurance of Malaria Diagnosis and Management at a Rural Clinic in Uganda
   Sae-Rom Chang; Toni Biskup; Sara Heintert; Janet Lin

76. Monitoring DKA & HHS with Urine Dipstick: A Sticky Situation
   Alan Hathcock; Suneeta Ganji; Ishani Pathmanathan; Helene Hedian; Anjali Nyogi

77. Bacterial contamination of resident iPads: Lame duck or Trojan horse?
   Tanu S. Pandey; Kamaljit Singh; German E. Giese; Michael Alebich; Shubhra Gupta

   Alexandra Robertson; Sarah P. Slight; Diane L. Seger; Sarah K. Thomas; Jamie Coleman; David W. Bates; Shobha Phansalkar

   Alexandra Robertson; Pamela M. Neri; Elisabeth Burdick; Sarah P. Slight; David W. Bates; Shobha Phansalkar

80. Where do current computerized physician order entries (CPOEs) stand in averting/facilitating medication errors in the United States and Canada?
   Twodroso Equale; Mary Amato; Sarah P. Slight; Andrew C. Seger; Diana L. Whitney; David W. Bates; Gordon D. Schiff

81. Use of Health-related Information & Communication Technology (ICT) among Pregnant and Postpartum Women: The TechMom Study
   Nymisha Chilukuri; Meredith West; Wendy L. Bennett

82. Examining the potential for CPOE system design and functionality to contribute to medication errors
   Arbor J. Quist; Alexandra Robertson; Thu-Trang Thach; Lynn A. Volk; Adam Wright; Shobha Phansalkar; Sarah P. Slight; David W. Bates; Gordon D. Schiff

83. Use of Text Messaging to Motivate Exercise in Latinos with One or More Atherosclerotic Risk Factors: Two Pilot Studies
   Tracie C. Collins; Fanglong Dong; Elizabeth Ablah; Deborah Parra-Medina; Paula Cupertino; Nicole Rogers; Carolyn Ahlers-Schmidt

84. Residents’ perspectives on the value of iPads and point-of-care resources in the delivery of quality care and evidence-based medicine at the bedside.
   Alfredo Sardinas; Kathleen V. Carter; Alexander Bullen Clarke; James F. Hanley

85. Diagnosing and Counseling Obese Patients in the Primary Care Setting
   Adam J. Balzer; Cynthia Phan; Priya Radhakrishnan

86. The Impact of an Active Personal Health Record in Patients with High Cardiovascular Risk: A Pragmatic Randomized Controlled Trial
   Rachel Hess; Sunday Clark; Gary Fischer; Melissa Weimer; Sarah M. Sullivan; Mark S. Roberts

87. An Evaluation of Computerized Medication Alert Override Behavior in Ambulatory Care
   Nivethitha Manam; Sarah P. Slight; Diane L. Seger; Mary Amato; Dustin McEvoy; Karen C. Nanji; Insook Cho; Patricia C. Dkyes; David W. Bates

88. Information and Communication Media Use by Female Residents of Public Housing
   Shivani M. Reddy; Lisa Quintiliani; Deborah J. Bowen

89. Smartphone-reported stress and drug events and day-end perceived stress, hassles, and mood in methadone-maintained individuals
   Karan A. Phillips; David H. Epstein; Michelle L. Jobes; Kenzie L. Presto

90. The Meaningful Use of Electronic Health Records and Healthcare Utilization
   Lisa M. Kern; Alison M. Edwards; Rainu Kaushal

91. Provider response to online self-management support for obesity integrated with primary care
   Kathleen M. McIntigue; Molly B. Conroy; Laurey R. Simkin-Silverman; Dana L. Tudorascu; Rachel Hess; Gary Fischer; Cindy L. Bryce

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
92. Prevalence of Prescription Opioid Abuse/Overuse Among Chronic Opioid Therapy (COT) Patients: Use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) with Validation Review to Identify Opioid Abuse in Electronic Medical Record Clinical Notes
   Michael VonKorff; David Carrell; David Cronkite; Roy Palmer; Timothy R. Hyland; Kathleen Saunders; David E. Gross

93. A Qualitative Study Exploring The Vulnerabilities Of Computerized Physician Order Entry Systems
   Sarah P. Slight; Twedros Egeuele; Mary Amato; Andrew C. Seger; Diana L. Whitney; David W. Bates; Gordon D. Schiff

94. Health Insurance Plan Knowledge in Massachusetts: A Comparison of Consumers Obtaining Insurance from a Health Exchange, Non-Exchange Source or Medicaid
   Rachel Nardin; Leah Zallman; Assaad Sayah; Danny McCormick

95. Time preference, obesity, and response to calorie labeling.
   Kelly A. Kyanko; Brian Elbel

96. Access to and Preferences for Text Messaging for Medical and Insurance Reminders in a Safety Net Population
   Leah Zallman; Alex Harsha; Danny McCormick

97. Satisfaction with and Affordability of Health Insurance Following Massachusetts Health Care Reform: Views of Safety Net Patients
   Leah Zallman; Rachel Nardin; Assaad Sayah; Danny McCormick

98. Support for a Single Payer National Health Insurance Program Six years after Massachusetts Health Care Reform: Views of Safety Net Patients
   Sonali Saluja; Leah Zallman; Rachel Nardin; David Bor; David Himmelstein; Steffie Woolhandler; Danny McCormick

99. Massachusetts Health Reform was Associated with Movement of Inpatient Care from Safety-net to Non-Safety-net Hospitals among Frequently Hospitalized Patients.
   Karen E. Lasser; Chieh Chu; Danny McCormick; Amresh D. Han- chate; Nancy R. Kressin

100. Health and Financial Harms of 25 States’ Decision to Opt Out of Medicaid Expansion
     David Himmelstein; Samuel L. Dickman; Danny McCormick; Steffie Woolhandler

101. OPTIONS in the hospital: measuring inpatient involvement in decision making
     Zackary Berger; Mary Catherine Beach

102. Analysis of predictive factors of bacteremia among inpatients of general medicine
     Sayato Fukui; Yuki Uehara; Toshio Naito; Teruhiko Hisaoka; Osamu Takahashi

103. Patient Activation Measure and Care Transitions among Socio-economically Vulnerable Adults
     Devan Kansagra; Molly McClain; Honora Englander; Dawn Peters; Cynthia D. Morris

104. Impact of Geographic Rounding and Multi-disciplinary Rounds on Coordination of Care and Discharge Times
     Cathryn Caton; Kristin R. Wise; Rogers Kyle; Kim Curnell-Pean; Patty J. Iverson

105. How inpatient medicine teams make sense of their patients and tasks: rounding patterns, patient discussions, and clinical outcomes
     Luci Leykum; Hannah Chesser; Carla Pezzia; Holly Lanham; Jacqueline Pugh; Ray Palmer; Jamie Kohn; Heather S. Reisinger; Michael Agar

106. What are interns really doing post-call? An observational study of post-call intern activities.
     Luci Leykum; Albert Lee; Kathryn E. Fletcher; Carla Pezzia; Holly Lanham; Jacqueline Pugh

107. How Well Does Medicare’s VTE-1 Core Measure Capture Hospital Performance for Venous Thromboembolism Prophylaxis? 
     Claire Griffiths; Marc Moote; Carol Becker; Julie Wietzke; Amy N. Brant; Daniel Nielsen; Steven J. Bernstein; Scott A. Flanders

108. Seeing the light: Examining VISion among Inpatients with Diabetes (EnVISIONed Study)
     Madeleine I. Shapiro; Vineet Arora; Allison J. Louis; Victoria I. Moreira; Alisha S. Ranadive; Gavin W. Hougham; Seenu M. Hariprasad; David Meltzer; Valerie G. Press

109. Seeing is believing: Vision-related Quality of Life among Hospitalized Patients
     Madeleine I. Shapiro; Vineet Arora; Esther Schoenfeld; Allison J. Louis; Alisha S. Ranadive; Gavin W. Hougham; Seenu M. Hariprasad; David Meltzer; Valerie G. Press

110. The Frequency of Phlebotomy and the Incidence of Hospital-Acquired Anemia and Worsening Anemia during Hospitalization
     Daniel A. Kim; Sonali Palchaudhuri; Anthony Accurso

111. An Occult Finding in Heparin Drip Order Set
     Daniel A. Kim; ileana L. Ponor; Rajanigandhi Hanumanthu; Scott Wright

112. Risk factors for potentially avoidable readmission in cancer patients
     Jacques Donze; Stuart R. Lipsitz; Jeffrey L. Schnipper

113. Who is performing invasive bedside procedures at an academic medical center, and why?
     Cynthia Kay; Jeffrey L. Jackson; Dai Takahashi

114. Clinical Excellence in Hospital Medicine: Insight Gleaned through Observation
     Susrutha Kotwal; Eric Howell; Haruka Torok; Regina Landis; Scott Wright

115. Refined Appropriateness Criteria for Urinary Catheters in Hospitalized Patients
     Jennifer Meddings; Sanjay Saint; Karen E. Fowler; Elissa Gaies; Sarah L. Krein; Steven J. Bernstein

116. How often are catheter-associated urinary tract infections that are identified for National Healthcare Safety Network surveillance also noted as diagnoses in claims data?
     Jennifer Meddings; Heidi Reichert

117. Peri-Operative Use of Medical Consultants and 30-Day Mortality Rates
     Lena M. Chen; Adam S. Wilk; Edward C. Norton; Mousumi Banerjee; John D. Birkmeyer

118. Comparison of readability of patient discharge instructions with and without use of disease-specific templates
     Stephanie Mueller; Kyla Giannelli; Robert Boxer; Jeffrey L. Schnipper

119. Physician Perspectives on Inter-Hospital Transfers
     Stephanie Mueller; Jeffrey L. Schnipper

120. What Brings You In? The Cause of Hospitalizations Among Young Adults
     Anna Voleman; Sonal Parasrampuria; Valerie G. Press; David Meltzer

121. Development and Validation of the Medical Professionalism Behavior Assessment Tool
     Preston Reynolds; James Martindale

122. The Color Purple: Maintaining Patients’ Wishes
     Adam Lammy; Vishal Patel; Nicholas Merritt

123. An Evaluation of “Clinically Proven” Dietary Supplements
     Alysha Melnyk; Bimal Ashar; April S. Fitzgerald
124. A Salary Equity Study: Differences by Gender and Race, Department of Medicine, University of Minnesota
   Anne Joseph; Wesley Miller; Jeremiah Menk; Stewart McMullan

125. Classification of Themes Both Variability and Consistency in Physician Approaches to Professional Dilemmas
   Elizabeth C. Bernabeo; Shifra Ginsburg; Eric Holmboe

126. Promoting positive change in the residency experience through discovery of resident values
   Stephanie A. Rose; Nicholas Jackson; Brittany P. Fenner; Brett Capel; David Rudy

127. Optimism, risks, and perceptions of health for evaluation of underlying sentiment (ORPHEUS)
   Stephanie A. Rose; Bharat Kumar; Brett Capel; Nicholas Jackson; Brittany P. Fenner; Sarah Schuetz; Dominique Zephyr; David Rudy

128. Schedule II Narcotic Use, Abuse and Correlation with Safety Measures in an Academic Primary Care Setting Prior to the Initiation of Formal Opiate Safety Policies: A Retrospective Chart Review
   Peter Barkett

129. Strong Medical School Industry Interaction Policies Have No Protective Effect on Students’ Behavior as Residents: Results of a National Survey
   James Yeh; Kirsten Austad; Jessica M. Franklin; Susan Chimonas; Eric Campbell; Jerry Avorn; Aaron Kesselheim

130. Using a positive approach to improve patient satisfaction in primary care
   Brittany P. Fenner; Stephanie A. Rose; Brett Capel; Nicholas Jackson; Bharat Kumar; David Rudy

131. Impact of the Affordable Care Act on Patients’ Out-of-Pocket Burden
   Kevin Ringer; Christine Butorff; Caleb Alexander

132. Patient Safety Implications Of Shared Visit Notes: Trainee And Preceptor Views
   Bradley Crotty; Sigall K. Bell; Melissa Anselmo; Lydia A. Flier; Suzanne Leveille; Roanne Mejilla; Jan Walker

   Shin-Ping Tu; Alan Kuniyuki; Vicki M. Young; Maria Fernandez; Rebecca S. Williams; Amanda Kimura

134. Natural Experiment to Evaluate Patient Centered Medical Home Intervention on Diabetes Outcomes
   Edwin Young; Naa-Abia Casely-Hayford; Nancy Sohler; Brenda Matti - Orozco; Jeanine Albu

135. Impact of EMR Implementation on Diabetes Performance Measures
   Calie Santana; Yuming Ning

   Alison Cole; Shin-Ping Tu; Maria Fernandez; William A. Calo

137. Quantifying the Contribution of Defensive Medicine to Primary Care Costs
   Andrei Brateanu; Sarah Schramm; Bo Hu; Kristen Boyer; Kelly Nottingham; Glen Taksler; Stacey E. Jolly; Kenneth Goodman; Anita D. Misra-Hebert; Nirav Vakaria; Aaron Hamilton; Robert Bales; Mahesh Manne; Abhishek Deshpande; Amanda Lathia; Michael B. Rothberg

138. Building the Infrastructure to Support Accountable Care Payment Models: Lessons from the Field
   Maria Han; M. Susan Ridgely; Cheryl Damberg

139. The Importance of Training in the Implementation of an Outpatient Depression Screening and Treatment Protocol
   Danielle F. Loeb; Janet Corral; Amber Sieja; Nichole Zehnder; Mary McCord; Donald E. Nease

140. Hospitalist Career Decisions among Internal Medicine Residents
   John Ratelle; Denise Dupras; Patrick C. Alguire; Philip Masters; Arlene Weissman; Colin P. West

141. General Medicine Career Interest, Primary Care Knowledge and Mentorship after Participating in a Student-Faculty Collaborative Practice
   Charlotte E. Ward; Emma C. Jeffries; Marya J. Cohen

142. Match Rates in Primary Care Specialties for Medical Students who Participated in a Student-Faculty Collaborative Practice
   Charlotte E. Ward; Emma C. Jeffries; Marya J. Cohen; Rebecca Berman

143. The effectiveness of a case-based curriculum on Internal Medicine residents’ perceptions regarding apology for medical errors
   Stephen A. McCullough; Meridade Baggett; Victor Chiappa; Hasan Bazari; Paul F. Currier

144. What are we telling our students? A national survey of clerkship directors’ advice for students applying for internal medicine residency
   Katherine C. Chretien; Laura R. Willett; Meenakshy K. Aiyer; Diane L. Levine; Alwin Steinmann; Michael Elnicki

145. Internal Medicine Residents’ Experience of Continuity in Outpatient Care: A Qualitative Study
   Elisabeth Iler

146. Japanese International Medical Graduates: A qualitative study of their motivations for and reflections on U.S. training, and relationship to the advancement of Japanese medical education
   Brian S. Heist; Haruka Torok

147. Assessing Long Term Outcomes of a Teaching Communication Skills Course for Fellows and Faculty
   Sarah B. Merriam; Robert M. Arnold; Carla Spagnolletti

148. Profiling medical school learning environments across cultures using one new scale
   Sean Tackett; Hamidah Abu Bakar; Nicole A. Shilkofski; Niamh Coady; Krishna Rampal; Scott Wright

149. Prioritizing concepts of clinical reasoning
   John Musgrove; Jason L. Morris; Ryan Kraemer; Carlos Estrada

150. Utilizing iterative case presentation to demonstrate concepts of clinical reasoning
   John Musgrove; Ryan Kraemer; Jason L. Morris; Carlos Estrada

151. Perceptions of Internal Medicine Residents on Sudden Disruptions to Their Training: A Study of Hurricane Sandy
   Shaun K. Yang; Yixin Fang; Patrick M. Cocks

152. Perspective of the Graduating Medical Student: The Ideal Curriculum for the 4th year of Undergraduate Medical Education
   Mary Andrews; Nathalie Paolino; Brian Hemann; Lynn Byars; Steven Durning; Kent DeZee

153. Predicting Medical School and Internship Success: Does the Quality of the Research and Clinical Experience Matter?
   Nathalie Paolino; Kent DeZee; Anthony R. Artino; Ting Dong; Steven Durning

154. The Role of Evolutionary Concepts in Medical Education, 10 Years Later
   Brandon H. Hidaka; Anila Asghar; Randolph M. Nesse; Katelyn Bennett; Matthew Beyrouty; Nicole Skursky; Mark D. Schwartz
155. Interprofessional Collaborative Care: Factors Associated with Bedside Interprofessional Rounds
   Jed Gonzalo; Daniel R. Wolpaw; Erik B. Lehman; Cynthia H. Chuang

156. Bedside Rounds in the Era of Competency-Based Education: A Workplace-Based Strategy for Feedback and Reflection
   Jed Gonzalo; Brian S. Heist; Briar Duffy; Liselotte Dyrbye; Mark J. Fagan; Gary S. Ferencich; Heather Harrell; Paul Hemmer; Walter N. Kernan; Jennifer R. Kogan; Colleen M. Rafferty; Raymond Y. Wong; Michael Elnicki

   Gaurav Banka; Sarah Edgington; Namgyal Kyulo; Tony Padilla; Virgie Mosley; Nasim Asfarmanesh; Gregg Fonarow; Michael Ong

158. Associations between internal medicine resident scholarship and clinical performance
   Luke A. Seaburg; Amy T. Wang; Colin P. West; Darcy Reed; Andrew J. Halvorsen; Gregory Engstler; Amy Oxentenko; Thomas J. Beckman

159. Patient Outcomes after Graduation of Resident Primary Care Physicians: Does Acute Care Utilization Increase?
   Sonja Solomon; Holly Gooding; Harry Reyes Nieva; Jeffrey A. Linder

160. To buy or not to buy: Use of extramural ambulatory care curricula among Pediatric, Internal Medicine, & Med-Peds Programs
   Jaideep S. Talwalkar; D’Juanna Satcher; Terri Turner; Stephen Sisson; Ada M. Fenick

161. Telephone medicine in an urban ambulatory internal medicine resident clinic: a needs assessment
   Katherine A. Wang; Andrew Coyle; Linda DeCherrie

162. An Objective Structured Teaching Exam demonstrates that clinical faculty perform better at feedback giving when instructed to focus on feedback skills
   Sheira Schlair; Sharon Parish; Mooseong Heo; Felise Milan

163. Resident priorities in ambulatory training: Need for improved education and transition to patient-centered medical home
   Theodore Long; Ian Halim; Krisda H. Chaiyachati; Bradley G. Richards; Peter Moyer; John P. Moriarty

164. Why aren’t more primary care residents going into primary care? Studying program factors through qualitative interviews with primary care residents
   Theodore Long; Olatunde Bosu; Krisda H. Chaiyachati; Bradley G. Richards; Nicole Krenitsky; Leslie Curry; John P. Moriarty; Stephen J. Huot

165. Missed Opportunities: A thorough chart review of newly diagnosed HIV positive patients identified through routine screening in the primary care setting
   Natasha Travis; Jennifer Spicer; Heather Freiman

166. Association of Cardiovascular Health Screening with Mortality, Clinical Outcomes, and Health Care Cost
   Dong Wook Shin; Hyejin Lee; BeLong Cho; Juhee Cho; Ju Young Kim; Elseo Guallar

   Devin B. Malik; Sourabh Aggarwal; Sukhpreet Singh

168. Water is good for health? Not in all patients
   Sourabh Aggarwal; Vishal Gupta

169. Healthcare Providers’ Knowledge of Different Diets and Dietary Advice Provided to Patients
   Sonali Arora; Auras R. Atrey; Reva Kleppel; Jennifer Friderici; Tara Lagu; Michael B. Rothberg

170. The Burden of Pre-diabetes Among Obese Veterans: Understanding the Prevalence of Disease and Merits of Routine Screening Programs
   Tannaz Moin; Fatima Makki; Jane E. Weinreb; Nanette Steinle; Charles J. Billington; Kathrynn Havens; William Yancy; Mathew L. Maciejewski; Laura Damschroder; Caroline R. Richardson
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FRIDAY, APRIL 25</strong></th>
<th><strong>SESSION</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOCATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 8:00 AM</td>
<td>Breakfast and Morning Networking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:00 – 9:30 AM      | Plenary Session 2  
Malcolm Peterson Lecture: Mark D. Smith, MD, MBA |              |
| 9:30 – 10:00 AM     | Break |              |

Concurrent Session C  
10:00 – 11:30 AM  
Updates in Diabetes and Geriatric Medicine  
VA Workshop: Managing Pain  
Symposia on Personalized Medicine and Medical Readers’ Theater  
IME and CPI Poster Session  
Workshops  
Vignette Session: Patient Safety  
Lipkin Award Finalist Session  
Abstract Sessions in Women’s Health, Cancer Research, and Med Ed  
TEACH Session  
LEAD Session

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM  
Scientific Abstract Poster Session 3  
Mentoring Panels on Disparities and Parenting in Medicine  
Cancer Research DP  
Keynote Address

Concurrent Session D  
1:00 – 2:30 PM  
Updates in Hepatology and Women’s Health  
Workshops  
Symposia on The ACA and Medical Journals & the Media  
Oral Vignette Session on Geriatrics  
Lipkin Award Finalist Session  
Abstract Sessions in Med Ed, Quality & Patient Safety, Preventative Medicine  
TEACH Session  
VA Workshop

1:00 – 3:30 PM  
SSD3: Examine the Painting, Examine the Patient

2:30 – 3:30 PM  
Vignette Poster Session 2  
Committee Meetings/Afternoon Networking

Concurrent Session E  
3:30 – 5:00 PM  
Updates in Perioperative Medicine and Primary Care  
TEACH Session  
Symposium on Adults with Conditions Originating in Childhood  
Workshops  
Oral Vignette Session on Women’s Health  
Abstract Sessions in Organization of Care, Health Information Technology, Quality/Patient Safety, Annual Joint SGIM and SMDM session

5:00 – 6:00 PM  
Interest Group Meetings

**Notes:**

---

**Friday**
**FRIDAY**

**SGIM FRIDAY EVENTS**

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
COI Review Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 706

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Education Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 634

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Research Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 633

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Southern Regional Planning Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 617

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Ambulatory Handoffs Interest Group Networking Time  
Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Mountain West Regional Networking Time  
Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Northwest Regional Networking Time  
Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Women’s Health Education Interest Group Networking Time  
Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Up to Date Reviewers Meeting  
Conference Parlor 624

**7:00 – 8:00 AM**
Membership Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 705

**11:30 AM – 1:00 PM**
Annual Meeting 2015 Program Committee Meeting  
(Members Only)  
Conference Parlor 624

**11:30 AM – 1:00 PM**
Communication Work Group meeting (By Invitation Only)  
Conference Parlor 617

**2:30 – 3:30 PM**
Ethics Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 624

**2:30 – 3:30 PM**
Finance Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 705

**2:30 – 3:30 PM**
HPC Clinical Practice Subcommittee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 633

**5:00 – 6:00 PM**
Clinical Practice Committee Meeting  
Conference Parlor 624

**5:00 – 6:00 PM**
Disparities Task Force Meeting  
Americas Cup A, 4th Floor

**5:00 – 6:00 PM**
Southern Regional Networking Time  
Harbor Ballroom Terrace

**6:00 – 7:00 PM**
EBM Task Force Meeting (By Invitation Only)  
Conference Parlor 634

**6:00 – 7:00 PM**
TEACH Faculty Meeting  
Conference Parlor 617
FRIDAY NETWORKING AND MEETINGS › 7:00 – 8:00 AM

Regional Networking Time
Mountain West Region Networking Time
Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor
New England Region Networking Time
Conference Parlor 633
Northwest Region Networking Time
Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor

Interest Group Networking Time
Ambulatory Handoffs Interest Group Networking Time
Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor
Women’s Health Education Interest Group Networking Time
Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor

SGIM Meetings
COI Review Committee Meeting
Conference Parlor 706
Education Committee Meeting
Conference Parlor 634
Research Committee Meeting
Conference Parlor 633
Southern Regional Planning Committee
Conference Parlor 617
Membership Committee Meeting
Conference Parlor 705

PLENARY SESSION 2 › 8:00 – 9:30 AM

Grand Hall C/D, Lobby Level

Welcoming Remarks
Neda Ratanawongsa, MD, MPH, 37th Annual Meeting Chair
Geraldine E. Menard, MD, 37th Annual Meeting Co-Chair

Abstract Presentations
Moderators: Michael Steinman, MD, and Julie Rosenbaum, MD, Chair and Co-Chair, Scientific Abstracts, SGIM 37th Annual Meeting
1. Improving Antibiotic Prescribing for Acute Respiratory Infections using Behavioral Economic Principles: A Cluster Randomized Trial
   Jeffrey A. Linder; Daniella Meeker; Mark W. Friedberg; Stephen D. Persell; Craig R. Fox; Noah J. Goldstein; Alan F. Rothfeld; Joel Hay; Jason N. Doctor
2. Translation into Practice of Comparative Effectiveness of Depression Medications: The Depression Medication Choice Decision Aid Trial
   Annie LeBlanc; Nilay Shah; Jeph Herrin; Megan Branda; Mark Williams; Jonathan Inselman; Victor M. Montori
3. Financial Barriers to Care Among the Insured in Massachusetts after Health Care Reform: Disparities by Race, Income, and Health Status
   Sonali Saluja; Leah Zallman; Steffie Woolhandler; David Himmelstein; David Bor; Danny McCormick
4. Over a Decade of Duty Hours: Who Do Patients Say is Most Involved in their Hospital Care?
   Vineet Arora; Micah Prochaska; Jeanne M. Farnan; David Meltzer

Awards Presentation
Herbert W. Nickens Award
Monica Vela, MD

2014 Malcolm L. Peterson Honor Lecture
Primary Care: Romance and Reality
Mark D. Smith, MD, MBA
Founding President, California HealthCare Foundation
## FRIDAY

### CONCURRENT SESSION C > 10:00 – 11:30 AM

### CONCURRENT SESSION C AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL UPDATE, SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUC1 Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC2 Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC1 Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC2 Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAC Americas Cup B, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLC Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTC Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC01 Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC02 Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC03 Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC04 Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC05 Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC06 Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC07 Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC08 Americas Cup A, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC09 Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASC1 Mission Beach, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC2 Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC3 Golden Hill, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC4 Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVC C Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INNOVATIONS POSTER PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSTER SESSION Grand Hall A/B, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CUC2 Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor

**Update in Geriatric Medicine**

**Category:** Aging/Geriatrics/End of Life

**Submitted in Conjunction with:** Geriatrics Task Force

**Session Coordinator:** Lee Lindquist, MD, MPH, MBA, Department of Medicine, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine

**Additional Faculty:** Shahla Baharlou, MD, Mount Sinai Icahn School of Medicine; Elizabeth Eckstrom, MD, MPH, Oregon Health and Science University; Patricia Harris, MD, MS, University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine; Alison Huang, MD, MAS, University of California, San Francisco

### SSC1 Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor

**Personalized Medicine for the Generalist: Clinical Pearls and Opportunities for Engagement**

**Category:** Healthcare Delivery and Redesign

**Submitted in Conjunction with:** SGIM Personalized Medicine Interest Group

**Session Coordinator:** Preston Reynolds, MD, PhD, Professor of Medicine, Center for Biomedical Ethics – Humanities, University of Virginia

**Additional Faculty:** Jason L. Vassy, MD, MPH, SM, VA Boston Healthcare System; Howard Levy, Johns Hopkins University; Robert Nussbaum, MD, University of California, Wendy F. Cohn, University of Virginia

### SSC2 Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor

**Partnering with Art in Medical Education: Medical Readers’ Theater**

**Category:** Medical Humanities and Ethics

**Session Coordinator:** Johanna Shapiro, PhD, Professor, University of California, Irvine

### VAC Americas Cup B, 4th Floor

**Issues in Designing and Conducting Pragmatic Clinical Trials for Chronic Pain in Primary Care**

**Category:** Research Methods

**Submitted in Conjunction with:** SGIM VA Task Force

**Session Coordinator:** Matthew J. Bair, MD, MS, Associate Professor of Medicine, HSR&D Center of Excellence, Veterans Affairs; Associate Professor of Medicine, Indiana School of Medicine

**Additional Faculty:** Steven Dobscha, MD, Portland VA Medical Center; Robert D. Kerns, PhD, VA Connecticut Healthcare System, Yale University School of Medicine; Erin E. Krebs, MD, MPH, Minneapolis VA Health Care System, University of Minnesota Medical School; Marianne S. Mathias, PhD, HSR&D Center of Excellence, Indiana School of Medicine

### WLC Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor

**LEAD Workshop: Communication and Collaboration for Physicians**

*(Open to all)*

**Session Coordinator:** Ernie Mendes, PhD

---

**CUC1 Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor**

**Update in Diabetes**

**Category:** Clinical Medicine

**Session Coordinator:** David Dugdale, MD, Department of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle

**Additional Faculty:** Dawn Dewitt, MD, MSc, FCAP, FRACP, University of British Columbia, Vancouver
FRIDAY

CONCURRENT SESSION C  ›  10:00 – 11:30 AM

WTC  Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor
TEACH Workshop: MiPLAN for Effective Bedside Teaching in the Current Era
Category: Medical Education Scholarship
Session Coordinator: Chad Stickrath, MD, Department of Internal Medicine, University of Colorado School of Medicine, Denver
Additional Faculty: Melver Anderson, III, MD, University of Colorado School of Medicine; J. Isaacson, MD, Cleveland Clinic, Lerner College of Medicine; Darlene LeFrancois, MD, Montefiore Medical Center

WC01  Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor
Highways and Byways to a Career in Academic General Internal Medicine
Category: Personal/Professional Development
Session Coordinator: Shelly-Ann Fluker, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Emory University School of Medicine
Additional Faculty: Jason Higdon, MD, Emory University School of Medicine; Stacy Higgins, MD, Emory University School of Medicine; Charlene K. Mitchell, MD, MSPH, University of Louisville School of Medicine; Amanda Salanitro, MD, MS, MSPH, Vanderbilt School of Medicine; Brook Watts, MD, Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine

WC02  Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor
Prescribing Opioids in Primary Care: Practical Strategies to Overcome Common Challenges
Category: Clinical Medicine
Session Coordinator: Daniel G. Tobin, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Medical Director, Internal Medicine, Yale University School of Medicine
Additional Faculty: Rebecca Andrews, MD, University of Connecticut School of Medicine; William Becker, MD, VA Connecticut Healthcare System

WC03  Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor
The Roadmap to Reduce Disparities: Integrating Equity into Quality Improvement
Category: Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations
Session Coordinator: Marshall Chin, MD, MPH, Richard Parrillo Family Professor, University of Chicago
Additional Faculty: Monica E. Peek, MD, MPH, University of Chicago; Thomas D. Sequist, MD, MPH, Harvard; Monica Vela, MD, University of Chicago; Lisa M. Vinci, MD, MS, University of Chicago
Small Group Leader: Scott Cook, PhD, University of Chicago; Rachel Voss, MPH, University of Chicago

WC04  Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor
Communicating Evidence and Research Findings Using New Media: Blogging, Tweeting and the Use of Stories
Category: Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice
Session Coordinator: David Grande, MD, MPA, Assistant Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, University of Pennsylvania
Additional Faculty: Zackary Berger, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins University; James Colbert, MD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital; Richard L. Kravitz, MD, MSPH, University of California, Davis; Zachary Meisel, MD, MS, University of Pennsylvania; Peter Ubel, MD, Duke University

WC05  Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor
Designing and Implementing Clinical Leadership Development Interventions for Internal Medicine Residents
Category: Leadership and Administration
Session Coordinator: Daniel M. Blumenthal, MD, MBA, Department of Internal Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital
Additional Faculty: Tiffany Y. Lu, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Kerri L. Palamara, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Valerie E. Stone, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Jessica Zeidman, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital

WC06  Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor
How to Teach Residents about Vulnerable Populations: Ideas for Curricular Development from Three Academic Medical Centers
Category: Medical Education Scholarship
Session Coordinator: Soraya Azari, University of California, San Francisco
Additional Faculty: Melissa Bender, MD, Albert Einstein Montefiore; Linnea Capps, MD, Albert Einstein Montefiore; Sharad Jain, MD, University of California, San Francisco; Catherine A. Rich, MD, Boston University Medical Center; Jennifer Siegel, MD, Boston University Medical Center

WC07  Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor
Building a Better Mousetrap: Innovations in Primary Care Training
Category: Medical Education Scholarship
Session Coordinator: Michael J. Rosenblum, MD, Program Director, Baystate Medical Center
Additional Faculty: Brandon Auerbach, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Sudeep Aulakh, MD, CM, Baystate Medical Center; Gina Luciano, MD, Baystate Medical Center; Alaka Ray, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Sara Tischer, DO, Baystate Medical Center; Donna Windish, MD, MPH, Yale University School of Medicine
WC08 | Americas Cup A, 4th Floor
---
**An Effective Method for Identifying and Helping Hazardous Drinkers in the Primary Care Setting: Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT)**

**Category:** Mental Health/Substance Abuse  
**Session Coordinator:** Kristy B. Le, MD, MD, Department of General Internal Medicine, Wake Forest School of Medicine  
**Additional Faculty:** Magdelena Greene, MD, Wake Forest School of Medicine; David P. Miller, MD, MS, Wake Forest School of Medicine

---

WC09 | Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
---
**Shared Decision Making Research Methods: Stakeholders, Development, Testing, and Implementation**

**Category:** Research Methods  
**Session Coordinator:** Dan Matlock, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor, University of Colorado  
**Additional Faculty:** Kathleen Fairfield, MD, Maine Medical Center; Carmen L. Lewis, MD, MPH, University of Colorado; Michael Pignone, MD, University of North Carolina

---

**SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS**

**Abstract Session C1:** Lipkin Award Finalist Session

**ASC1 | Mission Beach, 3rd Floor**

**Moderators:**  
Stephan D. Fihn, MD, MPH and Martha S. Gerrity, MD, MPH, PhD

1. **Building equity improvement into quality improvement:** Reducing socioeconomic disparities in colorectal cancer screening as part of population health management  
Seth A. Berkowitz; Sanja Percac-Lima; Jeffrey M. Ashburner; Yuchiao Chang; Adrian Zai; Wei He; Richard W. Grant; Steven J. Atlas

2. **Discharge Rounds: Implementation & Effects of a Systematic Approach to Early Discharges on Patient Throughput**  
Krisda Chaiyachati; Andre N. Sofair; Jeremy I. Schwartz; David Chia

3. **US physicians’ exposure to, knowledge and practice of high value care during training: results from a national survey of internal medicine residents**  
Kira L. Ryskina; Cynthia D. Smith; Arlene Weissman; Jason Post; Constance J. Dine; Keri Lyn Gwisdalla; Deborah Korenstein

4. **Awareness of Prediabetes and Engagement in Diabetes Risk-reducing Behaviors**  
Anjali Gopalan; Ilona Lorincz; Christopher Wirtalla; Judith A. Long; Steven C. Marcus

5. **Association of long-term opioid and/or benzodiazepine receipt and medication count with mortality among HIV-infected and uninfected patients**  
Daniel Weisberg; Kirsha S. Gordon; William Becker; E. Jennifer Usdin; Jennifer Ashburn; Robert D. Kerns; Janet P. Tate; Amy C. Justice; David A. Fiellin

6. **Impact of introduction of abuse-deterrent OxyContin on opioid overdose rates**  
Marc Larochelle; Fang Zhang; Dennis Ross-Degnan; James F. Wharam

---

**Abstract Session C2: Women’s Health**

**ASC2 | Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor**

**Moderators:** Wendy L. Bennett, MD, MPH  
**Discussant:** Melissa McNeil, MD, MPH, SGIM 2014 Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health

1. **Progress or Stalemate in Academic Gender Disparities? 15 Year Follow up of the National Faculty Survey**  
Karen Freung; Anita Raj; Norma Terrin; Samantha Kaplan; Tracy Urec; Subash Pathak; Phyllis Carr

2. **Physician visits and surveillance testing among breast cancer survivors in Taiwan**  
Yong A. Wang; An-Chen Feng; Patricia Ganz

3. **Mammography Facility Characteristics Associated with Timely Follow-up of Abnormal Mammograms**  
Leah K. Kiel; Celia P. Kaplan; Lin Ma; Karla Kerlikowske

4. **Pap vs. HPV vs Co-Test for CIN2+ Detection: A Retrospective Study of Performance and Cost**  
Andrea L. Sikov; Xian W. Jin; Laura D. Lipold; Sarah Schramm; Kelly Nottingham; Bo Hu; Michael B. Rothberg

5. **Ovarian cancer treatment and survival trends over past decade**  
Jenny J. Lin; Natalia Egorova; Rebeca Franco; Nina A. Bickell

---

**Abstract Session C3: Cancer Research**

**ASC3 | Golden Hill, 3rd Floor**

**Moderator:** Neeraja B. Peterson, MD  
**Discussant:** Karla Kerlikowske, MD, SGIM 2014 Distinguished Professor in Cancer Research

1. **Care fragmentation and survival for patients with stage III colon cancer**  
Tanvir Hussain; Hsien-Yen Chang; Christine M. Veenstra; Craig E. Pollack

2. **Willfulness to participate in cancer clinical trials among prostate cancer patients: the relationship with race/ethnicity and health literacy**  
Celia P. Kaplan; Anna Napoles; Steven Gregorich; Tung T. Nguyen; Jennifer Livaudais-Tomson; Eliseo J. Perez-Stable; Eric J. Small; Mack Roach

3. **Mammography Rates 3 Years after the USPSTF Guidelines Changes**  
James F. Wharam; Bruce E. Landon; Fang Zhang; Xin Xu; Steve Soumerai; Suzanne Fletcher; Dennis Ross-Degnan

4. **Screening for hepatocellular carcinoma in chronic liver disease: A systematic review**  
Amirala Pasha; Devan Kangsara; Joel Papak; Maya O’Neill; Michele Freeman; Rose Relevo; Ana Quinones; Makalapua Motu’apauka; Janice H. Jou

5. **Racial/ethnic differences in palliative care consultation for inpatients with advanced cancer**  
Rashmi K. Sharma; Kenzie A. Cameron; Jamie Von Roenn; Joan S. Chmiele; Holly G. Prigerson; Frank Penedo
Abstract Session C4: Medical Education

ASC4 Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor

Moderator: Steven A. Haist, MD, MS

1. The Effects of Fatigue on Driving Safety: A Comparison of Brake Reaction Times in Night-float and Post-call Physicians in Training
   Theodore Long; Paul G. Talusan; Andrea Halim; Laura Guliani; Nicole Carroll; John Reach

2. Attitudes Toward Internal Medicine Resident Professionalism Training
   Laura Nichols; Kathryn E. Fletcher; Brent Nichols

3. Success of a Faculty Development Program for Remediating Clinical Teachers
   Thomas J. Beckman; Staci Lee; Mark Lee; Darcy Reed; Andrew J. Halvorsen; Elie Berbari; Furman S. McDonald

4. Grateful patient philanthropy: A qualitative study of patients who give back to their doctors
   Sean Tackett; Rosalyn W. Stewart; Leah Wolfe; Scott Wright

5. Lapses in Medical Professionalism: A Lack of Consensus on Appropriate Sanctions
   Bhavika Kaul; Cayla R. Teal; Stephen B. Greenberg

6. The Impact of Job Burnout on Measures of Professionalism in First-Year Internal Medicine Residents at a Large Urban Academic Medical Center
   Jason Kwah; Robert Fallar; Jennifer P. Weintraub; Jonathan Ripp

CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION

Vignette Session C: Patient Safety

CVC C Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor

Moderator: Deepa Bhatnagar, MD
Unknown Vignette Discussant: Keith Roach, MD

1. Non-Alcoholic Beer: A Unique Case of Acute Alcoholic Hepatitis
   Ankita Tandon; Neal Fitzpatrick; Karen Krok

2. Chlorpromazine-induced hepatitis
   Anita Mulye; Tara Lagu

3. Atrial fibrillation caused by indwelling peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC)
   Anene Ukaigwe; Paras Karmacharya; Madan R. Aryal; Adetokunbo Oluwasanjo

4. A Case of Fever and Abdominal Pain in a Younger Gentleman
   Jocelyn A. Carter; A. Carter

5. Sick to Your Stomach
   Christopher Velez; Eric Stevens; Robert L. Goodman
Innovations Poster Session

Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

Poster Session Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovations in Medical Education</th>
<th>Posters 1-101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Practice Innovations</td>
<td>Posters 102-154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. A medical Spanish elective with a special emphasis on linguistic humility
   Cristina M. Gonzalez; Yovana Q. Coupey; Maria A. Marzan; A. Hal Strelnick

2. Collaborating with Community Organizations and Non-Medical Personnel to Improve Residents’ Medical Spanish Skills
   Including Cognitive Retention at 6 Months
   Frances Norlock; Laura Sadowski; Jennifer Feld

3. A Decade of Change in Attitudes Toward the Homeless Among Primary Care Internal Medicine Residents
   Frances Norlock; Laura Sadowski; Meghan Kapolnek

4. The Effect of Gender on Attitudes Toward the Homeless Among Primary Care Internal Medicine Residents
   Frances Norlock; Laura Sadowski; Meghan Kapolnek

5. Siguiendo Adelante: A Medical Spanish Curriculum for Residents
   Avik Chatterjee; Li Qin; Jaidip S. Talwalkar

6. Development of a Novel Pre-Clinical Medical Spanish Program at One United States Medical School
   Danielle Dougherty; Louisa Holaday; Jonathan Waldmann; Zahra Dawson; Joel Purkiss; Angad Singh; Lauren Rodriguez; Nathan Stern; Stephanie Eldred; Ali Dulchavsky; Sarah Bell; Tomas Huerta; Elizabeth Feenstra; Nita Valikodath; Rashaj Mangrulkar

7. Cultural competence education in a simulated clinical environment: a pilot experience
   Sophie Paroz; Raphael Bonvin; Alejandra Casillas; Sara Vadot; Francine Viret; Amaury Daele; Patrick Bodenmann

8. Cook Healthy Eat Fresh (CHEF): A pilot study of an interdisciplinary seminar to augment medical student training in nutrition and culinary skills
   Rob Caldwell; David M. Levine; Scott Vasher; Jared Beller; Lisa Sasson; Melissa Luminsh

9. UTHSCSA Safe Space: Becoming an Ally to the LGBTQ Communities
   Christopher A. Alonzo

10. An interactive online module to address LGBT health disparities
    Philipp Hannan; Rita Lee

11. Implementing a novel medical student healthcare for the homeless curriculum
    Andrew Coyle; Lauren Peccoralo

12. Educating for change: Medical students develop organizational leadership skills through student-driven community-based field projects.
    Brent C. Williams; Senait Fisseha; Joy Williams; Patricia Mullan

13. Advocating for Advocacy Training in Medical School: Too Little Too Late?
    Valerie G. Press; Cassandra D. Fritz; Monica Vela

14. Caring for Refugees and Asylum Seekers: Primary Care and Forensic Documentation in Refugee Health as part of an Internal Medicine Residency Curriculum
    Jessica Hurst; Matthew T. Corey

15. Building the Diversity Bridge Abroad: The strategy to implement pre-graduate cultural competency medical education in Lausanne, Switzerland
    Alejandra Casillas; Sophie Paroz; Etoly Dory; Francis Vu; Patrick Bodenmann

16. Welcome to the Neighborhood: Teaching the Social Determinants of Health
    Jada C. Bussey-Jones; Maura George; Stacie Schmidt; Jennifer E. Bracey; Mehrul Tejani; Schuyler D. Livingston

17. Designing and piloting a curriculum in clinical empathy for internal medicine residents, in order to improve clinical skills in cross-cultural patient care.
    Nathan Bertelsen; Michelle DallaPiazza; Louis H. Miller; Antoinette Schoenthaler

18. Identifying communication needs for palliative care patients to develop a narrative based educational tool
    Lindsey N. Clark; Henry Mortimer; Ruth Evans; Sarah H. Parker; William S. Krimsky

    Priya Radhakrishnan; Patti Thorn

20. Evaluating Compatibility Matching in a Combined Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Residency Mentoring Program
    Daniel McFarlane; Curt Walker

21. Videotaping Home Visits—First-Year Medical Students Bring Patients’ Worlds to the Clinical Team
    Barbara Ogur; Marie-Louise Jean-Baptiste; Jeremy Keller; Nancy Blum; Andreas Mitchell; Margaret Fallon; Elorn Avakame; Ethan Balgley; Betty Erfe; Grace Chao; Jose O. Gutierrez

22. “Ms. B Changes Doctors”: Using a Comic and Patient Transition Packet to Engineer Patient-Oriented Clinic Handoffs (EPOCH) in a Resident Continuity Clinic
    Amber Pincavage; Wei Wei Lee; Laura Ruth Venable; Megan Prochaska; Daina Stasiunas; Kimberly J. Beiting; M. K. Czerwiec; Vineet Arora

23. Teaching Safe Transitions: A Post-Discharge Follow-up Pilot for Third-year Medical Students
    Kara Bischoff; Hemali Patel; Larissa Thomas; Karen E. Hauer; Cindy Lai

24. Health Literacy in Transitions of Care: An Innovative Objective Structured Clinical Examination for Fourth Year Medical Students
    Reena Karani; Kimberly Bloom-Feshbach; Dana Casey; Lucy Schulson; Jonathan Giftos; Peter Giatto

25. Handoff Training for Medical Students: Effectiveness and Sustainability of Knowledge
    Christopher J. Smith; Grant Peterson; Gary L. Beck

26. An Interprofessional Care Transitions Curriculum for Ambulatory Internal Medicine Residents and Nurse Practitioner Students
    Melissa Bachhuber; Shalini Patel; Candace Kim; Bridget O’Brien; Rebecca L. Shunk

27. Innovative Interprofessional Geriatric Education for Medical and Nursing Students: Focus on Transitions in Care.
    Seki A. Balogun; Karen Rose; Shannon Thomas

28. Reaching consensus amongst physicians in building an evaluation tool to improve discharge summaries and optimize transitions of care.
    Karim Taha; David W. Frost

29. Panel management in academic practices: What is it that we really need to teach?
    Kate Dube; Rachel Willard-Grace; Jahnavi Athavale; Thomas Bodenheimer; Reena Gupta
30. Giving early medical students a “home”: students can meaningfully contribute to care on a year-long continuity rotation in a PCMH
Jennifer Mackinnon; Martin Muntz; Julie L. Mitchell

31. Continuity Clinic Immersion for Internal Medicine Interns: Improving Efficacy in Ambulatory Care Early in Residency Training.
Soraya Azari; Emily E. Hurstak; Katherine Julian; Maya H. Dulay; Shalini Patel

32. Community Health Immersion Curriculum for Primary Care Residents
Robin E. Canada

33. Accelerating ambulatory aplomb: A novel immersion block curriculum for introducing internal medicine R1s to continuity clinic.
Jared W. Klein; Ginger A. Evans; Anna Golob; Caroline Rhoads

34. Assessing and Improving Patient Care Skills Through a Bootcamp for New Residents
Luke Cunningham; Chirayu Shah; Nainesh Shah; Prathit Kulkarni; Kaushal Patel; Steffanie Campbell; Anoop Agrawal; Richard J. Hamill

35. Longitudinal Resident-Student Patient Collaboration in Primary Care
Amy Pasternack; Katherine Lupton

36. Longitudinal Patient Satisfaction Data After Instituting a 4+2 Practice Model in Resident Continuity Clinic
Julie Oyler; Lisa M. Vinci; Wei Wei Lee; Eileen Wang; Vineet Arora

37. Medical Students as Primary Care Providers: An Integrated Medical Student Clinic that Offers a True Longitudinal Primary Care Experience
Serene L. Chen; Rebecca Liu; Pinar Oray-Schrom

38. Improving house staff continuity on inpatient cardiology services increases physician and nursing perceived quality of care.
Melissa Dattalo; Ryan E. Childers; Colleen Christmas

39. Preparing Residents for the Primary Care Medical Home: Self-Directed, Longitudinal Projects in Quality Improvement
Carol Sprague; Christine Mollwoney

40. Residents Join the Huddle: Resident participation in a quality improvement project on RN-MD communication develops several ACGME resident competencies.
Rachel Hathaway; Maren Batalden; Priyank Jain; Kathleen M. Clark

41. Patient Safety at the Movies
Chaitanya Mandapakala; Diane L. Levine

42. Working Towards Meaningful Resident Involvement in Quality Improvement at two University Continuity Clinics
Danielle F. Loeb; Susan M. Nikels; Rachel Swigris; Suzanne Brandenburg

43. A Model Seminar for Preclinical Healthcare Safety and Quality Instruction
John R. Joseph; Huixia Wei; Vahid Pasovic; Caitlin Biedron; Amy Li; Diane L. Levine

44. Teaching quality improvement using a case-based learning format.
Georgia N. McIntosh; Nathan Schwartz; Steven Bishop; Michelle N. Brooks; Bennett Lee

45. Mobile Device Application Based Educational Tool to Improve Cost-Conscious Care Among Internal Medicine Residents
Auras R. Atrey; Behdad Besharatin; Stefano Bucy; Thomas Higgins

46. Improving appropriate PPI therapy initiation and post-discharge prescriptions; House staff education project and cost-saving analysis among VA Medicine inpatients.
Talia S. Gracer; Victor Moles; Cherinne Arundel

47. Common Dollars, Common Sense: Harmonizing a High Value Care Curriculum Across Ambulatory and Inpatient Settings in an Academic Medical System
Reshma Gupta; Jacob Berman; Andrew Dervan; Anshu Abhat; Leah Marcotte

Alexandra Perel-Winkler; Amit K. Hiteshi; Deepti Zalavadia; Tamara Goldberg

49. Shared Decision Making in Chronic Conditions: A Curriculum in Using Decision Aids for Internal Medicine Residents
Leigh H. Simmons; Lauren Leavitt; Alaka Ray; Blair W. Fosburgh; Karen R. Sepucha

50. Teaching Shared Decision Making: Improving resident communication through curricular innovation and observed visits.
Maryann K. Overland; Linda Pyke; Anne P. Poppe; Joyce E. Wipf

51. Goals of Care Ambulatory Resident Education (GOCARE), a pilot curriculum
Marianne Camargo; Jacqueline K. Yuen; Stephen Berns; Diane E. Meier

52. The (Electronic) Chart War: Resident and Faculty Perceptions and Practices in Outpatient Documentation and Chart Management
Sarah A. Tilstra; Peggy Hasley; Anu Munshi; Brian S. Heist; Shanta M. Zimmer; Jaishree Hariraran

53. Creating a Report Card to Measure and Report Internal Medicine Resident Competencies in the Use of the Electronic Health Record
Scott Joy; Brian D winnell

Margaret Horlick; Jennifer Rockfeld; Mary Fishman; Patrick M. Cocks; Barbara Porter

55. Teaching Patient-Centered Electronic Medical Record (EMR) Use to Millennial Learners: Are We Preaching to the Choir?
Wei Wei Lee; Lolitaa Alkureishi; Jeanne M. Farnan; Vineet Arora

56. Implementing Change in Clinical Practice Culture: Pain and Opioid Management Bootcamps for VA Clinicians
Karen H. Seal; Emily Sachs; Tracy Lin; Gary Tarasovsky; Daniel Bertenthal; Christopher J. Koenig

57. Teaching Interprofessional Trainees to work in Clinical Care Teams: The San Francisco VA Center of Excellence in Primary Care Education
Rebecca L. Shank; Bridget O’Brien; Maya H. Dulay; Terry Keene; Denise L. Davis; Shalini Patel; Melissa Bachhuber; Calvin L. Chou; Kristen Weaver; Christina Kim; Lynn O’Brien

58. How Patient-Centered Are You? The Implementation and Assessment of a Train-the-Trainer Shared Decision Making Curriculum for Hospital Bedside Rounds
Stephanie Remmel; Bradley Monash; Rebecca Blankenburg; Debbie Sakai; Stephanie M. Harman; Adeena Khan; Clarence H. Braddock; Patrick Yuan; Jason Satterfield

59. GeriWard Falls: An Interprofessional Team-Based Curriculum on Falls Prevention and Systems-Based Care for the Hospitalized Older Adult
Stephanie Remmel; Claire Larson; Julie Vavuris; Vicki Jue; Josette Rivera; Betty Smoot
60. Patient-Centered Medical Home for Sickle Cell Disease: Impact on utilization of acute care services
   Temeia Martin; William P. Moran; Patrick D. Mauldin

61. A novel approach to Interprofessional Education (IPE) for residents on an inpatient medical service
   Matthew F. Griffith; Darcy Donaldson; Eric A. Young; Robert Burke

62. Impact of a Targeted IPE Curriculum on Medical Students’ Performance; an IPC OSCE Case
   Jennifer Adams; Maja Dijkic; Marc Triola; Sondra Zabar; Adina Kalet; Linda Tewksbury; Jennifer Ogilvie; Sabrina W. Lee; Colleen Gillespie

63. Teaching the Patient-Centered Medical Home
   Elisha L. Brownfield; Benjamin Clyburn; Kimberly S. Davis; William P. Moran; Patrick D. Mauldin

64. A Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) Resident Rotation: Teaching internal medicine residents the principles of PCMH through community-based primary care
   Janina L. Morrison; Jonathan Swartz; Donald Baum; Rosemarie Congiario

65. A new approach to outpatient geriatrics training: An interprofessional polypharmacy intervention using the shared medical appointment model
   John Thomas; Anne Hyson; Marcia C. Mecca; Kristina Niehoff; Susan A. Zapatka; Susan T. Langerman; Leila Islam; Rebecca Brienza

66. VHA’s Comprehensive Women’s Health SCAN-ECHO Program: Lessons Learned
   Kristina M. Cordasco; Jessica Zuchowski; Alison B. Hamilton; Herschel Knapp; Joann O. Saavedra; Donna L. Washington

67. PACT ICU – Interdisciplinary Care Conferences for High Risk Primary Care Patients
   William G. Weppner; Janet V. Willis; Amber Fisher; Adam Brotman; Rick Tivis; Timothy Gordon; C. Scott Smith

68. An interdisciplinary collaboration serving as the basis for interdepartmental global health education
   Minesh Shah; Huang Amy; Clemence Sullivan; Lillian Francia; Andrew Dykens

69. Using huddles to integrate medical residents into ambulatory teams
   Joshua M. Liao; Andrew J. Van Wieren; Brigid M. Dolan

70. Adventures in piloting an interprofessional obesity curriculum
   Tamasyn Nelson; Melanie Jay; Shonna Yin; Allison Squires; Charity Hung; Lisa Altshuler

71. Teaching team-based care: the use of interdisciplinary team meetings in the ambulatory internal medicine residency curriculum
   Jonathan Arend; Stefani Russo; Eva Waite; Deborah Korenstein; Lauren Peccoralo; Aparna Sarin; Alex Federman; Linda Pagan; Theresa Soriano

72. The New Kid on the Block: Team Based Learning Curriculum in Ambulatory Education, a Promising Alternative
   Raghav Sharma; Sandy Balwin; Alice Fornari; Tomoko Ouchi

73. Using a Web Log to Enhance Competency in Medical Knowledge and Practice Based Learning and Improvement
   Matthew Hollon

74. Work-place based assessments: Leveraging Cloud-based mobile technology for capturing narrative comments
   Churlson Han; Gary S. Ferenchick; David Solomon

75. Pre-Clinical Elective Teaches End-of-Life Competencies: Effects Persist Into Clinical Years
   Melissa S. Keepor; Brian Cruz

76. OnlineMed: Moving Medical Knowledge Out of the Class Room and Onto the Internet
   Dustyn E. Williams

77. Evaluation of the Maintenance of Competency Program: Pilot Year 1
   Nancy Stewart; Nicole M. Twu; Frank Zadarevck; Meredith Borak; Dana P. Edelson

78. The Use of Social Media to Supplement Resident Medical Education
   Panagis Galatsatos; Fernanda Porto Carreiro; Jennifer Hayashi; Sammy Zakaria; Colleen Christmas

79. A Novel Evaluation System Using Direct Observation and Formative Feedback
   Jeremy Smith; David Feldstein; Christie Seibert; Bennett Vogelman

80. Using collaborative evaluation to identify criteria for the assessment of attending physicians in hospital medicine
   Bret Simon; Luci Leykum; Jane E. O’Rorke; Megan Freeman

81. The resident as teacher: Implementation of an evidence-based, best-practices approach to clinical education through a teaching elective for residents.
   Bret Simon; Christopher Moreland; Kanapa Kornsawad

82. A Portable Faculty Peer Observation and Feedback Program to Build Ambulatory Teaching Skill Capacity
   Athina Vassilakos; Sheira Schlar

83. Developing and Implementing an Intern Teaching Curriculum
   Anna K. Donovan; David Linz; Carla Spagnolletti

84. Resident as Preceptor: Developing senior residents’ ambulatory teaching skills as part of a resident as teacher curriculum
   Elena Lebduska; Sudha Dubey; Darlene LeFrancois; Sheira Schlar

85. Not Too Much, Not Too Little, But Just Right: Goldilocks Rounds at the Cambridge Health Alliance
   Rachael E. Bedard; Alison B. Rapoport; Maren Batalden

86. Development of a Bedside Teaching Service to Enhance Physical Examination and Clinical Reasoning Skills
   Lisa Altshuler; Danise Schilrio; Douglas Bails; Patrick M. Cocks; Ellen Cogen; Jesenia Fernandez; Margaret Horlick; Michael Janjigian; Louis H. Miller; Valerie Perel; Sondra Zabar

87. Pap Emphasis Clinics: A venue to improve cancer screening rates and train residents in women’s health
   Michelle Cleeves; Rebecca Hanratty; Sarah Christensen; Jennifer Adams

88. Assessing the Impact of a Resident Tool Created by Senior Medical Students Pursuing Careers in Internal Medicine
   Ronald Omino; Elizabeth Grier; Katherine L. Fontichiaro; Diane L. Levine

89. Impact of a Hospital Medicine Rotation During Internal Medicine Residency
   Luke Cunningham; Chirayu Shah; Erica Hubenthal; Doris Lin; Steffanie Campbell; Jeffrey T. Bates

90. Outpatient Morning Report in the EHR Era: an Opportunity to Apply Adult Learning Theory to the Ambulatory Curriculum
   James O’Keefe

91. Teaching Residents Screening, Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment Skills for Alcohol Use: Using Chart-Stimulated Recall to Assess Curricular Impact
   Maria A. Wamsley; Nathaniel Gleason; Michelle Gey; Katherine Julian; Patricia S. O’Sullivan; Scott Steiger; Jason Satterfield
92. Adapting to a Millennial Learning Environment: An Internal Medicine Residency Curricular Improvement Project
Suzanne Brandenburg; Cynthia Brandenburg; Mel Anderson

93. Internal medicine residents’ attitudes and beliefs of achieving their clinical competency milestones during their night float rotation
Brian E. Foster; Maryann T. Ally

94. Developing an Entrustable Professional Activity (EPA) for Resident-Led Shared Medical Appointments (SMAs).
Yamini Saravanar; Rebecca Toutant; Richard Pels; Patrick T. Lee

95. Progress Testing: An innovative approach to assessment of competency-based milestones in clinical skills
Lauren Block; R. Ellen Pearlman; Judith M. Brenner; Alice Fornari; Joseph S. Weiner; Marie Barilla-Labarca

96. Interdisciplinary Evidence-Based Medicine Course Design for NAS Milestone Assessment through Online Adaptive Learning Strategies
Ravi Gupta; Kell Julliard; Juan Barrientos

97. A Structured Initiative that Enhances Resident and Faculty Research Productivity in a Community Hospital Setting
Marianne Smith; Anita Szerszen; Suzanne El-Sayegh; Ursula Viola; Kathleen Ahern; Morton Kleiner; Neville Mobarakai; Terenig Terjanian; Mario R. Castellanos

98. Blending Research and Residency: The Clinical Scientist and International Scholars Tracks
Peter D. Bulova; Kathleen M. McTigue

99. Chaplains on the Medical Team: An Interprofessional Partnership in Patient Care
Patrick Hemming; Paula Teague; Ty Crowe; Rachel Levine

100. Visual Thinking Strategies: An Arts-Based Intervention to Teach Teamwork to Senior Medical Students
Elizabeth Karwowski; Alexa R. Miller; Suzanne Sarfaty

101. Flipping the Classroom into the Hospital: Interactive Content to Integrate Basic Science into the Clerkship
Charles D. Magee; Lynn Byars

102. Transforming Care Transitions: Implementing Project RED at a Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Melissa Bachhuber; Jeanette Broering; Christine Welles; Margaret Wallhagen

103. The CARE Project: A Multi-disciplinary Approach to Improve the Care of Hospital Super-Utilizers
Saraswati R. Iobst; Kelly Berchou; Kristin Muzina; Caroline Hoppenheim; Rya George; Celine Goetz; Katie Salib; Yvette Rolon-Fink; Carol DeJesus

104. Factors contributing to readmissions for patients with ischemic heart disease
Vishal Patel; William S. Weintraub; Roger Kerzner; Edmondo Robinson; Tabassum Salam; Daniel J. Elliott

105. A System for Transitional Care Management in the Patient Centered Medical Home
Carol R. Fleischman

106. Reducing Non-Urgent Emergency Room Visits during Primary Care Business Hours: A collaborative approach
Alexandra Norcott; Esterina Anderson; Sarah Denn; Anne Hyson; Call Luco; Emily M. Meyer; Susan A. Zapatka; Rebecca Brienza

107. Addressing Frequent Utilization of the Emergency Department
Paras Mehta; Animita Saha; Ethan Sherrard; Tamara D. Burdon; Joseph Brancatto

108. STAAR: Improving the Reliability of Care Coordination and Reducing Hospital Readmissions in an Academic Medical Center
Jocelyn A. Carter; Gwen Crevensten

109. Can physician review of readmissions impact provider perceptions and reduce readmission rates?
Edmund A. Liles; Carlton R. Moore; Beth Ann Brubaker; Jonathan Kirsch; Paul Ozman; Monica Reynolds; Jacob Stein; John M. French

110. Why do our patients really get readmitted? Comparing the discharging physician and patient’s perceived reasons for hospital readmission.
Monica Reynolds; John M. French; Jonathan Kirsch; Beth Ann Brubaker; Edmund A. Liles

111. Improving transition of care for patients with high risk for readmission
Raghad Zeitouni; Animita Saha; Katherine E. Gettys; Kelly Avey; Tamara D. Burdon

112. Multi-disciplinary huddles to improve care and reduce costs for high cost patients in a shared-savings program
Gary Fischer; Jennifer Hall; Pamela Dittoe; Joanne Riley

113. Active Referral Management – A Specialist/PCP collaboration to address access, value, and experience
Sandhya K. Rao; Ryan Thompson; Creagh Milford; Nancy Wei; Calvin A. Richardson; Sara Hoffman; Timothy Ferris

114. Embracing the Huddle in a Resident Teaching Clinic
Edward Ewen; Sarah Schenck; John Donnelly

115. Implementation of a Resident Hospital Discharge Clinic at an Urban Academic Medical Center
Maria Hamm de Miguel; Amanda Ramsdell; Steven Shea; Nancy Chang; Luis M. Ducasse

116. A Resident-led Intervention to Improve Team-based Care in an Internal Medicine Continuity Clinic
Stephanie Nothelle; Eunice Yu; Laura Hanyok

117. A randomized controlled trial of a daily “I.R.A” medical huddle
Rahul Vanjani; Nancy Chang; Maria Arkipoff; Steven Shea; Jessica R. Singer

118. Improving attendance to primary care appointments: Randomized control trial of text messaging to patients at a community health center
Sanja Percac-Lima; Patrick R. Cronin; Anjali Thakkar; Adrian Zai

119. Interprofessional Trainee Development of an After Visit Summary in a Community-Based Outpatient Clinic to Improve Patient Satisfaction
Chelsea Bowman; Eugene Fan; Joseph A. Hippensteel; Anna Srewler; Jonathan Van Nyus; Daniel Wheeler; Shalini Patel; Meg Pearson

120. Real-time patient survey data during real-time clinics: Implementing technology-enhanced rapid-cycle quality improvement
James L. Wofford; Claudia L. Campos; Sheila R. Stevens; Robert E. Jones

121. Project RED: Quality Improvement (QI) with Exploratory and Prescriptive Benefits
George Shelton; Aanand D. Naik; Barbara Trautner

122. On-Site Coaching to Build an Engaged, Skilled Workforce for Collaborative Care in an Inner City Public Hospital System
Damara N. Gutnick; Maura Porricolo

123. The Project ReD CHIP (Reducing Disparities and Controlling Hypertension in Primary Care) Care Management Intervention: An Evaluation of its Effectiveness & Implementation
Tarvir Hussain; Whitney K. Franz; Emily L. Brown; Kara Taylor; Mekam T. Okoye; Arlene Dalin; Kathryn A. Carson; Katherine Dietz; Jennifer Halbert; Romsaif. Boonyasai; Jill A. Marsteller; Lisa A. Cooper

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
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124. Brief clinician survey can produce remediable factors to reduce clinician burnout.
   Sara Poplau; Scott Shimotsu; Mark Linzer

125. The magic desk project: redesigning the desk in the clinic exam room
   Ira Helenius; Daniel Becker; Sarai C. Martinez-Suazo; Reuben M. Rainey; Roger C. Sherry; Theo Van Groll; Natalie May

126. Lessons Learned in Identifying Patient Self Management Goals and Plans and Adding Grocery Store Based Nutritional Services to the Medical Neighborhood of a General Internal Medicine Practice
   Scott Joy; Jennifer Cullingford; Jeannie Schwendtner; Oswald Hernandez; Gerardo Caldera Rosales

127. A Methodology Using Internet Based Resources and Websites to Identify Community Resources and Socioeconomic Factors of Patients Attributed to a General Internal Medicine Practice Living within a Specific Metro Zip Code
   Scott Joy; Jordan T. Wehe; Gavriel Roda; Edward A. Soto; Cara Campbell; Aaron B. Galbraith

128. The Affordable Care Act: Helping patients sign up for health coverage through the Marketplace.
   Sita Bushan; Robin H. Roche; Shana Ratner

129. Improving colorectal cancer screening utilizing Lean Six Sigma methodology in an academic general internal medicine clinic
   Shana Ratner; Brooke B. McGiurt; Kathryn A. Brennan; Jonathan Thornhill; Summer Hogan; Kim Young-Wright; Shaun McDonald; Thomas M. Miller; Michael Pignone

130. A Panel Management Approach to Shared Decision Making for Colorectal Cancer Screening
   Kathleen Fairfield; Christine Peura; Elizabeth Herrle; Lauren Daniels; Mary McDonough; Donald Medd; Deborah Pyle; Mark Bouchard

131. Successful Implementation of a Large Scale Hepatitis C Screening Program Among Baby Boomers in an Urban Primary Care Center
   Lesley Miller; Shelly-Ann Fluker; Kristina L. Lundberg; Francois Rollin; Brandi Park; Kristi Quarioti; Anne Spaulding

132. Can E-cigarette help patients to reduce or stop smoking in primary care practice?
   Jean-Paul Humair; Rodrigo Tango

133. Implementation of a Screening Program to Address Unhealthy Alcohol Use in an Academic General Internal Medicine Clinic
   Emily K. Sturkie; Daniel E. Jonas; Carol Golin; Catherine Grodensky; Jennifer Kinley; Shana Ratner; Thomas M. Miller

134. Quality Initiative to Increase Provider Use of Urine Drug Testing for Chronic Pain
   David S. Levitt; Nicholas Moe; Christopher P. Chen; Christopher M. Murphy; Christopher Vanderwarker; Joyce E. Wipf; Catherine P. Kaminetzky

135. A comprehensive clinic-based strategy to promote safe opioid prescribing for chronic non-cancer pain in the primary care setting.
   Joscelyn James; Jared W. Klein; Lisa Chew; Joseph Merrill; Sara L. Jackson

136. Development and implementation of an electronic registry to support adherence to opioid prescription guidelines among adult primary care providers
   Christopher W. Shanahan; Donna Beers; Vinay Hooloomann; Karen E. Lasser; Jane M. Liebschutz

137. Integrating Care for Hepatitis C Virus Infection with Office-Based Therapy for Opioid Dependence
   Christine A. Pace; Judith I. Tsui; Claudia Nader; Lexie P. Bergeron; Colleen T. LaBelle; Jeffrey H. Samet

138. Integrating behavioral health services and primary care at an urban, safety-net teaching hospital: A pilot program
   Christine A. Pace; Joanna Buczek; Alissa Cruz; Lee Ellenberg; Foote Jonathan; Ellen W. Ginman; Cindy M. Gordon; Hannah M. Marks; Robert Sokolove; Jeffrey H. Samet; Charlotte Wu

139. A Patient Centered Pain Management Protocol: A biopsychosocial approach to the management of chronic pain
   Katherine Kueny; Tara Turner; Susan Burbach

140. Primary Care Provider Feedback for Improving Clinical Progress Reports on Weight Maintenance
   Michael Eng; Kathleen M. McTigue; Laurey R. Simkin-Silverman; Kimberly A. Huber; Lacey Funair; Molly B. Conroy

141. A Nurse Visit Protocol Combined with Population Management Reports Improves Quality Metrics in Hypertension
   Jason Higdon; Monica Arawal; Jennifer Zrelloff

142. Primary care-based complex care management for low-income patients with multimorbidity
   Julia Finch; Fern Ebeling; Lindsay Evans; Lisa Tang; Alice Y. Mao; Rachel Willard-Grace; Louise Aronson; Leslie Dubbin; Anneliese Johnson; Reena Gupta; Claire Horton; Elizabeth Davis

143. Diabetic Group Visits: A “Real World” Pilot Program
   Marshall Fleurant; Megan Bergstrom; Bonnie Burke; Gertha Darabady; Karen Chalmers; James Rosenzweig; Karen E. Lasser

144. Innovation in shared medical appointments (SMAs) for diabetes management: engaging residents in interdisciplinary leadership and self-directed curriculum development.
   Christina B. Pham; Jennifer Huang; Dylan Bothamley; Patrick T. Lee; Yamin Saravanan

145. Introduction of a COPD Template in an Internal Medicine Resident Clinic to Improve Disease Measure Recording
   Jonathan N. Byrd

146. Adoption and Utilization of e-Consults in a Veterans Affairs Healthcare System
   Varsha Vimalananda; Gouri Gupde; Justice Clark; Jay D. Orlander; Steven R. Simon

147. Feasibility of Diabetic Retinopathy Screening using a Non Mydriatic Camera in a Community Health Clinic
   Claudia L. Campos; Carolyn F. Pedley; David Friedman; Emily W. Gower; Daniel Nelson; James L. Wofford; Ramon Velez

148. Diabetic Retinopathy is Common among Patients Seeking Care for Diabetes in a Community Health Clinic
   Carolyn F. Pedley; Claudia L. Campos; Emily W. Gower; Daniel Nelson; David Friedman; Ramon Velez

149. Standardizing the Discharge Process With an Electronic Medical Record-Based Checklist – A Resident-Led Quality Improvement Initiative
   Chappy Venkatesan; Nancy Maaty; Shirley Kalwaney; Alita Mishra; Jillian K. Price; Yun Fang

150. Safe Med Reconciliation (SATisfy patients using a MEDical Resident EduCatiONal Intervention To Improve Outcomes)
   Jessica Logan; Cherinne Arundel; Rebecca Swenson; Ribka Ayana

151. Getting Hip to Vitamin D: A Hospitalist Project for Improving the Assessment and Treatment of Vitamin D Deficiency in Elderly Patients with Hip Fracture
   John Stephens; Christine Williams; Eric Edwards; Darren A. DeWalt; Paul Osman; Edmund A. Liles

152. A unique model for multidisciplinary bedside rounds in an academic teaching hospital
   Eric A. Young; Jaime Paulk; James M. Beck; Mel Anderson; McKenna Burck; Stephen Szapor; Adam Roberts; Chad Stickrath
FRIDAY
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153. Are you ex-Foley-ating? A hospital-wide intervention to decrease urinary catheter use, including nurse-directed positive-reinforcement strategies.
   Jennifer Meddings; Cynthia Budelmann; Heidi Reichert

154. An Interdisciplinary Intervention to Reduce the Risk of Adverse Events in Hospitalized Patients with Nut Allergy
   Christina Lee; Barry Schlossberg; Sally Wong; Daniel I. Steinberg

   Joshua W. Harrison; Peter Cronkright; Astha Ramaiya

FRIDAY LUNCHTIME SESSIONS › 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Pick up your box lunch and bring it with you to any one of these sessions.

Distinguished Professor Keynote Addresses
Distinguished Professor of Cancer Research Keynote Address and Desert Reception
Karla Kerlikowske, MD
Risk-Based Breast Cancer Screening
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor

Mentoring Panels
Parenting in Medicine Mentoring Panel
Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor
Panelists
Stacy Higgins, MD, Director, Primary Care Track, Emory University School of Medicine
Judith Long, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
Charles Goldberg, MD, Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, University of California, San Diego
Nancy A. Rigotti, MD, Professor and Associate Chief, General Medicine Division, Massachusetts General Hospital
Armelia Sani, MD, Professor of Clinical Medicine, University of California, San Diego

Disparities Mentoring Panel
Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
Coordinators
Crystal Cené, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Monica Peek, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Associate Director, Chicago Center for Diabetes Translational Research, The University of Chicago
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Session A</th>
<th>Session B</th>
<th>Session C</th>
<th>Session D</th>
<th>Session E</th>
<th>Saturday Early Morning</th>
<th>Session F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday Morning</td>
<td>WA02: Home Care for the Frail Elderly WA07: Collaborative Care for Depression in Primary Care</td>
<td>WD02: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CU2: Update in Geriatrics</td>
<td>WD02: Models of Care for Chronic Illness WD08: The Jazz of Medical Communication Clinical Vignette Session D: Geriatrics</td>
<td>WE03: Maximize Revenues to Improve Patients’ Health WE07: Strengthening Teams through Reflective Discussion</td>
<td>IS06: Hypertension Interest Group IS14: Pain Medicine Interest Group</td>
<td>CUF3: Update in Anticoagulation/Thromboembolism CUF2: Update in AVS WP02: Patient-centered Interviewing Clinical Vignette Session F: HIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday Lunchtime</td>
<td>DP Geriatrics Keynote</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday Lunchtime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday Early Morning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meeting Tracks**

The program committee has designated tracks to help you map out a schedule along a specific area of interest.

- **Clinical Practice**
- **Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations**
- **Health Policy**
- **Healthcare Delivery and Redesign**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital Medicine</th>
<th>Leadership Development</th>
<th>Med Ed Scholarship</th>
<th>Quality of Care/ Patient Safety</th>
<th>Research Methods</th>
<th>SRF Track</th>
<th>Women’s Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEAD Core Session (by application) CCIGM Institute</td>
<td>TEACH Core Session (by application)</td>
<td>WQ01: Quality Improvement Skills for Reliable Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FELWSYMP: GIM Fellows Symposium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT16: Teachers of Leadership Interest Group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IT16: Student and Resident Interest Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU12: Update in Hospital Medicine</td>
<td>WA06: Supporting Second Victims of Adverse Events</td>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CU02: Update in Medical Education</td>
<td>WA05: A Roadmap to Understand Ambulatory Milestones</td>
<td></td>
<td>IT13: Physicians Against Violence Interest Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WA09: Addressing the Burden of QI</td>
<td>SSAR: Stakeholder Engagement in Research</td>
<td>IT13: Women’s Success Annual Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VA: Adapting Medical Home Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA07: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WA10: Primary Care of the Breast Cancer Survivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA08: Increasing Work-Life Balance</td>
<td>CUB1: Aging/End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD08: IOM Recommendations</td>
<td>CUC1: Geriatrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT POSTER SESSION 3 › 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

POSTER SESSION ORGANIZATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Women’s Health</th>
<th>Posters 1-22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Decision-Making and Economic Analyses</td>
<td>Posters 23-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Epidemiology/Healthcare Effectiveness Research</td>
<td>Posters 27-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations</td>
<td>Posters 44-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice</td>
<td>Posters 64-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital-based Medicine</td>
<td>Posters 75-87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Education Scholarship and Professional Development</td>
<td>Posters 88-114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health and/ Substance Abuse</td>
<td>Posters 115-124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Care and Chronic Disease Management</td>
<td>Posters 125-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative Research</td>
<td>Posters 151-162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Contraceptive Use in Women Having Bariatric Surgery  
   Rachel S. Casas; Iris Tong; Ghada Bourjeily
2. Acculturation and Measures of Cardiovascular Risk among Filipina Immigrants  
   Jane Jih; Aika M. Kanaya; Maria Rosario G. Araneta
3. A Model to Predict Risk of Cervical Abnormalities in Primary Care  
   Michael B. Rothberg; Bo Hu; Sarah Schramm; Kelly Nottingham;  
   Glen Taksler; Xian W. Jin; Laura Lipold; Andrea L. Sikos
4. Discordant weight perception and physical activity in overweight and obese women: Is weight misperception protective?  
   Nathalie Moise; Robert Sciacca; Juviya Rodriguez; Ian M. Kronish;  
   Elsa-Grace V. Giardina
5. Children: A Barrier to Maternal Health Care Utilization?  
   Christina Pham; Johannes R. Krait; Danny McCormick
6. Acceptability and Feasibility of HPV Self-Sampling for Cervical Cancer Screening Among Patients and Providers in Two Safety-Net Institutions in Miami  
   Kuman Ilangovan; Erin N. Kobetz-Kerman; Tulay Koru-Sengul;  
   Erin N. Marcus; Brendaly Rodriguez; Yisel Alonzo; Orita Fontan;  
   Valentine Cesar; Olveen Carrasquillo
7. Fulfilling unmet needs: Integrating Women’s Health into the Internal Medicine residency program curriculum  
   Sneha Shrivastava; Abby Spencer
8. Text Messaging Hotline: An Innovative and Effective Way to Communicate Sexual Health Information to Teenagers  
   Molly A. Fisher; Kate E. Lucey; Steven Federico; E. Bimla Schwarz
9. Women’s Health Information in Women’s Magazines: Often Misinforming  
   Akeira Johnson; Julie L. Mitchell; Kathryn Havens
10. Women Veterans’ Experiences and Preferences with VA Primary Care: A Qualitative Study  
    Alicia A. Bergman; Richard M. Frankel; Alison B. Hamilton; Elizabeth M. Yano
11. Woman Clinical Scholars: “Sometimes you need to climb out a window, and scale the fire ladder, to get to the place you want to be.”  
    Adina Kalet; Jennifer Rockfeld; Nina Bickell; Kathryn E. Fletcher;  
    Kate Schwartz
12. Correlates of sexual satisfaction in midlife women: Communication is key  
    Holly N. Thomas; Rachel Hess
13. The relation between antihypertensive medication and sexual function in women: Baseline data from the SPRINT study  
    Holly N. Thomas; Gregory W. Evans; Dan Berlowitz; Denise E. Bonds;  
    Glenn M. Chertow; Molly B. Conroy; Capri Foy; Stephen Glasser;  
    Cora E. Lewis; William T. Riley; Laurie Russell; Olubunmi Williams;  
    Rachel Hess
14. How does the number of barriers to care affect timeliness of follow-up among women with abnormal cancer screening tests in the Patient Navigation Research Program?  
    Ambili Ramachandran; Frederick R. Snyder; Elizabeth Calhoun;  
    Donald J. Dudley; Steven R. Patierno; Tracy A. Battaglia
15. Development of a screening tool for identifying housing-related barriers to care among low-income women  
    Ambili Ramachandran; Samantha Morton; Naomi Y. Ko; Kerrie Nelson;  
    Maria Castano; Emily Bergling; Sharon Bak; Jennifer Ceder;  
    Wanda Turner; Tracy A. Battaglia
16. Racial and ethnic disparities in contraceptive use among sexually-active women who desire no more children  
    Cynthia D. Grady; Christine Dehle-dendorf; E. Bimla Schwarz; Sonya Borrero
17. Development of Quality Indicators for the Care of Women with Abnormal Uterine Bleeding  
    Donna L. Washington; Marjorie Danz; Kristina M. Cordasco
18. Learning Needs of VHA Women’s Health Providers  
    Jessica Zuchowski; Alison B. Hamilton; Donna L. Washington;  
    Kristina M. Cordasco
19. Yoga for Urinary Incontinence in Middle-Aged and Older Women: Results of a Pilot Randomized Trial  
    Alison J. Huang; Hillary Jenny; Margaret A. Chesney; Michael Schembri;  
    Leslie L. Subak
20. Provision of Family Planning to Women with Cardiovascular Risk Factors  
    Shivani M. Reddy; Ambili Ramachandran; Howard Cabral; Lewis Kazis
    Erin N. Marcus; Monica Yepes; Noella Dietz
22. Withdrawn by Author
23. Withdrawn by Author
24. Use of a patient decision aid in routine care: what impact does it have on decision making about prostate cancer screening?  
    Leigh H. Simmons; Sandra Feibelmann; Karen R. Sepucha; Lauren Leavitt
25. Development and Evaluation of a Patient Empowerment Letter in a Primary Care Setting  
    Dan Matlock; Eva M. Aagaard; Adam Abraham; Wagner J. Schorr-Ratzlaff; Nivedita D. Mahidhara; Scott De La Cruz; Lisa Schilling;  
    Brandon Combs; Carmen L. Lewis
26. Persistence of Diagnostic Delay in 2013: A Bibliometric Study  
    Claudia L. Campos; James L. Wofford
27. Substitution of Vitamins and Supplements for Prescription Medicine Among Veterans  
    Jennifer N. Goldstein; Doris Arevalo; Judith A. Long; Jun Mao
28. Recent Trends and Regional Variation in Opioid Analgesic Exposure in the Veterans Health Administration
William Becker; Jian Gao; E. Jennifer Edelman; Eileen Moran; David A. Fiellin; Robert D. Kerns

29. The Effects of Ageing on Sickle Cell Disease and Identification of Possible Markers for Increased Survivorship
Susanna Curtis; Zipora Etzion; Neeraja Danda; Henny H. Billett

30. Questioning the validity of considering left atrial enlargement on EKG as an abnormal finding in young athletes
Tatvam T. Choksi; Martin O’Riordan

31. 30 Day Readmission Rate For Patients Discharged With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): Analysis of 1,858,618 Admissions. Which Patients Are Most At Risk?
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Additional Faculty: Trish Groves, Deputy Editor, BMJ and Editor in Chief, BMJ Open; Richard L. Kravitz, MD, MSPH, Professor, University of California, Davis and Co-editor in Chief, JGIM; George Lundberg, MD, Editor of Medscape, former editor JAMA; Carol Mangione, MD, Professor of Medicine and Health Services, Reviewer for Healthnewsreview.org and University of California, Los Angeles; Gary Schwitzer, Publisher of HealthNewsReview.org and Professor of Journalism, University of Minnesota

SSD3

Examine the Painting – Examine the Patient

Category: Medical Humanities and Ethics

Session Coordinator: Joel B. Shallit, MD, University of California, Irvine

This session will be held at the San Diego Museum of Art. Participants should meet at the Kettner Entrance to the hotel, near Redfield’s Sports Bar in the Seaport Tower. Please gather no later than 12:45 as the bus will leave at 1:00 pm SHARP. This session is closed, there is a waiting list and those arriving late will not be accommodated.

VAD

Using Technology to Support the Primary-Specialty Care Interface in the VA

Category: Healthcare Delivery and Redesign

Submitted in Conjunction with: VA Task Force


Additional Faculty: Alison Hamilton, PhD, MPH, HSR&D Center for the Study of Healthcare Innovation, Implementation and Policy, VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System, and University of California, Los Angeles; Sally G. Haskell, MD, Women’s Health Services, VA Central Office, and Yale School of Medicine; Michael Hsu, MD, PhD, VA Eastern Colorado Healthcare System, and University of Colorado, Denver; Susan Kirsh, MD, Specialty Care Services, VA Central Office, and Case Western Reserve University; Brook Watts, MD, Louis Stokes Cleveland VA Medical Center, and Case Western Reserve University
## FRIDAY

### CONCURRENT SESSION D  ›  1:00 – 2:30 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD01</strong></td>
<td>Hillcrest A/B</td>
<td>3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician (In-Training), Heal Thyself! AMSA’s Holistic Wellness Workshop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Medical Humanities and Ethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Aliye Runyan, MD, American Medical Student Association</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Group Discussion Leader: Jeff Koetje, MD, American Medical Student Association</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD02</strong></td>
<td>Hillcrest C/D</td>
<td>3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models of Care for Chronic Illness; Experiences and Lesson Learned In Geriatric Practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Aging/Geriatrics/End of Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted in Conjunction with: Geriatrics Interest Group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Shahla Baharlou, MD, Assistant Professor, Brookdale Department of Geriatrics and Palliative Medicine, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Melissa Dattalo, MD, MPH, University of Wisconsin; Rachel K. Miller, MD, Perelman School of Medicine; Carla Perissinotto, MD, University of California; Nancy Schoenborn, MD, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD03</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom F</td>
<td>2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armchair Advocacy: Education and Persuasion through the Op-Ed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Anna Reisman, MD, Associate Professor, Yale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Alice H. Chen, MD, MPH, University of California, San Francisco; Sharad Jain, University of California, San Francisco; Lisa Sanders, MD, Yale; Jennifer Siegel, MD, Boston University Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD04</strong></td>
<td>Cortez Hill C</td>
<td>3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a Difference: Developing and Implementing Partnered Approaches to Build Global Health Initiatives that Improve Care, Education and Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted in Conjunction with: Disparities Taskforce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Carol Horowitz, MD, MPH, Associate Professor, Mount Sinai School of Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Michele Heisler, MD, MPA, University of Michigan; Tom Inui, ScM, MD, Indiana University; Elizabeth A. Jacobs, MD, MPP, University of Wisconsin, Eliseo J. Perez-Stable, MD, University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD05</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom A</td>
<td>2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity in Internal Medicine: A Toolbox for Increasing Diversity among Internal Medicine Residents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Leadership and Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Rene Salazar, MD, University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Tacara N. Soones, MD, MPH, University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD06</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom B</td>
<td>2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing, Delivering, and Evaluating Interprofessional Case Conferences (ICC) for Health Professions Trainees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Medical Education Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Margaret Z. Hidalgo, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco and San Francisco VA Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Rebecca Brienza, MD, MPH, VA Connecticut Healthcare System and Yale School of Medicine; Maryann K. Overland, MD, Puget Sound VAMC and University of Washington; Mamta K. Singh, MD, MS, Louis Stokes Cleveland VAMC; and Case Western Reserve University; William G. Weppner, MD, MPH, Boise VAMC and University of Washington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Group Discussion Leaders: Melissa Bachhuber, MD, San Francisco VAMC and University of California, San Francisco; Christina Kim, San Francisco VAMC and University of California, San Francisco; Shalini Patel, San Francisco VAMC and University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD07</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom E</td>
<td>2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Doctors Think: How to Embed Clinical Reasoning Skills in an Educational Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Medical Education Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Amanda V. Clark, MD, General Internal Medicine, University of Alabama, Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Carlos Estrada, MD, MS, University of Alabama, Birmingham; Jeff Kohlwees, MD, MPH, University of California, San Francisco; Chad S. Miller, MD, Tulane University; Jason L. Morris, MD, University of Alabama, Birmingham; Lisa L. Willett, MD, University of Alabama, Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD08</strong></td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom D</td>
<td>2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure, Freedom, or Both? Using Jazz to Explore the Improvisational Aspects of Medical Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Medical Humanities and Ethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Paul Haidet, MD, MPH, Medicine, Humanities, and Public Health Sciences, Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Alexander R. Green, MD, MPH, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WD09</strong></td>
<td>Americas Cup A</td>
<td>4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Medical Presentations into Captivating Masterpieces: Learning Skills to Engage your Audience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Personal/Professional Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Coordinator: Jessica Taff, MD, Department of Internal Medicine, New York University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Faculty: Sarah Baron, MD, Montefiore and New York University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Group Discussion Leaders: Kathleen Hanley, MD, New York University; Mack Lipkin, MD, New York University; Sondra Zabar, MD, New York University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Session details are online at [www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting](http://www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting)
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CONCURRENT SESSION D › 1:00 – 2:30 PM

SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS

Abstract Session D1: Lipkin Award Finalist Session

ASD1 Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Moderators: Eugene C. Rich, MD and William M. Tierney, MD
1. Statin Prescribing for Primary Prevention: What Might the 2013 ACC/AHA Guidelines Achieve?
   Harb Harb; Michael B. Rothberg; Brian Wells; Bo Hu
2. Interhospital Transfers: Patient Characteristics and Outcomes
   Cecelia N. Theobald; Stephan Russ; Jesse Ehrenfeld; Sunil Kripalani
3. Aging with HIV: Symptom Burden and Impact on Quality of Life
   Meredith Greene; Christine Ritchie; Jeff Martin; Joy A. Madamba; Monica Matties; Yinghui Miao; Steven Deeks; Victor Valcour
4. Sex, Gender, Socioeconomic Status and Access to Cardiac Catheterization in the Context of Universal Healthcare Coverage
   Gabriel E. Fabreau; Alexander A. Leung; Danielle Southern; John Z. Ayanian; William A. Ghali
5. Community College Pathways: Improving the U.S. Physician Workforce Pipeline
   Efrain Talamantes; Carol Mangione; Karla Gonzalez; Alejandro Jimenez; Fabio R. Gonzalez; Gerardo Moreno
6. Institutional Predictors of Medical Students’ Interactions with the Pharmaceutical and Medical Device Industries
   James Yeh; Kirsten Austad; Jessica Franklin; Susan Chimonas; Eric Campbell; Jerry Avorn; Aaron Kesselheim

Abstract Session D2: Medical Education Scholarship and Professional Development

ASD2 Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Dominique L. Cosco, MD
This session is part of a pilot project investigating shorter presentation times. Your attendance and feedback will be appreciated by the investigators.
1. Readiness for Interprofessional Learning among Medical, Nursing, and Physician Associate Students at an American University
   Jaideep S. Talwalkar; Deborah B. Fahs; Gerald Kayingo; Linda H. Pellico
2. The Impact of Job Burnout on Medication Prescription Errors in First-Year Internal Medicine Residents
   Jennifer P. Weintraub; Robert Fallar; Jason Kwah; Jonathan Ripp
3. Time in training and clinical skills as measured by unannounced standardized patients
   Colleen Gillespie; Kathleen Hanley; Lisa Altshuler; Adina Kalet; Jaclyn Fox; Sondra Zabar
4. Your patient’s sugar is too high!: Resident physician interpersonal phone communication skills
   Jennifer Adams; Lisa Altshuler; Jaclyn Fox; Sienna Kurland; Kathleen Hanley; Colleen Gillespie; Adina Kalet; Sondra Zabar
5. Medicine Attending Rounds: Frequency of Observed Teaching Behaviors and Learners’ Perceptions
   Frank W. Merritt; Allan V. Prochazka; Eva M. Aagaard; Chad Stickrath
6. The Quality and Importance of Feedback in Professional Development of Interns and Residents
   Ryan Graddy; Panagis Galiatsatos; Colleen Christmas
7. High value care by US internal medicine residents: using exam vignettes to assess practice
   Kira L. Ryskina; Deborah Korenstein; Arlene Weissman; Philip Masters; Patrick C. Alguire; Cynthia D. Smith
8. Is training in a primary care internal medicine residency program associated with a career in primary care medicine? A cross sectional analysis of a 10-year cohort.
   Marion Stanley; Bridget O’Brien; Rebecca L. Shunk; Sharad Jain; Katherine Julian; Robert Baron; Jeff Kohlwees

Abstract Session D3: Preventative Medicine

ASD3 Golden Hill, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Michael K. Ong, MD, PhD
1. Subclinical Thyroid Dysfunction and the Risk of Fractures: A Meta-Analysis
   Christina D. Wirth; Manuel R. Blum; Bruno R. da Costa; Tinh-Hai Collet; Marco Medici; Robin P. Peeters; Drahomir Aujesky; Douglas Bauer; Nicolas Rodondi
2. Physician Reported Use of Strategies to Improve Adult Immunization
   Laura Hurley; Megan C. Lindley; Mandy Allison; Lori A. Crane; Michaela Brtnikova; Brenda Beaty; Megan Snow; Carolyn Bridges; Allison Kempe
3. Primary prevention of cardiovascular disease: are we targeting the right patients?
   Kevin Selby; David Nanchen; Pedro Marquez-Vidal; Reto Auer; Baris Gencer; Giulio G. Stefanini; Lorenz Raber; Roland Klingenbergs; Jacques Cornuz; Pierre Vogt; Peter Juni; Christian M. Matter; Stephan Windecker; Thomas Lüscher; François Mach; Nicolas Rodondi
4. Diabetes Prevention: Are We Translating Evidence into Practice?
   Tannaz Moin; Jinnan Li; O. Kenrik Duru; Susan Ettner; Norman Turk; Robert H. Luchs; Abigail M. Keckhafer; Anya Kirvan; Carol Mangione
5. Is greater acculturation associated with an increased prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors among Hispanic immigrants in South Florida?
   Aileen Chang; Kumar Ilangovan; Hua Li; Olveen Carraquillo
6. Allowing Patient Choice Between Two Diverse Diets Did Not Improve Weight Loss
   William S. Yancy; Cynthia Coffman; Valerie Smith; Stephanie B. Mayer; Ronette L. Kolotkin; Paula J. Geiselman; Megan McLey; Eugene Z. Oddone; Corrine Voils
CONCURRENT SESSION D  ›  1:00 – 2:30 PM

Abstract Session D4: Quality of Care/Patient Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASD4</th>
<th>Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderator:</strong> Leora I. Horwitz, MD, MHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1.** Worsening Trends in the Ambulatory Management of Headache  
  John N. Mafi; Samuel T. Edwards; Nigel Pederson; Roger B. Davis; Ellen P. McCarthy; Bruce E. Landon |
| **2.** Is a Physician Scorecard for Diabetes Management Possible?  
  Ameena Madan Paramasivan; Eric Brown; Ari Robicsek; Liana K. Billings; Chad Konchak; Barry Barrios; Christopher Masi |
| **3.** Variability in Adherence to Opioid Prescription Guidelines Among Adult Primary Care Providers  
  Allison Lange; Karen E. Lasser; Ziming Xuan; Laila Khalid; Donna Beers; Orlaith Heymann; Christopher W. Shanahan; Julie Crosson; Jane M. Liebschutz |
| **4.** Failing to Choose Wisely: Lack of Treatment De-intensification in Older Patients with Diabetes  
  Eve A. Kerr; Rob Holleman; Mandi L. Klamerus; Sameer D. Saini; Lillian Min; Sandeep Vjjan; Jeremy Sussman; Timothy Hofer |
| **5.** Defining Appropriate Use Of Acid Suppression Among Medical Inpatients  
  Matt Pappas; Sanjay Jolly; Sandeep Vjjan |
| **6.** Physical Activity and Risk of Bleeding in Elderly Patients Taking Anticoagulants  
  Pascal Frey; Marie Méan; Andreas Limacher; Nicolas Rodondi; Drahomir Aujesky |

CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION

Vignette Session D: Geriatrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVD</th>
<th>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderator:</strong> Sara M. Bradley, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unknown Vignette Discussant:</strong> Chris Knight, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1.** Reducing polypharmacy in the elderly – round and round we go  
  Celeste Newby; Alegra Venditto |
| **2.** Tubulointerstitial Nephritis and Uveitis (TINU) Syndrome in an Elderly Adult  
  Xu Wu; Samer Nasser |
| **3.** The Indelible Directive: A Case Series Report of Patients with DNR Tattoos  
  Yevgeniy Mikityanskiy; Sagar Patil; Paul Leis; Jonah Feldman |
| **4.** Losing a battle but not the war: Insights into a veteran’s preference for aggressive measures in advanced illness  
  Neil Gupta; John Thomas |
| **5.** Encephalopathy in an Elderly patient  
  Naoki Misumida; Krupa Majmundar |

Session details are online at [www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting](http://www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting)
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CLINICAL VIGNETTE POSTER SESSION 2 › 2:30 – 3:30 PM

Don’t Forget – Visit Vignette Posters and Win Prizes!
As you peruse posters in this session, collect stickers from the presenters you stop to chat with about their cases. Those who collect the most stickers at each session will be entered into a drawing for one of three Starbucks gift cards. Game cards can be found in your registration packet.

Grand Hall A/B, Lobby Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSTER SESSION ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>Posters 1-21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinology and Metabolism</td>
<td>Posters 22-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology and Hepatology</td>
<td>Posters 29-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology/Oncology</td>
<td>Posters 48-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunology/Rheumatology</td>
<td>Posters 69-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Posters 84-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication-Related Complications</td>
<td>Posters 116-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health/Substance Abuse/Chronic Pain</td>
<td>Posters 128-130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrology</td>
<td>Posters 131-142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>Posters 143-147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine</td>
<td>Posters 148-152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potpourri</td>
<td>Posters 153-1592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Left Atrial Septal Pouch Thrombus: A common pathology in an uncommon location
   Sourabh Aggarwal; Vishal Gupta
2. All that looks like “Brugada” is not “Brugada” – Case series of Brugada phenocopy caused by hypotremia
   Sourabh Aggarwal; Vishal Gupta
3. Ventricular fibrillation arrest in a patient with Prinzmetal’s angina
   Venkatesh Alapati; Francis Golier; Maria Sobolev
4. Percutaneous vacuum thrombectomy of right heart thrombus
   Ahmed Al-Badri; Sean Wilson; Chad Kliger; Carlos E. Ruiz
5. One Heart, Two Heart, Red Heart, Green Heart: A cause to consider in a patient with unexplained heart failure
   Diego F. Alcivar Franco; Kristy Deep
6. The Simplest Answer Is the Best Answer
   Erica Altschul; Allison Selby
7. An unusual cause of a “broken heart”
   Altaf Dawood
8. Critical Mass
   Meghana Dhamdhere
9. Hypertensive Urgency, Unstable Angina, and Acute Angle Closure Glaucoma
   Michael Dietz; Hani Alkhatif; Erika Osterholzer; Joel Tsevat
10. Influenza A Infection in a Patient With Congestive Heart Failure, A Dyspneic Combination
    Komal D’Souza; Robin Klein
11. How to prevent myocardial infarction with vitamin supplements
    Nadia El-Hangouch; Samian Sulaiman; Muhammad Akbar
12. Rapidly Progressive and Catastrophic Outcome of Atherosclerotic Disease
    Michelle M. El-Hosni; Dipenkumar Modi; Diane L. Levine
13. Mycotic Aneurysm Rupture Associated with Enterococcal Endocarditis
    Melissa Lyle; Christopher Aakre; Jae Yoon Park; Peter C. Spittell
14. Fulminant Myocarditis: The role of Ventricular Assist Device as a bridge to recovery
    Ambreen Mohamed; Richard Soucier
15. The shout of a murmur: a dramatic presentation of mitral regurgitation
    Mara E. Murray Horwitz; Jennifer Siegel
16. A Case Report of Colonoscopy’s Causing Cardiac Arrest
    Masayuki Ohta; Christine Kwan
17. Sick Sinus Syndrome Treated with an Antibiotic
    Ahmet A. Oktay; Harvey Friedman
18. A Night of Excess Leads to a Near Death Experience
    Yoo Mee Shin
19. Holes in the Tracks of My Heart: New atrioventricular block and perivalvular abscess
    Merrill H. Stewart
20. Calciphylaxis of Evil
    Catherine Trimbur; Simon Hong
21. With A Spongy Heart
    Cindy Wang; Matthew Shaines; Daniel Spevack
22. The façade of familiarity – a missed case of myxedema coma
    Laura Harrison; Leena Rahamat
23. New onset hypoglycemia in a patient with severe diarrhea: evaluating the causes
    Rebecca Koransky; Manuela Calvo
24. Sweet Pee: An Uncommon Cause of Glycosuria
    James M. Ku; Carmen M. Ramis
25. Weight loss and idiopathic ventricular tachycardia: A “Grave” situation
    Claire Larson; Ryan Laponis
26. Thyrotoxic Hypokalemic Periodic Paralysis
    Safullah Nasir; Jeffrey T. Bates
27. A Unique Case of Acquired Panhypopituitarism Presenting as Symptomatic Hyponatremia
    Brian Y. Park; Daniel I. Kim; Iqbal Munir
28. A Complex Case of Atypical Pheochromoctyoma
    Jessica Thibault; Kelly Menachof; David Saxon; Ingrid Lobo
29. A Non-Healing Wound that is NOT skin cancer!
    Maen Abdelrahim; Glynda Caga-anan
30. A surprising cause of acute kidney injury in a healthy young male
    Halis K. Akturk
    Jane Andrews; A. Domnica Fotino
32. The Antibiotic that Caused the Itch: Intractable Pruritis and Jaundice After Treatment for Sinusitis
    Jack Badawy; Ashley Garcia-Everett; Kanapa Kornsawad
33. Incidental Hypoxemia
    Saroja Bangaru; Arash Harzand
34. Too Much of “A” Good Thing
    Mitra Barahimi; Lauren Best
35. A Case of Duodenal Dieulafoy’s
    Randy Chung; Jeffrey T. Bates
36. Giant Splenic Artery Aneurysm Presenting As Lower GI Bleeding  
   Chandra S. Dasari; Amareshwar Podugu; Steve Sanoffsky

37. A Dramatic Presentation of Eosinophilic Esophagitis  
   Saad M. Emhmed Ali

38. Acute Hepatitis B Infection Associated with Rhabdomyolysis  
   Marissa D. Friedman

39. Fatal Cerebral Air Embolism As A Complication Of  
   Esophagogastroduodenoscopy  
   David E. Kim, Julie Yam; Tejaswini Joginpally; Woo J. Chang;  
   Shilpa Kavuturu

40. Acute Necrotizing Pancreatitis: Atypical Manifestation and Management  
   Atena Lodhi; Sanghee Hong

41. Hepatic subcapsular biloma  
   Larry J. McMann; Sayf Al-tabaqchali; McKenzie Thompson; Azzat A. Ali

42. Hematemesis: More Than Meets The Eye  
   Robert Mocharla; Natalie Spaccarelli; Michael Janjigian; Douglas Bails

43. Conservative medical treatment on non-occlusive mesenteric ischemia (NOMI) complicated with hepatic portal venous gas (HPVG).  
   Yuka Naito; Akiko Eri; Hiroki Aihara; Masaki Tago; Jun Tokutomi;  
   Motoshi Fujiwara; Motosuke Tomonaga; Tsuneaki Yoshioka;  
   Masaki Hyakutake; Itaru Kyoraku; Shu-ichi Yamashita

44. Non-occlusive Mesenteric Ischemia in a Patient with No Cardiovascular Disease  
   Takeomi Nakamura; Christine Kwan

45. A Case Report of Necrotic Finger from Pyoderma Gangrenosum  
   Yugo Soga; Christine Kwan

46. Acute Hepatotoxicity: A Complication of Chaparral Ingestion  
   Nicholas Tangchaivang

47. Severe hyperbilirubinemia in a healthy 18-year-old male  
   Dennis D. Wang; Chris Chu; David McCants

48. Atypical Case of Thrombocytopenia  
   Claire Campbell; Eugene Lee

49. Profound Pancytopenia and Hepatitis: Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) or Hepatitis-associated Aplastic Anemia?  
   Amy Clause; Nancy Feldman

50. Extensive Arterial and Venous Thrombi as a Presentation of Hypereosinophilic Syndrome with a Unique Complication of Hemolytic Anemia and Poor Response to Treatment  
   Matthew P. Deek; Mansi Shah; Lauren C. Hogshire

51. Unusual Early Malignant Transformation in Pancytopenia: Case Report and Discussion  
   Dinulu H. Delpachitra; Cherian Verghese

52. Little Known Lymphoma: Small lymphocytic lymphoma presenting as a paraneoplastic syndrome with acute CNS demyelination  
   Nicholas DeVito

53. A Curious Case of Small Cell Carcinoma  
   Anshika D’Souza; Stanley K. Dea; Deepthi Karunarsini

54. An Case of Solitary Ocular Langherhans Cell Histiocytosis presenting as Proptosis  
   Ragsha Gopalakrishnan; Harris Naina

55. Leukemia or Sarcoma? It’s a diagnostic dilemma!  
   Arushi Khurana; N. Gurukripa Kowligi

56. Recurrent Acute Coronary Syndrome During Exacerbations Of Immune Thrombocytopenic Purpura: The role of platelet microparticles  
   David E. Kim; Kenneth A. Schwartz

57. Rare cause of thrombocytopenia  
   Sparsha Kukunoor

58. Syncope due to cold weather  
   Sparsha Kukunoor; Poojita Shivamurthy

59. A case of adult lead poisoning  
   Tao Liu; Anne Hyson; Susan T. Langerman

60. Pre-eclampsia and HELLP Syndrome as an Initial Presentation of Primary Anti-Phospholipid Syndrome  
   Amy Loden

61. Severe Refractory Hypercalcemia in a Rare Case of B-cell Prolymphocytic Leukemia  
   Kah Poh Loh; Saurabh Dahlya; Karan Singh; Leslie Howard;  
   Maura J. Brennan

62. Lymphadenopathy and Fevers and Tachycardia, Oh My!  
   Chaltanya Madamanchi; Mukhtar Adem

63. The Devil Is In The (Blood Smear) Details  
   Naveen Nannapaneni; Adeeb Buikhi; Manwan Al-Hajeili; Carter Bishop

64. An Internist’s Worst Nightmare – Managing A Rivaroxaban Bleed  
   Naveen Nannapaneni; Manwan Al-Hajeili

65. Revenge of Virchow’s Triad: May-Thurner Syndrome  
   Megan Sisk; Paula Wichienkuer; Mark Gibson

66. A Patient with Pruritis, Eosinophilia, and a Painful Red Ear  
   Morgan Soffler; Christopher Sankey

67. Beyond Skin Deep: An Elusive Diagnosis  
   Kathryn Sweeney

68. Venous and Arterial hypercoagulability as presenting manifestations of pancreatic adenocarcinoma  
   Sudeep D. Thapa; Mohammed W. Imam; Lucero C. Chueca Villa

69. Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis Associated With ANCA Vasculitis.  
   Heena A. Birbal Jain; Saurabh K. Bansal

70. A Novel Case of Cryptococcal Immune Reconstitution Inflammatory Response Syndrome in a patient with Multiple Sclerosis.  
   Heena A. Birbal Jain; Jacquilene Fischer; Saurabh K. Bansal

71. Sjogren’s syndrome-associated neuropathy and cirrhosis  
   Lilian Chen; Phillip S. Ge; Digish D. Shah

72. The Upsurge of Eosinophils  
   Paras Karmacharya; Madan R. Aryal; Carol Kalathas; Michael Goonewardene; Ranjan Pathak; Pragya Shrestha; Supriya Shrestha Tamrakar; Anthony Donato

73. Recurrent case of Aseptic Meningitis from Ibuprofen  
   Paras Karmacharya; Naba R. Mainali; Madan R. Aryal; Ranjan Pathak; Raju Khanal; Supriya Shrestha Tamrakar; Pragya Shrestha; Benjamin Lloyd

74. Combination Therapy in a Patient with Combination of Rheumatoid Arthritis and Multiple Sclerosis  
   Ericka Maximous; Adegbenga Bankole

75. ANCA-Associated Vasculitis presenting as Interstitial Lung Disease  
   Stephen A. McCullough; Nneka Ufere; Albert Yeh; Badri Modi;  
   Kristian Olson

76. What is this rash over the joints?  
   Ryan Morton; Muhammad Usman; Lucero C. Chueca Villa
77. A Rash on the Palms and Soles – And Everywhere In Between
   Navya Nambudiri; Vinod E. Nambudiri; Sandy Tsao
78. Fire in the Belly
   Jessica Pacifico; Sheira Schlar
79. When should we consider Systemic Lupus Erythematosus in patient
   presents with Guillain-Barre Syndrome
   Hamza H. Tantoush; Ahmed Abuzaid; Halitham Al Ashry
80. Recurrent Rash with Fever
   Sadie Trammell Velasquez
81. Painful Progressive Proximal Paresis
   Eloho Ufomata; Harish Jasti
82. Systemic lupus erythematosus mimicking sepsis
   Ming Zhao; Charu Ramchandani; Peter M. Deane; Carlos D. Palacio
83. Rare case of a “broken heart” in Rheumatoid Arthritis
   Jennifer Zora; Aluoch Aloice; Robin Klein
84. Streptococcus agalactiae infective endocarditis of a native
   mitral valve
   Mahmoud Abdelghany; Louis Schenfeld
85. A curious case of a non-healing ulcer.
   Anna Maria Affan; Praveena N. Iruku; Keyvan Ravakhah
86. Legionella pneumonia in a patient with advanced lung cancer
   Valida Bajrovic; Christopher Sankey
87. Listeria sepsis in a immunocompromised host with advanced
   breast cancer
   Valida Bajrovic; Christopher Sankey
88. Rediscovering an ancient diagnosis
   Stephanie Behringer; Gianni Carrozzi
89. A Temperate Climate Patient Presenting with a Tropical
   Disease: A Case of Bacterial Pyomyositis Secondary to
   Community Acquired MRSA
   Grant Boschult; Jonathan S. Kurman; Kurt J. Pfeifer
90. No Monopoly on Mono: a curious case of a viral syndrome
   Chelsea Bowman; Marion Stanley; Harry Lampiris; Meg Pearson
91. B is for Bacteria: Fever, Night Sweats, and Unintentional
   Weight Loss
   Victoria Chia; Roxana Aminbakhsh; Xiangdong Xu; Ramin Motarjemi
92. Acute encephalitis in an afibrile young adult presenting with
   headaches and myalgias
   Sharon Chow; Jennifer Way; Adrienne L. Clark
93. Immunosuppression: Opening a can of worms for
   Hyperinfection Syndrome?
   Marc Cohen; Deborah Hemel
94. Sinusitis Causing Left Sided Hemiparesis
   Neal George
95. From a sore throat to a cerebellar abscess and septic
   pulmonary emboli; an atypical presentation of a “forgotten
   disease.”
   Puneet Gill; Richard M. Butler
96. The Triple GI Threat of CMV: A Case of CMV Esophagitis,
   Hepatitis and Pancreatitis in Newly Diagnosed HIV
   Kendrick B. Gwynn; Ameeta Kalokhoe; Robin Klein
97. Diagnosis and treatment of non-typhi salmonella induced
   mycotic aneurysm
   Jung-Eun Ha
98. CNS TB with initially negative AFB
   Alexis C. Hatka; Ashleigh Porter; Ravish Parekh
99. Related cerebral hemorrhage with an infected abdominal
   aortic aneurysm and vertebral osteomyelitis?
   Suzue Hirano-Kuwata; Yumiko Kanzaki; Hirokazu Mizohata; Keishi
   Kuriyama; Kentaro Isoda; Kenichiro Hata; Yukimasa Ooi; Akira
   Ukumura
100. Uracemic sick!
    Michael Jesinger; Diego F. Alcivar Franco; Andrew Hoellein
101. The Febrile Traveler to India: a Case of Typhoid Fever
    Lucinda B. Leung
102. Parasite Causing Acute Abdominal Pain
    Jessica C. Li; Sara L. Swenson
103. Pulmonary embolism: an unusual consequence of amebic liver
    abscesses
    Mitchell Luu; Ryan Laponis
104. Acute urinary retention due to sacral herpes zoster
    Maryam Mahmood; Anthony A. Donato
105. A Curious Case of Nefarious Nodules: Antigen and culture
    negative pulmonary histoplasmosis
    Michael G. Nanna; Vardhish Nauriyal
106. A Rare Cause of Headache: Scedosporium in the Sinus
    Aliza Norwood
107. Fatal acute respiratory distress syndrome caused by disseminated
    nocardiosis: a case report
    Satoshi Okamoto; Nagano Hiroyuki; Yukio Tsugihashi; Hiroyuki
    Akebo
108. Erythema Nodosum Caused by Chlamydial Infection
    Yuki Otani; Christine Kwan
109. Steroids and Worms: diagnosing a rare case of abdominal
    pain in advanced AIDS
    Nihal Patel; Olga Aroniadis; Sheira Schlar
110. Ticlofizumab-associated “Migraine”
    Maria Shtessel; Muhammed S. Shahid; Chaya Abelow
111. Clubbed with a Reminder to Test for HIV
    Mona Siddiqui; Michael T. Melia
112. An Unlikely Suspect: Group B Streptococcus Endocarditis and
    Associated Complications
    Brianna S. Siegel; Wan L. Lam
113. Not just a simple pneumonia
    Rachel Solomon; Jenny J. Lin
114. Tertiary LGV diagnosis after fistulotomy: under-screened, under-diagnosed, and under-treated
    Robert Spencer; David M. Levine; Richard E. Greene; Andrew A.
    Chang
115. Recurrent vs. Lingering Legionella? A case highlights risk
    factors, diagnostic challenges and knowledge gaps in the
    aftermath of Hurricane Sandy
    Madeline R. Sterling
116. Life threatening Hypoxia During Electrical Cardioversion
    Zakaria Almuwaqqat
117. When Size Begins to Matter: Isoniazid-Induced Gynecomastia
    in a Patient With Latent Tuberculosis
    Joanna Marie B. Aquino-Laban; Aimee L. Mandapat
118. An Unusual Case of Hyperammonemia – A Case for Caution
    Ravneet Bajwa; Mayur Mody; Maryam Sattari
119. A Case of Isotretinoin-induced Acute Rhabdomyolysis.
    Sara Flores; Habtamu A. Asrat; Manish Jain
120. Dire Diarrhea: Ipilimumab Induced Colitis and its Management
    Youran Gao; Saumya Sharma; Rubina Boparai
121. Cholesterol and Cramps: A Problem of Prolific Prescribing
    Patterns
    Jeffrey K. Hom
122. A paradoxical manifestation of baclofen toxicity
Rachel Jantea

123. Down in the dumps: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors as a cause of diarrhea
Talia Kahn; Ryan Laponis

124. Amiodarone Induced Thyrotoxicosis: A Delayed Effect
Suzanne J. Supplee; Shobhit Gupta; Shannon Schamel; Richard Alweis

125. Resistant hypoglycemia from glyburide-ciprofloxacin interaction
Suzanne J. Supplee; Anthony A. Donato

126. Serotonergic reaction manifesting as delayed toxicity: response to cyproheptadine therapy
Saraschandra Vallabahajosyula; Pranathi Sundaragiri; Ariel M. Modykamiien

127. Deeper than the Skin: DRESS Syndrome as a Medication-Related Complication in a HIV+ Patient
Meena Zareh; Timothy Vossler; Stephanie K. Zia

128. A case of acute mindfulness treatment for anxiety facilitated by on site psychologist in a VA primary care clinic.
David Bittleman; Joshua Ruberg

129. Toxic leukoencephalopathy from heroin overdose – Atypical presentation and recovery with residual autonomic dysfunction and spasticity.
Taraka Vijay Gadiraju; Dilpreet K. Singh; Santhi Gokaraju; Mary Jo Farmer

130. Breaking Bad: The Importance of Recognizing Physicians Impaired by Substance Abuse Disorders
Rebecca Glassman; Howard Libman; Erina Matsumoto

131. IgA nephropathy presenting as a rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis in an elderly woman
Mark H. Adelman; Eduardo Iturrate; Vivette D’Agati

132. Cerebral salt wasting syndrome or SIADH: hyponatremia in a patient with metastatic brain lymphoma
SeyedAmirhossein Afsharimani; Samaneh Dowlatshahi; Harvey Friedman

133. Pseudorenal failure caused by spontaneous rupture of the urinary bladder
Naokatsu Ando; Naoya Taki; Ayako Kumabe; Yoshioki Nishimura; Michiko Kudo; Tsuneaki Kenzaka; Gurpreet Dhalwali; Masami Matsumura

134. Severe Rhabdomyolysis from Influenza A pH1N1 (2009) Virus Infection: Suspect Early and Treat Aggressively
Emily R. Haggerty; Amit Sharma; Viren Kaul; Omar Mousa; Richard Alweis

135. Phosphate Nephropathy Due To Colonic Irrigation Therapy
Vijay Joshi; Naoka Murakami; Wan L. Lam

136. A Retro Collection
Talal Hilal; Andrew Hoelein

137. A Sweet Rhythm
David Kitchell; Helen Tsai; Eugenia Tsai

138. Severe Hyponatremia in Beer Potomania: A Case for Caution
Kristopher P. Kling; Jorge Fuentes; Amir Kazory

139. Change in mental status and recurrent hyponatremia attributable to beer potomania
Naba R. Mainali; Ranjan Pathak; Madan R. Aryal; Richard Alweis

140. Cracking a Rare Case of Abdominal Pain
Devika Nair; Deepa Bhatnagar

141. Not Enough of a Good Thing
Devika Nair; Deepa Bhatnagar

142. Tubulointerstitial Nephritis and Uveitis Syndrome Complicated by IgA Nephritis
Takahiro Tsushima; Christine Kwan

143. Internal Carotid Artery Dissection – A Classic Presentation
Opeyemi Fadayin; Joelle Lauchner; Ana Abaroa-Salvatierra; Anthony Donato

144. Reversible Posterior Leukoencephalopathy Syndrome: MRI says it all
Charu Ramchandani; Waleed Quwattli; Chris Burke

145. Parsonage-Turner syndrome: an unusual presentation
Charu Ramchandani; Waleed Quwattli; Khalid Abdel-Gadir

146. Seeing Things – an Unusual Cause of Visual Hallucinations
Pavel J. Roy; Anand Kartha

147. Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD) Presenting As Rapidly Progressive Dementia In A Middle-Aged Vegetarian Female
Mark Schwartz; Rory Shalil; Gabriela Ferreira

148. Appropriate Risk Stratification of Patients with Acute Pulmonary Embolism
Zohair Ahmed; Nikhil R. Kalva

149. Caseating Granulomas, TB or not to TB?
Bishr Alhafez; Arati K. Kelkar

150. A case of pulmonary benign metastatic leiomyoma (BML) presenting as multiple pulmonary nodules (MPN)
Maria Ciccone; Agustín A. García

151. Pneumonitis, Eosinophilia and Infertility
Eunice Chuang; Leila Ganjehne

152. Abdominal Compartment Syndrome: A Deadly Cascade
Mandy S. Stull

153. Sclerosing Mesenteritis – A rare diagnosis that may present as acute on chronic abdominal pain.
Prasanna Durairaj; Armando Paez

154. Diagnosing Malignant otitis externa – A lesson to improve patient “Handoff”
Anil Kumar Reddy Anumandla; Gaurav Kistangari; Omair Javed

155. Troubles with Trabeulations
Brian Cruz; Charles E. Murphy

156. Bell’s Isn’t Ringing
Brian Cruz; Paul Jacob

157. Left Atrial Myxoma: A ‘Zebra’ in the Differential for Altered Mental Status & Seizure
Prasanna Durairaj; Auras R. Atreya; Issra Jamal; Thomas Higgins

158. Not your typical “Lumpy Jaw”: A case of Actinomyces osteonecrosis of the mandible
Prasanna Durairaj; Mihaela S. Stefan; Armando Paez

159. Hemmorhoids as a cause of severe transfusion dependent iron deficiency anemia.
Venu M. Ganipisetty; Pratyusha Bollimunta; Malav P. Parikh; Harsh V. Gupta; Harvey Friedman

160. An unusual cause of iron deficiency anemia: A case of pica for antacids in a pregnant women.
Venu M. Ganipisetty; Keeley M. Hack; Mojtaba Akhtari; Harvey Friedman

161. The Outpatient Management of Ketosis-Prone Diabetes at Bellevue Hospital
Arnab K. Ghosh; Jamie Osman; Natalie K. Levy

162. A Case of Acute Hepatitis B-induced Pneumonitis-Prone Diabetes at Bellevue Hospital
Arnab K. Ghosh; Karin Wattier
163. A rare occurrence: Grave’s ophthalmopathy in a patient with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis
Mohammed W. Imam; Hiba Hadid; Rashim Gupta; Yogin Patel; Mona Hassan

164. A case of extensive Takayasu arteritis in a young African American female
Mohammed W. Imam; Hiba Hadid; Mona Hassan

165. Non-Articular Felty’s Syndrome: An Uncommon Diagnosis
Tarun Jain; Chetan Mittal; Bernard R. Rubin

166. Spontaneous Renal Subcapsular Hemorrhage as a Possible Complication of External Radiotherapy
Tarun Jain; Suraj Raheja

167. Pectus Excavatum: A Rare but Potentially Reversible Cause of Atrial Fibrillation
Mai Kaga; Leonard Amoruso; Peter Rattner

168. The Elusive Diagnosis of Pulmonary Embolism; A Case Report
Mai Kaga; Leonard Amoruso; Peter Rattner

169. An Asymptomatic, Pro-Arrhythmic Intra-Atrial Mass
Amara Hussain; Ilya Karagodin; Appesh Mohandas

170. Group B Streptococcal Lead-Associated Endocarditis in a Poorly Controlled Diabetic
Ilya Karagodin; Kritika Kuppalli; Marcie Berger

171. Probable labetalol-induced angioedema: a case report
Akihiro Kobayashi; Samuel Acquah

172. Recognize the importance of pre-embolectomy CT pulmonary angiography in suspected massive pulmonary embolism.
Akihiro Kobayashi; Piyush Kory

173. Polycystic Ovary Syndrome in Asian-American Adolescent Women
Victoria T. Liu; Karen Y. Cheng; Pearl Yu

174. Where are the blisters? A case of bullous pemphigoid without bullae
Victoria T. Liu; Karen Y. Cheng; Pearl Yu

175. Thyrotoxic hypokalemic periodic paralysis in a Hispanic patient: a rare presentation of Graves’ disease.
Abhishek Matte; James Fulton; Jahnvi Koppala; Ahmed Abuzaid; Khaled M. Abouelezz; Arun Nagabandi

176. Hepatocellular carcinoma presenting as an acute intraperitoneal bleed: A fatal presentation.
Abhishek Matte; Abhilash Akinapelli; Pavan Tandra; Savio Reddymasu; Liyan Xu; Theresa Townley; Jahnvi Koppala

177. Hemolytic Anemia in Chronic Hepatitis C: Role of Ribavirin and Interferon
Dipenkumar Modi; Hirva Mamdani; Diane L. Levine

178. Severe Hyponatremia: Is your patient Alcoholic?
Dipenkumar Modi; Hirva Mamdani; Theresa Vettese

179. Pleural effusion and dyspnea from an unlikely source
Laura Nichols; Kurt J. Pfeifer; Apoorv Broor

180. An Unusual Case of Statin-Induced Myopathy
Laura Nichols; Kurt J. Pfeifer; Chamindra Konersman

181. A Case of Ischemic Digits and Painful Muscles
Sagar Y. Patel; Matt Blackwell; Leslie Pack

182. ESRD + Diabetes = Crazy Legs?
Sagar Y. Patel; Justin B. Miller; Thomas Montgomery

183. Red, Hot, Swollen, and Tender: A Case of Cellulitis?
Aderonke Salau-Okeleji; Margaret C. Lo

184. Recurrent pleural effusion in a patient with nephrolithiasis: A case for caution
Aderonke Salau-Okeleji; Michael Riverso; Maryam Sattari

185. Is Not The Rash You Think I Am – A Vasculitis with an Unusual Culprit
Minal A. Shah; Jeffrey T. Bates

186. Too Blue Not To Be True: A Night Float’s Diagnostic Dilemma
Minal A. Shah; Anita Sahu; Jeffrey T. Bates

187. Extensive Aortic thrombus in Ulcerative Colitis: Common disease with Unusual complication
Sonikpreet; Gulshan Oberoi; Alaeddin Maeza; Jasleen Kaur; Sarwan Kumar

188. Autoimmune Hemolytic Anemia with VTE: Common complication of a rare disease
Sonikpreet; Gulshan Oberoi; Karthikeyan Venkatchalam; Jasleen Kaur; Alaeddin Maeza; Sarwan Kumar

189. A Case of Persistent Anterior Mediastinal Mass in a Patient with Graves’ Disease
Rie Ueno; Misaok Nagasaka; Koji Sasaki

190. Disseminated pyogenic infection caused by Streptococcus anginosus through hematogenous spread via infectious endocarditis
Rie Ueno; Ayumi Maeda; Misako Nagasaka; Wan L. Lam; Dennis Karter; David C. Perlman

191. Panhypopituitarism, Sarcoidosis, and AML: Simultaneous Storm or Complex Cascade?
Alice Williamson; Anne Weaver; Ramprasad Kandavar

192. When the MCV is the MVP!
Alice Williamson; Arti Allam; Ramprasad Kandavar
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CONCURRENT SESSION E AT A GLANCE

CLINICAL UPDATE, SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUE1</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUE2</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE1</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE2</td>
<td>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE01</td>
<td>Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE02</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE03</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE04</td>
<td>Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE05</td>
<td>Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE06</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE07</td>
<td>Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE08</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE09</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE10</td>
<td>Americas Cup B, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTE</td>
<td>Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASE1</td>
<td>Mission Beach, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE2</td>
<td>Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE3</td>
<td>Golden Hill, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE4</td>
<td>Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVE</td>
<td>Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSE1 Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
Caring for Adults with Complex Conditions Originating in Childhood: Building Bridges to Ensure High Quality Longitudinal Care
Category: Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations
Submitted in Conjunction with: Adults with Complex Conditions Originating in Childhood Task Force
Session Coordinator: Jennifer LeComte, DO, Christiana Care Health System
Additional Faculty: David E. DeLaet, MD, Mount Sinai School of Medicine; Michael D. Landry, MD, Tulane University; Gregg Talente, MD, MS, University of South Carolina School of Medicine

SSE2 Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor
Town Hall with SGIM Members – the Choosing Wisely Recommendation About Routine Health Checks
Coordinator: Eric B. Bass, MD, SGIM President

WTE Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor
TEACH Workshop: Medical Education Scholarship: Making Your Career Count
Category: Medical Education Scholarship
Session Coordinator: Steven Haist, MD, MS, National Board of Medical Examiners
Additional Faculty: Donna Windish, MD, MPH, Yale University
Small Group Leaders: Shobhina Chheda, MD, MPH, Yale University; Stacy Higgins, MD, Emory University School of Medicine; Michael Rosenblum, MD, Tufts University; Abby Spencer, MD, MS, Temple University; Allegheny General Hospital-West Penn Hospital; Pete Yungongyong, MD, University of Texas Southwestern

WE01 Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor
The Diagnosis-Driven Physical Exam of the Knee
Category: Clinical Medicine
Session Coordinator: Carlin H. Senter, MD, Assistant Clinical Professor, Internal Medicine and Orthopaedic Surgery, University of California, San Francisco
Additional Faculty: Veronica M. Jow, MD, University of California, Berkeley; Natalie Voskanian, MD, University of California, San Diego

WE02 Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor
Partnering with Patients for Behavior Change: A Motivational Interviewing Toolkit
Category: Clinical Medicine
Session Coordinator: David P. Miller, MD, MS, Associate Professor, Internal Medicine, Wake Forest School of Medicine
Additional Faculty: Magdelena Greene, MD, Wake Forest School of Medicine; Kristy B. Le, MD, MD, Wake Forest School of Medicine; Peter R. Lichstein, Wake Forest School of Medicine

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
### WE03  
Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor  
Maximize Clinical Revenues and Improve Your Patients’ Health: A Practical Guide to New Reimbursement Available Under the ACA  
Category: Healthcare Delivery and Redesign  
Submitted in Conjunction with: SGIM Clinical Practice and Health Policy Committees  
Session Coordinator: Jeannine Engel, MD, Assistant Professor, University of Utah  
Additional Faculty: Yvette M. Cua, MD, University of Louisville; John Goodson, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Scott Joy, MD, University of Colorado; Mark D. Schwartz, MD, New York University

### WE04  
Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor  
Putting Group Visits into Practice in the Patient Centered Medical Home  
Category: Healthcare Delivery and Redesign  
Session Coordinator: Stephanie A. Eisenstat, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital  
Additional Faculty: Karen J. Carlson, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Kathleen Ulman, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital

### WE05  
Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor  
Rapid Response Teams: Interdisciplinary Collaboration and Quality Improvement  
Category: Hospital-based Medicine  
Submitted in Conjunction with: SGIM Academic Hospitalist Interest Group  
Session Coordinator: Christopher Sankey, MD, Academic Hospitalist, Department of Internal Medicine, Yale University  
Additional Faculty: Sarah Apgar, MD, Yale-New Haven Hospital; Gary Bouley, MS, RN, Yale-New Haven Hospital; Grace Jenc, MD, Yale University; Judy Petersen-Pickett, MSN, Yale-New Haven Hospital; Michael S. Yoo, MD, Yale-New Haven Hospital

### WE06  
Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor  
Promoting Success: Maximizing Housestaff Potential with Professional Development Coaching  
Category: Medical Education Scholarship  
Session Coordinator: Kerri Palamara, MD, Associate Program Director, Department of Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital  
Additional Faculty: Kathleen M. Finn, MD, MPhil, Massachusetts General Hospital; Evangeline M. Galvez, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Carol Kauffman, PhD, ABPP, McLean Hospital; Alaka Ray, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital

### WE07  
Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor  
Strengthening Teams through Reflective Discussion: Exploring Values, Deepening Connections, Responding Imaginatively  
Category: Medical Humanities and Ethics  
Session Coordinator: Catherine Deamant, MD, Director, Palliative Care Services, Cook County Health and Hospitals System  
Additional Faculty: Jennifer G. Smith, MD, Cook County Health and Hospitals System

### WE08  
Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor  
There’s No Crying in Medicine: Evidence-Based Strategies to Manage the Aftermath of Medical Errors in a Teaching Institution  
Category: Quality of Care/Patient Safety  
Session Coordinator: Mina Owlia, MD, General Internal Medicine, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center  
Additional Faculty: Andrea Elliott, MD, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center  
Small Group Discussion Leader: Jennifer Corbelli, MD, MS, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

### WE09  
Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor  
Implementation Research—What SGIM Investigators Should Know  
Category: Research Methods  
Submitted in Conjunction with: SGIM Research Committee  
Session Coordinator: Gail L. Daumit, MD, MHS, Johns Hopkins  
Additional Faculty: Greg Aarons, University of California San Diego; David W. Baker, MD, MPH, Northwestern University; Allen L. Gifford, MD, Boston University and Veterans Administration New England

### WE10  
Americas Cup B, 4th Floor  
Clinical Dilemmas in Women’s Health: Partnering with Patients to Answer Questions Asked Frequently in the Middle Years  
Category: Women’s Health  
Submitted in Conjunction with: Women and Medicine Task Force  
Session Coordinator: Janet Henrich, MD, Yale University  
Additional Faculty: Carol K. Bates, MD, Harvard Medical School; Shobhina G. Chheda, MD MPH, FACP, University of Wisconsin; Karen Freund, Tufts University; Abby Spencer, MD, MS, FACP, Temple University; Amy Weil, MD, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Small Group Discussion Leader: Deborah Kwolek, MD, Harvard Medical School

### ABSTRACT SESSIONS

**Abstract Session E1: Organization of Care and Chronic Disease Management**

**ASE1**  
Mission Beach, 3rd Floor  
Moderator: Nancy A. Rigotti, MD  
1. Understanding Variation in PCP Referral Patterns in a Large Multispecialty Practice Group  
   Michael L. Barnett; Thomas D. Sequist  
2. Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy versus a Health Enhancement Program for Treatment Resistant Depression: A Randomized Controlled Trial  
   Mitchell D. Feldman; Erin P. Gillung; Kevin Delucchi; Stuart J. Eisendrath  
3. A randomized trial of a community health worker led intervention to improve diabetes intermediate outcomes among Latinos patients with poorly controlled diabetes.  
   Olveen Carrasquillo; Yisel Alonzo; Cynthia Lebron; Natalie Ferras; Ernesto Reyes-Arrechea; Hua Li; Sonja Kenya
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4. Weathering the Storm: The Impact of Hurricane Sandy on Primary Care Practice at the New York VA Medical Center
   Mark D. Schwartz; Ashley E. Jensen, Matthew Beyrouty; Katelyn Bennett; Scott Sherman; Joseph Leung; Neil Shapiro

5. The Use of Panel Management Assistants to Improve Smoking Cessation and Hypertension Management by VA Primary Care Teams: A Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial
   Mark D. Schwartz; Ashley E. Jensen; Binhuan Wang; Katelyn Bennett; Anne Dembitzer; Shiela Strauss; Antoinette Schoenthaler; Colleen Gillespie; Scott Sherman

6. “Beyond our control”: How organizational context impacts performance measurement.
   Molly Harrod; Jane Forman; Claire Robinson; Adam Tremblay; Leo Greenstone; Eve A. Kerr

Abstract Session E2: Joint SGIM and Society of Medical Decision Making (SMDM) Abstract Session

ASE2 Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor
Moderators: Allison B. Rosen MD, MPH, ScD and Joel Tsevat, MD
1. Observation units as substitutes for hospitalization or home discharge
   Saul Blecker; Keith Goldfeld; Joseph Ladapo; Stuart Katz

2. Effect of Financial Incentive for Colorectal Cancer Screening Adherence on Appropriateness of Colonoscopy Orders
   Thomas B. Morland; Marie Synnestvedt; Steven Honeywell; Feifei Yang; Katrina Armstrong; Carmen E. Guerra

3. Better Informed Patients Are Less Likely to Choose Percutaneous Coronary Intervention for Stable Angina
   Michael B. Rothberg; Senthil K. Sivalingam; Reva Kleppel; Bo Hu; Marc Schweiger

4. Impact of a Behavioral Economics Intervention on Control of Hypertension Among Very Poor, Predominantly Minority Adults: A Randomized Trial
   Martin F. Shapiro; Suzanne B. Shu; Noah J. Goldstein; Craig R. Fox; Estivall S. Villa; Martiniano Flores; Sitaram Vangala; Chi-Hong Tseng; Braden Mogler; Stewart B. Reed; Ronald G. Victor; Jose J. Escarce

5. Surrogate markers, composite end-points, disease-specific mortality, or all-cause mortality? A survey to understand the relative value clinicians place on different outcomes
   Tanner Caverly; Allan V. Prochazka; Rodney A. Hayward; Daniel Matlock

6. “We torture them before they die, even though we know that they are going to die”: The Influence of Hospital Policies and Culture on Ethical DNR Decision Making in the US and UK
   Elizabeth Dzeng; Michael P. Kelly; Sydney M. Dy; Thomas J. Smith; Martin Roland; Stephen Barclay; David M. Levine

Abstract Session E3: Quality of Care/Patient Safety

ASE3 Golden Hill, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Urmimala Sarkar, MD, MPH
1. Anticoagulation-related processes of care and short-term outcomes in elderly patients with acute venous thromboembolism
   Charlene Insam; Marie Méan; Andreas Limacher; Nicolas Rodondi; Drahomir Aujesky

2. CMS Payment Reform and the Incidence of Hospital-Acquired Pulmonary Embolism or Deep Vein Thrombosis
   Risha Gidwani; Jay Bhattacharya

3. Choosing Wisely: Do Physicians and Patients Agree on What Constitutes High-Value Medical Care?
   Ana Sofia Warner; Neel Shah; Abraham Nick Morse; Eliyahu Lehmman; Rie Maurer; Zoe Moyer; Lisa Lehmann

4. Receipt of Alcohol-Related Advice and Quality of Care among Veteran Outpatients with Unhealthy Alcohol Use
   Joseph Simonetti; Gwen T. Lapham; Emily Williams

5. Are patients a reliable source for adverse event reporting? Survey says...
   Kristy Deep; Megan Minch

6. Comparing Clinicians’ Perception of Their Own and Their Peers’ Antibiotic Prescribing to Actual Antibiotic Prescribing for Acute Respiratory Infections in Primary Care
   Harry Reyes Nieva; Jason N. Doctor; Mark W. Friedberg; Caroline Birks; Yelena Kleyner; Julie Fiskio; Lynn A. Volk; Jeffrey A. Linder

Abstract Session E4: Health Information Technology

ASE4 Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Stephen D. Persell, MD, MPH
1. Primary care patients’ use of mobile health (mHealth) tools
   Amy Bauer; Tessa Rue; Gina A. Keppel; Allison Cole; Laura-Mae Baldwin; Wayne Katon

2. Online Counseling to Enable Lifestyle-focused Obesity Treatment in Primary Care
   Kathleen M. McTigue; Laurey R. Simkin-Silverman; Molly B. Conroy; Dana L. Tudorascu; Rachel Hess; Gary Fischer; Cindy L. Bryce

3. Predictors of engagement in an Internet support group for treating mood and anxiety disorders in primary care
   Emily Rosenberg; Kaleb Abebe; Bea Herbeck Belpnap; Jordan F. Karp; Bruce L. Rollman

4. When Less Is More: Results of a Randomized Controlled Trial on Assisting and Arranging Social Networks for Walking in Sedentary Adults
   Liza Rovniak; Jennifer Kraschnewski; Christopher Sciamanna; Ding Ding; Melissa Bopp; Daniel George; James Sallis; Melbourne F. Hovell

5. Patient Preferences for Consent for Secondary Uses of Electronic Health Information
   David Grande; Nandita Mitra; Fei Wan; Anand Shah; David A. Asch

6. EHR Usability Burden and Its Impact on Primary Care Providers Workflow
   Zia Agha; Alan Calvitti; Shazia Ashfaq; Neel J. Farber; Richard L. Street; Kristin Bell; Lin Liu; Mark Gabuzda; Yunan Chen; Barbara Gray; Steven Rick

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION
Vignette Session E: Women’s Health

CVE  Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Rachel A. Bonnema, MD, MS
Unknown Vignette Discussant: Melissa McNeil, MD, MPH, SGIM 2014 Distinguished Professor in Women’s Health

1. A Family Affair: Choosing Contraception for Women at Risk of the Prothrombin Mutation
Heidi J. Schmidt

2. Hemolytic anemia in pregnancy
Ragavi Elangovan

3. Pelvic actinomycosis masquerading as pyelonephritis and nephrolithiasis
Robert P. McClung; Sarah A. Holzman; Jai Eun Lee; Benjamin D. DeMoss; Kimberly D. Manning

4. A “hole” new cause of aphasia
David Linz; Harish Jasti

FRIDAY NETWORKING TIME
Regional Networking Time
Friday, 5:00 – 6:00 PM
Southern Region
Harbor Ballroom Terrace

INTEREST GROUPS  ›  5:00 – 6:00 PM

IF01 Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Adults with Complex Conditions Originating in Childhood Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Gregg Talente, MD, MS, University of South Carolina School of Medicine

IF02 Conference Parlor 633
Arts and Music Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Linda Jackman Canty, MD, Tufts University/Baystate Medical Center

IF03 Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor
Cancer Research Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Larissa Neklyudov, MD, MPH, Harvard Medical School

IF04 Americas Cup B, 4th Floor
Criminal Justice and Health Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Nicole Redmond, MD, PhD, MPH, University of Alabama, Birmingham

IF05 Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor
Cross Cultural Communication and Medical Care Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Michael Nathan, MD, Harvard Medical School

IF06 Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor
Educators of Medical Students Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Heather L. Heiman, MD, Northwestern

IF07 Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor
Ethics Interest Group
Session Coordinator: Lisa Rucker, MD, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

IF08 Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor
Evidence-Based Practice Interest Group
Session Coordinator: David Feldstein, MD, University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health
## FRIDAY

### INTEREST GROUPS  ›  5:00 – 6:00 PM

**IF09**  
**Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor**  
**Fellows and Junior Faculty Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Cristina M. Gonzalez, MD, MEd, Albert Einstein College of Medicine/Montefiore Medical Center

**IF10**  
**Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor**  
**Geriatrics Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Alexia M. Torke, MD, MS, Indiana University

**IF11**  
**Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor**  
**Health Policy Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Mark D. Schwartz, MD, NYU School of Medicine

**IF12**  
**Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor**  
**HIV/AIDS Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Oni J. Blackstock, MD, Montefiore Medical Center/AECOM

**IF13**  
**Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor**  
**Informatics Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Brooke Herndon, MD, MS, Dartmouth Hitchcock

**IF14**  
**Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor**  
**International Medical Graduates (IMGs) Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Shakaib U. Rehman, MD, Phoenix VA Healthcare Systems/University of Arizona College of Medicine

**IF15**  
**Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor**  
**Medical Resident Clinic Directors Interest Group Meeting**  
**Session Coordinator:** Joseph A. Hardman, MD, Oregon Health & Science University

**IF16**  
**Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor**  
**Obesity Prevention and Treatment in General Internal Medicine**  
**Session Coordinator:** Melanie Jay, MD, VA New York Harbor

**IF17**  
**Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor**  
**Obstetric Medicine Interest Group: Medical Disorders in Pregnancy**  
**Session Coordinator:** Michael P. Carson, MD, Jersey Shore University Medical Center

**IF18**  
**Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor**  
**Perioperative Medicine/Medical Consultation Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Steven Lawrence Cohn, MD, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine

**IF19**  
**Golden Hill, 3rd Floor**  
**Quality and Safety Improvement Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Nielufar Varjavand, MD, Drexel University College of Medicine

**IF20**  
**Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor**  
**Resident Research Directors Interest Group**  
**Session Coordinator:** Tara Lagu, MD, MPH, Baystate Medical Center and Tufts University School of Medicine

**IF21**  
**Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor**  
**Trans-Pacific Initiative of Generalists**  
**Session Coordinator:** Toshio Naito, Juntendo University

Session details are online at [www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting](http://www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting)
### SGIM 37th ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 26

**Use this area to personalize and keep track of your daily schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SATURDAY, APRIL 26</th>
<th>SESSION</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Clinical Vignette Poster Session 3 Interest Group Meetings</td>
<td>Early Morning/ before plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 – 10:45 AM</td>
<td>Awards Breakfast Speaker: America Bracho, MD, Executive Director, Latino Health Access</td>
<td>Plenary Session Awards Breakfast Grand Hall C/D, Lobby Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 – 11:00 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Lunchtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Session F</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concurrent Session F</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM – 12:30 PM</td>
<td>Update in Anticoagulation and Thromboembolism Update in Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Oral Vignette Session: HIV Workshops Abstract Sessions in Health Policy, Organization of Care and Chronic Disease, Qualitative Research, and Implementation Science LEAD Session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM – 2:00 PM</td>
<td>ABIM Medical Knowledge Module B1-P: Geriatric Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 – 1:30 PM</td>
<td>Afternoon Networking – Lunch on Your Own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 – 5:15 PM</td>
<td>ABIM Medical Knowledge Module CO-P: Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
1. Infective Endocarditis: an Unusual Culprit
   Nathaniel Ernstoff; Misako Nagasaka; Jonathan Katz; Charles M. Geller

2. Cellulitis with an Arrhythmic Twist
   Allison C. Heacock

3. A Tight Squeeze
   Rebecca L. Hostetler; Jeremy S. Markowitz

4. Coarctation of the Aorta and Bicuspid Aortic Valve in a Disordered Schizophrenic
   Cynthia Huang; Priya Pillutla

5. Duke It Out: Finding the Right Diagnosis
   Farah Kaiksow; Philip J. Putnam

6. Thyroid-induced Atrial Fibrillation
   Farah Kaiksow; Philip J. Putnam

7. No poster presentation

8. Electrocardiogram Changes In Common Variable Immunodeficiency Related Adrenal Insufficiency
   Nili Parekh; Fagun Kumar Modi; Brijal P. Patel; Ryland P. Byrd; Thomas M. Roy

9. Takotsubo cardiomyopathy without an acute stress trigger
   Ranjan Pathak; Paras Karmacharya; Leena Jalota; Benjamin Lloy

10. A Rare Glimpse with Multimodality Cardiac Imaging into an Expanding Left Ventricular Outflow Pseudoaneurysm from Endocarditis
    Jon N. Guach; Katharine M. Borthwick; Jeffery Gordon; John Moriarty; Murray Kwon; Paul Finn; Eric H. Yang

11. Is Cardiac Catheterization the definitive treatment of Cardioembolic Myocardial Infarction from Infective Endocarditis?
    Leena Rahmat; Vijay Gadiraju; Shannugan Uthamalingam; Mathias Stoenescu

12. Anaphylaxis Mimicking Ischemic Heart Disease in Kounis Syndrome
    Naoki Takamatsu; Christine Kwan

13. Life-Threatening Arrhythmia in a Healthy Young Woman with Pectus Excavatum
    Naoki Takamatsu; Christine Kwan

14. A Weak, Excited, and Drunk Heart
    Michael Zablow; Amir Latiff; Salman Haq

15. Skin rash, is it an infection?
    Mahmoud Abdelghany; Samuel Massoud

16. Non-Ketotic Hyperglycemic Chorea
    Mahmoud Abdelghany; Andrea Fritz; Samuel Massoud

17. Hypertriglyceridemia-induced Acute Pancreatitis treated with Plasmapheresis
    Mihaela C. Chelu; Mher Onanyan; Akshay Manohar; Tania Calzada; Daniel Goldsmith; Albert Empedrad

18. An Unsolved Mystery Case of Central Diabetes Insipidus
    Ricardo Cruz; Jennifer Russo; Ryan Chippendale

19. Carcinoid Syndrome Masquerading as an Acute Coronary Syndrome
    Ayaj Dharod; Peter R. Lichstein; Ramon Velez

20. Hypoglycemic Hemiparesis, the Stroke Masquerader
    Alaa Elkhider; Naveen Nannapaneni; Joel Steinberg

21. Multiple Chief Complaints: Can There B1 Unifying Diagnosis?
    Theresa Poulos; Marisa Hernandez-Morgan; Marcia Glass

22. PHEO-Fi-Fo-Fum!
    Lawrence Purrura; Seema Qayum

23. Ophthalmoplegia and hypopituitarism as the initial manifestation of metastatic small cell cancer
    Elliot Rhee; Rena Pollack

    Christine N. Salvaggio; David I. Rotstein; Matthew T. Czaja; Sarang Kim

25. Empty Sella Syndrome Presenting As Episodic Hypoglycemia
    Eric R. Simon; Pinky Jha

    Dietlind L. Wahner-Roedler

27. Delivering the diagnosis: alcoholic fatty cell degeneration
    Abtin K. Farahmand; Sabina Sandigursky; Anthony A. Holmes; Janina L. Morrison

28. Big Patient, Big Problem: Gastrointestinal Dysmotility in a Patient With Acromegaly
    Meghan Gilroy; Emily Beck; Paul Aronowitz

29. Intractable Nausea and Vomiting Improved Through Targeted Selection of Antiemetic Medications
    Rachel Havayer; Keith M. Swetz

30. Gastric Ulcer Perforation: An Uncommon Consequence of Vomiting
    Neema Heivand; Sarah B. Fleisig; Hanna Freyle

31. Determining the source of bleeding: a strategic diagnosis and treatment for obscure gastrointestinal bleeding in a young woman
    Nagano Hiroyuki; Yukio Tsugihashi; Satoshi Okamori

32. Evaluation and Management of Acute Inferior Mesenteric Vein Thrombosis
    Sara-Megumi Naylor

33. Surviving Painless Jaundice – a test for patient and physician
    Abdul Haseeb; Jeannine Engel

34. Rare presentation of Gastrointestinal Tuberculosis
    Fadi Niyazi

35. Acute Pancreatitis as initial presentation of Cocaine-induced Vasculitis
    Ayorinde Ogunbameru; Mohammed Badr Jandali; Amer Issa; Waleed Quwatli; Timothy Woodlock; Wajid M. Choudhry

36. A rare cause of gastroenteritis.
    Malay P. Parikh; Venu M. Ganipisetty; Sathish kumar Krishnan; Venu Pararah Gopalakrishnan; John Vainder

---

**POSTER SESSION ORGANIZATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Posters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td>1-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinology and Metabolism</td>
<td>15-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology and Hepatology</td>
<td>27-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology/Oncology</td>
<td>40-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunology/Rheumatology</td>
<td>57-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>68-96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication-Related Complications</td>
<td>97-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health/Substance Abuse/Chronic Pain</td>
<td>105-109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrology</td>
<td>110-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>116-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine</td>
<td>124-139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potpourri</td>
<td>140-181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

For more information, visit [www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting](http://www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting)
37. Primary Colorectal Lymphoma Presenting with Presyncope: Sometimes Hoofbeats Do Come From Zebras
   Lauren E. Radziejewski; Nina M. Schwenk; Christopher M. Wittich

38. HIDA scan as an important tool for diagnosis of biliary ductal obstruction in the presence of a normal ultrasound
   Kaiming Wu; Esther Hwang; Anthony A. Donato

39. Eosinophilic Gastritis
   Pearl Yu; Vivian Shing

40. Premature Closure and Delayed Diagnosis: A Case of Abdominal Pain
   Jason Dukes; Lee S. Shearer

41. Fibrinolysis secondary to Urokinase production by Transitional cell carcinoma.
   Jorge Fuentes; Jesse Victor

42. An Eye Opening Diagnosis
   Gurkaran Garcha; Neeti Reddy; Priti Dangayach; Himabindu Kadyala

43. Natural killer/T-cell lymphoma: a cancer that hides in plain sight
   Navir Ghanjian; Jeffrey Miller

44. Recurrent pleural effusion as the presenting manifestation of multiple myeloma
   Lawrence Giove; Nikhil Kapila; Andrew Hamarich

45. An Ocular Plasmacytoma Presenting as Asymptomatic, Red Eye
   Ragisha Gopalakrishnan; Harris Naina

46. Acral CD4 T cell Lymphoma Presenting as Dupuytren’s Contracture
   Ragisha Gopalakrishnan; Harris Naina

47. Bone marrow granuloma: A diagnostic clue
   Gregory Madden; Pinar Oray-Schrom

48. Normolipemic Xanthomas; A Rare Cutaneous Finding Leading to Diagnosis Of Multiple Myeloma
   Devin B. Malik; Sourabh Aggarwal

49. Cardiac Tamponade as the Initial Presentation of Undiagnosed Lung Cancer
   Hirva Mamdani; Dipenkumar Modi; Theresa Vettese

50. When the past clouds the present: A unique cause of acute on chronic back pain.
   Craig Mescher; Asher Tulsky

51. Acute anemia after a urinary tract infection (UTI): A case of hemolytic anemia in a newly diagnosed Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficient patient.
   Irem Nasir

52. A Swing and a Miss: Heparin Induced Thrombocytopenia (HIT) with an Initially Negative Antibody Screen.
   Kirtan Naubiyar; Jeffrey T. Bates

53. Fever of unknown origin with telangiectasia and inflammatory lesion of abdominal skin and intestinal failure
   Motosuke Tomonaga; Motoshi Fujikura; Masaki Tago; Yuka Naito; Jun Tokutomi; Akiko Eiri; Hiroki Aihara; Tsuneaki Yoshikawa; Masaki Hyakutake; Yuta Sakanishi; Itaru Kyoraku; Takashi Sugiyama; Shu-ichi Yamashita

54. A Rare Complication of a Common Condition: When lymphedema gets worse
   Thomas Weart; Sean M. Lockwood

55. A Hypercalcemic Crisis of Epic (PTH-rP) portions
   Thomas Wong; Cawin Wong-Mizuba; Kuo-Chiang Lian

56. A Rare Case: Pulmonary Blastoma With Focal Melanocytic Differentiation
   Alexandre Zahara

57. Microscopic Polyangitis
   Christina M. Cruz; Darlene LeFrancois

58. An unusual cause of chronic cough
   David J. Epstein

59. Life-Threatening Hypersensitivity Reaction to ACE Inhibitor Used in Scleroderma Renal Crisis
   Sonia Gill

60. A Case Report of Polyarteritis Nodosa-Associated Acute Aortic Dissection
   Tomonao Hashimoto; Christine Kwan

61. Skin Nodules in a Patient with Rheumatoid Arthritis: Common or Deadly?
   Crystal Hlaing; Ryan E. Jones; Tara Norris

62. Rapidly Progressive Intracranial Giant Cell Arteritis; A Rare And Catastrophic Phenomenon.
   Devin B. Malik; Sourabh Aggarwal

63. Acute diffuse maculopapular rash: maybe not so “sweet.”
   Derek A. Pae; David Linz

64. Not Everything That Looks Like Is A Cellulitis
   Subodh Pandey; Subhas Sitaula; Swagatam Mookherjee; Bhaskara Madhira

65. Hold on Still! Think before Acting
   Jae Yoon Park; Louis Letendre

66. CNS Lupus: A Challenging Diagnosis
   Alexandra Perel-Winkler

67. Crack is Whack: Characteristic Findings in Levamisole-Induced Vasculitis
   Salomon Puyana; Anar Patel; Harish Jasti

68. Staphylococcus lugdunensis: The great CONS artist
   Julie M. Collins; Chad S. Miller

69. When Eyes Droop and Things Get Blurry – Think Botulism
   Robert H. Cooper; Roger D. Smalligan; Casie Stoughton; J. M. Richardson; Dereek Duke; Aimee L. Geissler; Agam K. Rao; Sarah D. Bennett; Reid Harvey; Sara Syeda; Beverly Nixon-Lewis

70. An Opportunity Obstruction
   Nicolas Cortes-Penfield; Anna Kolpakchi; Lee Lu

71. Don’t Go Breakin’ My Heart: Acute Streptococcal Infection Causing Myopericarditis
   Sara Jane Cromer; Priti Dangayach; Courtney N. Miller-Chism

72. A Young Man with Fever and Diffuse Muscle Pain
   Priti Dangayach; Lee Lu; Vagish Hemmige

73. A Deadly Sore Throat
   Joshua T. Hanson

74. Brucellosis in a Traveler with Fever and Knee Pain
   Thuyet Ho

75. How Many Licks Does It Take? An Unusual Case of Bacteremia
   Andrew In; Abeer Memon; Robin Klein; Neil Winawer

76. Orbital Cellulitis with Cavernous Sinus thrombosis in an Elderly woman: A case report.
   Kathryn A. Jobbins; Jessie Leyse; Reham Shaaban

77. Intestinal ascariasis in the modern era
   Paras Carmacchaya; Madan R. Aryan; Pragya Shrestha; Supriya Shrestha Tamrakar; Ranjan Pathak; Raju Khanal; Satyajeet Roy

78. Disseminated Toxocariasis in an immunocompetent host
   Paras Carmacchaya; Madan R. Aryan; Ranjan Pathak; Smith Giri; Anmit Pokharel; Pragya Shrestha; Supriya Shrestha Tamrakar; Richard Alweis

79. Eosinophilia in the CSF in a patient with altered mental status
   Vikas Khullar; Lucas A. Burke; James Wynne; Perumvema S. Siriam
80. One Man’s Toe Pain
   Mariam Maid; Ahmed Mohiuddin

81. Tick-Talk, Tick-Talk: When a fever, headache and stiff neck isn’t meningitis.
   Akshay Manohar; Andrei Yankovich; Sergey Gerasim; Daniel Goldsmith

82. Weil He Was Renovating
   Poppy Markwell; Rachel Sandler; Patricia Harlan; Jeff Percak

83. Shigellosis as a sexually transmitted disease in a HIV infected male
   Matthew McCarron

84. A Gonococal Conundrum: The Ethics and Limits of Partner Notification in Connecticut
   Sheila M. Quinn; Julie R. Rosenbaum

85. Infectious Granulomatous Dermatitis: A Rare Presentation of Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
   Mary Ramirez; Jack Waller; Roger D. Smalligan

86. Quadriplegia in a Patient with West Nile Encephalitis
   Nathan Reddy; Kenneth C. Raney; Gregg Shalain

87. Neisseria sicca endocarditis presenting as multiple embolic brain infarcts
   Jorge L. Salinas; Kobina Wilmot; Christine L. Kirlie; Mark Mulligan

88. Pyogenic Liver Abscess
   Saranya Sasidharan; Jessica Hurst

89. A “Two-Hit” Hypothesis: Pneumocystis Pneumonia and DiGeorge Syndrome
   Wei Yi Tan

90. Lemierre’s syndrome caused by Clostridium Clostridiforme
   Igor Tkachyk; El-waleed Ali; Sonia Borra; Harish Patel

91. Industrial Laundry Facilities: Not As “Clean” As We Expect
   Sean Townsend; Stephen Harder

92. A Woman and her Acutely Unsuspecting Heart
   Eugenia Tsai; Jenny Johnson; Darlene LeFrancois

93. A Twenty-nine-year-old man with an unusual cause of an abscess
   Shivangi Vachhani; Anne Cioletti

94. Not just another day at the spa
   Camille M. Webb; Peter D. Bulova

95. Candida tropicalis infection in a patient with ESRD
   Shenelle-Marie Wise; Kate Hust

96. Cervical Necrotizing Fasciitis: Clinical Manifestation and Management
   Shenelle-Marie Wise; Kate Hust

97. Rizatriptan induced renal infarct in a middle aged male with migraines.
   Saurabh K. Bansal; Emani Vamsi

98. Palpitations and Metabolic Disturbances in a Healthy Young Man with Chronic High-Caffeine Energy Drink Consumption
   Ankeet Bhatt; Jonathan Salberg; Mamta Shah; Peruvamba Venkatesh

99. DRESSed in Disguise
   Jeffrey M. Kroopnick; Rosemarie Conigliaro

100. Common Medication, Uncommon Complication
    Sue-Wei Luu; Laura S. Lourdes; Umna Ashfaq

101. Nifedipine Induced Gingival Hyperplasia
    Roshni Naik; Nam Tso

102. Metronidazole-Induced Psychosis: A Case Report and Brief Review of the Literature
    Margaret Park; Christopher P. Redgate; Estebes Hernandez

103. Autoimmune necrotic myopathy as a rare side effect of statin therapy
    Colleen Pater; Alida Maria Gonzalez

104. Known Enemy to the Kidney…Also a Hepatic Foe
    George Shelton; Nivedita Lakhera; Pradeep Yarra; LeChauncy D. Woodard

105. Hand Sanitizer: The New Vodka?
    Livvia Hegervy; John Eaton

106. Chronic Pain Caused by Schwannomatosis
    Sheila Laleman; Christopher M. Wittich

107. Reversible Myeloneuropathy in a Young Woman
    Ximena A. Levander; Traci A. Takahashi; Maxwell Ma

108. “I am always in the hot shower.” Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome - a case report.
    Tanu S. Pandey; Tanuja Salim

109. Post-PTSD Blues: Utilizing A Primary Care Student-Faculty Collaborative Clinical To Concurrently Treat Heroin Addiction, PTSD and Hepatitis C
    Kimberly Sue; Harper Hubbeling; Christine Kuo; Katy Brubaker; Luyi Xu; Carina Fernandez-Golarz; Marya J. Cohen; Alex Keuroghlian

110. Acute Neurological Manifestations of Atypical Tramadol Withdrawal
    Pranath Sundaragiri; Saraschandra Vallabhajosyula; Sakshi Malhotra

111. An interesting case of cryofibrinogenemia
    Aswini Kumar; Aswanth Reddy; Aditya Kalakonda; Kiran Pokhrel; Anit S. Thamoon

112. Severe Hyponatremia in a Patient with ESRD Corrected by Hypertonic Infusion while Removing Isotonic Volume followed by Hemodialysis.
    Alexander Pine; Megan S. Lemay; Antony J. Cusano

113. Non-uremic Calciphylaxis in Patient with Progressive Ischemic Acral Lesions
    Gladys Rodriguez; Robert L. Fogerty

114. Ribbon-shaped Stool is Not Always Cancer.
    Maryam Sattari; Ravneet Bajwa; Robert S. Egerman

115. Hepatitis B virus-associated cryoglobulinemic nephritis
    Yoshinosuke Shimamura; Hideki Takizawa; Norihito Moniwa; Maryam Sattari; Ravneet Bajwa; Robert S. Egerman

116. ATV as a potential cause of a relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis
    Yoshihiko Shimamura; Hideki Takizawa; Norihito Moniwa; Maryam Sattari; Ravneet Bajwa; Robert S. Egerman

117. Complication of Reversible Posterior Leukoencephalopathy in the Setting of Suspected Hypertensive Emergency Management
    David Goldberg; Lauren C. Hogshire

118. A Strong Man Powerless: A perplexing case of generalized weakness
    Nivedita Gunturi; David C. Demoise; Brian S. Heist

119. Unusual headache – unusual cause: Dural sinus thrombosis due to MTHFR deficiency
    Shah Habib; Mashrafi Ahmed

120. Visual Loss at the Heart of the Matter
    Laura Hart; Harish Jasti

121. It’s Not Always a Relapse: Sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease in a Patient With Relapsing-Remitting Multiple Sclerosis
    Julius Cesar G. Laban; Rex Wilford

122. A rare case of proximal muscle weakness
    Ronak Shah; Reena Agarwal
123. An Emotional Case of a Neurologic Disease.
   Katie Tipton; Kobina Wilmut

124. Bizarre neurological symptoms with thunderclap headache may stem from reversible vasocstringions
   Masato Yoshihara; Hidenori Oguchi; Mitsunori Iwase; Aya Ogura; Yasuhiro Ito; Yasuyuki Kishigami

125. A Misleading Presentation of Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis
   Nadia D. Ali; Darlene LeFrancois

126. Recurrent Pneumonia Or Pulmonary Alveolar Proteinosis: A Concealed Diagnosis.
   Faryuz Araji; Omar Mousa; Daniela Moran

127. Paget - Schroetter Syndrome: A case to remember!
   Mohammad O. Azam; Rudin Gjeka; David Aggen; Zain I. Kulhair; Sarwan Kumar

128. An Unusual Presentation of Respiratory Syncytial Virus
   Tricia G. Charles-Cowan; Mahmoud Abdelghany; Christopher Begley

129. Daptomycin-induced Eosinophilic Pneumonitis
   Camille Folkard; Raymond Munoz

130. Google It: Hyperammonemia + Roux-en-Y
   Rohit Godbole; Susan Stein

131. A Crunching Cold
   Lisa Lee; David Dayan-Rosenman; Geeta Laud

132. Pulmonary Hypertension as a Presenting Feature of Metastatic Gastric Cancer
   Daniel Ling; Rajan Saggar

133. Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis of Lung and Bone
   Dipenkumar Mod; Hirva Mamdani; Diane L. Levine

134. Positive Sputum AFB staining: Is It always Tuberculosis?
   Dipenkumar Mod; Hirva Mamdani; Theresa Vettese

135. Heroin Lies the Problem
   Sarah Moore; Catherine Firestein; Kate Hust

136. Lung Herniation—A Unique Case of Chest Pain
   Chirag D. Patel; Van Holden

137. Cryptogenic Organizing Pneumonia, a Rare and Often Misdiagnosed Entity
   Sonia Rajput; Katherine Yu

138. Too Much of a Good Thing: The Overdiagnosis and Treatment of a German Tourist
   Jonathan L. Robbins; Gregory M. Bump; Harish Jasti

139. Late Diagnosis of Cystic Fibrosis: A Missed Opportunity
   Brianna S. Siegel; Peter Rattner; Patricia Walker

140. “Heavy” Breathing: A Case of Cement Pulmonary Embolism
   Justin Skrzynski; Saad Sahi; Arati K. Kelekar

141. Primitive Neuroectodermal Tumor of the spine 25 years after pinecotyoma resection
   Ayman Armaighani; Benji Zusman; Danny Estupinan; Jesse Kresak; Meredith Wicklund; Peter W. Stacpoole

142. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension and Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection
   Ayman Armaighani; Ashkan Karimi; Talha Nazir; Hassan Ahluaimat; Richard Conti

143. Uncommon presentation of digoxin toxicity in setting of acute on chronic kidney disease and aggressive diuretic use requiring urgent treatment
   Hirokazu Ban; Maurice Rachko; Madeeha Saeed

144. Antibiotics non-responsive foot ulcer, returned traveler from Bolivia
   Hirokazu Ban; Stanley R. Yancovitz; Joseph Petsorlc

145. Latent Tuberculosis Infection Causing Erythema Nodosum
   Srividya Bhadriraju; Jeffrey T. Bates

146. Urinothorax as a Rare Cause of Dyspnea
   Srividya Bhadriraju; Jeffrey T. Bates

147. Acral Melanoma In Situ
   Karen Y. Cheng; Victoria T. Liu; Pearl Yu

148. Adult Onset Still’s Disease
   Karen Y. Cheng; Baran Ho; Victoria T. Liu; Helen Wang; Pearl Yu; Gregory Middleton; Christina Le

149. Painless enlarging breast mass, what could it be?
   Dima Dandachi; Mashaouque Dahar; Venu M. Ganipsetti

150. When doctors think they know
   Dima Dandachi; Venu Pararath Gopalakrishnan

151. A puzzling case of hypocalcemia!
   Venu M. Ganipsetti; Hitu Khaira; Samaneh Dowlatshahi; Pratyusha Bollimunta; Sanjolee Mangat; Erica Sinsheimer

152. The mysterious green urine!
   Venu M. Ganipsetti; Pratyusha Bollimunta; Sathish kumar Krishnan; Malav P. Parkhi; Harvey Friedman

153. Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder
   Aimee E. Hiltbold; Catherine Jones

154. Acute Cholangitis, Sans Chole
   Aimee E. Hiltbold; Catherine Jones

   Hirotaka Kato; Dovid Moradi; Cameron S. Page

156. Disseminated mycobacterium avium complex infection as a cause of treatable dementia.
   Hirotaka Kato; Matthew Harrington

157. Phytobezoar in the setting of Diabetic Gastroparesis
   Jenny Koo; Laura Y. Sue; Pearl Yu

158. Potentially Delayed Diagnosis in an Obese Asthmatic Patient
   Jenny Koo; Laura Y. Sue; Pearl Yu

159. Immunodeficiency Diagnosed in Adulthood
   Jenny Koo; Laura Y. Sue; Pearl Yu

160. Laryngeal Amyloidosis
   Jenny Koo; Laura Y. Sue; Pearl Yu

161. Accelerated calcification of a bioprosthetic valve in end-stage renal disease
   Allison J. Kwong; Douglas B. Jacobs; Matthew Spinelli; Paul D. Blanc

162. Calci phyaxis in a Patient without Renal Failure
   Allison J. Kwong; Joseph Ebinger; Peter Hanna; Matthew Spinelli; Paul D. Blanc

163. Uncommon Cause of Common Problem: Testicular tumor leading to GI hemorrhage
   Naba R. Mainali; Madan R. Aryal; Anthony Donato

164. A Case of disseminated retroperitoneal plasmacytoma with renal involvement
   Naba R. Mainali; Leena Jalota; Ranjan Pathak; Shashank Jain

165. Hidden in Plain Sight
   Devika Nair; Deepa Bhatnagar

166. A Mass of Mucor
   Devika Nair; Sarah Moore; Deepa Bhatnagar

167. Gliomatosis Cerebri and Thrombocytopenia: A Previously Unknown Association
   Sarah Nickoloff; Appesh Mohandas

168. An Uncommon Presentation of a Rare Pathogen: Considering the Cause of Prolonged Hiccups
   Sarah Nickoloff; Anil Sharma; Jesse Martin
169. Lymphoma trapped in blood vessels: A rare case of intravascular B-cell lymphoma
Gagan Preet; Sreenivasa Chandana; Christine Dugan

170. A case of Mycobacterium mucogenicum bacteremia-deciding treatment and duration of therapy.
Gagan Preet; Deepak Garg

171. Hiding the Crown: Crowned Dens Syndrome Mimicking Aseptic Meningitis in an Elderly Woman
Akane Ryu; Christine Kwan

172. HBV-Associated Cryoglobulinemia with Membranoproliferative Glomerulonephritis
Akane Ryu; Christine Kwan; Yoshinosuke Shimamura; Koichi Hasegawa; Norihito Moniwa; Hideki Takizawa

173. Roux en Y am I so Tired?
Rachel Sandler; Catherine Jones

174. Seizing the Day
Rachel Sandler

175. Sickle Cell Intrahepatic Cholestasis: Reversal of hepatic failure with aggressive exchange transfusion in a refractory case
Musa A. Sharkawi; Noormuhammad Abbasaakor; Amy Tien; Robert R. Faust; Atoussa Goldar-Najafi

176. A curious manifestation of amoxicillin-induced DRESS syndrome
Musa A. Sharkawi; Noormuhammad Abbasaakor; Sarju Ganatra

177. When Occam’s razor fails: Linezolid induced lactic acidosis in a patient with severe aortic atherosclerotic disease
Karan Singh; Sunitha Alluri

178. We See With Our Eyes, But We See With Our Brains As Well – Phantoms In The Brain: Charles Bonnet Hallucinations
Karan Singh; Vijairam Selvaraj

179. Idiopathic? Sounds like a COP out
Merrill H. Stewart; Deepa Bhatnagar

Merrill H. Stewart

181. Anchoring Heuristics in Diagnosis
Anene Ukaigwe; Christain Espana-Schmidt

182. K2, spice the gut don’t like: Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome due to the Synthetic Cannabinoid K2
Anene Ukaigwe; Paras Karmacharya; Anthony Donato
## SATURDAY

### INTEREST GROUPS  ›  8:00 – 9:00 AM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS01</th>
<th>Mission Beach, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Hospitalist Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Luci Leykum, MD, MBA, MSc, STVHCS/UTH-SCSA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS02</th>
<th>Americas Cup A, 4th Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambulatory Handoffs Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Amber Pincavage, MD, University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS03</th>
<th>Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community-Based Participatory Research Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Cheryl R. Clark, MD, ScD, Brigham and Women's Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS04</th>
<th>Americas Cup B, 4th Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational Technology Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> John Voss, MD, University of Virginia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS05</th>
<th>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Health and Human Rights Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Preston Reynolds, MD, PhD, University of Virginia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS06</th>
<th>Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Gerald D. Denton, MD, MPH, Ochsner Clinical School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS07</th>
<th>Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junior Faculty Women's Leadership Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Elizabeth Marlow Schulwolf, MD, Loyola University Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS08</th>
<th>Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifestyle Medicine Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Camile Clarke, MD, Cambridge Health Alliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS09</th>
<th>Americas Cup C/D, 4th Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longitudinal Integrated Clerkships Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Maria Wamsley, MD, University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS10</th>
<th>Golden Hill, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental Health Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Ian Matthew Kronish, MD, MPH, Columbia University Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS11</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom A, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minorities in Medicine Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> O. Kenrik Duru, MD, UCLA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS12</th>
<th>Promenade A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muslim Health Care Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Umna Ashfaq, MD, University of Florida</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS13</th>
<th>Cortez Hill C, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pain Medicine Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Daniel P. Alford, MD, MPH, Boston University School of Medicine and Boston Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS14</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom B, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCMH-Neighborhood: Research and Innovation in Primary Care-Specialty Care Integration</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Nathaniel Gleason, MD, UCSF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS15</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom C, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality Improvement Training and Education Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Sandhya Kalmanje Rao, MD, Mass General Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS16</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research on Careers Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Mark Linzer, MD, Hennepin County Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS17</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shared Decision Making Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Kathleen Fairfield, MD, Maine Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS18</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women's Health Education Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Pelin Batur, MD, Cleveland Clinic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS19</th>
<th>Harbor Ballroom G, 2nd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evolution and Medicine Interest Group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Coordinator:</strong> Mark D. Schwartz, MD, NYU School of Medicine, VA NY Harbor Healthcare System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SATURDAY

AWARDS BREAKFAST & KEYNOTE ADDRESS  ›  9:00 – 10:45 AM

Grand Hall C/D, 2nd Floor

Welcoming Remarks and Awards Ceremony
Neda Ratanawongsa, MD, MPH, 37th Annual Meeting Chair
Geraldine E. Menard, MD, 37th Annual Meeting Co-Chair

Presentation of the Following Awards

Elnora M. Rhodes Service Award
Thomas Inui, ScM, MD

National Award for Career Achievements in Medical Education
Jeffrey Jackson, MD, MPH

David R. Calkins Award in Health Policy Advocacy
Laura L. Sessums, JD, MD

Outstanding Jr. Investigator of the Year
J. Michael McWilliams, MD, PhD

Quality and Practice Innovation Award
Brigham and Women’s Advanced Primary Care Associates

Scholarship in Medical Education
Jeannette Guerrasio, MD

Acknowledgement of the Following Awards

ACLGIM Division Chief’s Recognition
Laurence McMahon, MD, MPH

Best Published Paper of the Year
Gail L. Daumit, MD, MHS

Frederick L. Brancati Mentorship and Leadership Award
Donna Windish, MD, MPH

Mid-Career Education Mentorship Award
Jada Bussey-Jones, MD

Mid-Career Research Mentorship Award
Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo, PhD, MD, MAS

The following awards are determined through the judging of presentations at the annual meeting:

Milton W. Hamolsky Junior Faculty Awards
Mack Lipkin, Sr., Associates Awards
Clinical Vignette Presentation Award

Keynote Address
America Bracho, MD
Rethinking How to Strengthen Partnerships with Communities

Introduction of 2015 Annual Meeting
David C. Thomas, MD, MHPE, Chair
Sharon E. Straus, MD, MSc, Co-Chair
**SUNDAY**

**SATURDAY**

**CONCURRENT SESSION F › 11:00 am – 12:30 pm**

**CONCURRENT SESSION F AT A GLANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL UPDATE, SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUF1 Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUF2 Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF01 Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF02 Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF03 Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF04 Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF05 Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT SESSIONS**

| ASF1 Mission Beach, 3rd Floor |  |
| ASF2 Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor |  |
| ASF3 Golden Hill, 3rd Floor |  |
| ASF4 Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor |  |

**CLINICAL VIGNETTE SESSION F**

| CVF Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor |  |

### WF02 Harbor Ballroom D, 2nd Floor

**Teaching and Using an Evidence-Based Method for Patient-Centered Interviewing**

**Category:** Clinical Medicine  
**Session Coordinator:** Auguste H. Fortin, MD, MPH, Associate Professor, Yale University  
**Additional Faculty:** Robert C. Smith, MD, MS, Michigan State University  
**Small Group Discussion Leaders:** Richard M. Frankel, PhD, Indiana University; Stephen Holt, MD, MS, Yale University; Sheira Schlar, MD, MS, Montefiore Medical Center; Sarita Soares, MD, Yale University

### WF03 Hillcrest C/D, 3rd Floor

**Keys to Success in Building Successful Academic Hospital Medicine Programs: Insights from the SCHOLAR Project**

**Category:** Hospital-based Medicine  
**Submitted in Conjunction with:** Academic Hospitalist Task Force  
**Session Coordinator:** Luci Leykum, MD, MBA, MSc, Department of Medicine, STVHCS/UTHSCSA  
**Additional Faculty:** Alfred Burger, MD, Beth Israel; Rebecca A. Harrison, MD, FACP, Oregon Health and Science University; Gregory B. Seymann, MD, University of California, San Diego; William Southern, MD, MS, Einstein College of Medicine  
**Small Group Discussion Leaders:** Daniel P. Hunt, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Vikas Parekh, MD, University of Michigan; Bradley A. Sharpe, MD, University of California, San Francisco

### WF04 Harbor Ballroom E, 2nd Floor

**Teaching Quality EHR Notewriting: A Matter of TRUST**

**Category:** Medical Education Scholarship  
**Session Coordinator:** Kathryn G. Kinner, MD, Resident Physician, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine  
**Additional Faculty:** Jennifer Bieman, MD, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine; Aashish K. Didwania, MD, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine; Laura Fanucchi, MD, MPH, University of Kentucky College of Medicine; David M. Liebovitz, MD, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine

### WF05 Harbor Ballroom F, 2nd Floor

**Teaching in the Trenches: Innovative Strategies for Optimizing Education on the Wards**

**Category:** Medical Education Scholarship  
**Session Coordinator:** Anna K. Donovan, MD, Fellow, General Medicine and Women, Department of Medicine, Division of Internal Medicine, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine  
**Additional Faculty:** Jennifer Corbetti, MD, MS, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine; Melissa McNeil, MD, MPH, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine; Carla Spagnoletti, MD, MS, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

---

**CUF1 Harbor Ballroom H, 2nd Floor**  
**Update in Anticoagulation and Thromboembolism**

**Category:** Clinical Medicine  
**Submitted in Conjunction with:** Anticoagulation and Thromboembolism Interest Group  
**Session Coordinator:** Scott Kaatz, DO, MSc, Hurley Medical Center  
**Additional Faculty:** Brian Gage, MD, MSc, Washington University, St. Louis; Amir Jaffer, MD, Rush University; Robert Lavender, MD, University of Arkansas, Little Rock; Richard White, MD, UC Davis Medical Center

**CUF2 Harbor Ballroom I, 2nd Floor**  
**Update in Quality Improvement/Patient Safety**

**Category:** Quality of Care/Patient Safety  
**Submitted in Conjunction with:** SGIM Quality and Patient Safety Subcommittee of the SGIM Clinical Practice Committee  
**Session Coordinator:** Brent Petty, MD, Department of Medicine, Johns Hopkins  
**Additional Faculty:** Leora Horwitz, MD, MHSc, Yale University; Nathan Spell, MD, Emory University; Lisa Vinci, MD, MS, University of Chicago

**WF01 Hillcrest A/B, 3rd Floor**  
**The Missing Link to Building New Primary Care Teams: Public Narrative**

**Category:** Personal/Professional Development  
**Submitted in Conjunction with:** Primary Care Progress  
**Session Coordinator:** Andrew Morris-Singer, MD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, and Primary Care Progress  
**Additional Faculty:** Janine Knudsen, Institute for Innovation in Health; Trishul Siddharthan, MD, Yale University School of Medicine; Sarah E. Smithson, MD, MPH, Carolina Advanced Health, and UNC Physicians Network
Abstract Session F1: Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice

ASF1 Mission Beach, 3rd Floor
Moderator: LeChauncy Woodard, MD, MPH, FACP
1. The Roles of Cost and Quality Information in Medicare Advantage Plan Enrollment Decisions
   Rachel O. Reid; Partha Deb; Benjamin L. Howell; William Shrank
2. New York City Green Carts: is the program alleviating food deserts?
   Kathleen Y. Li; Ashley Fox; Ellen K. Cromley; Carol Horowitz
3. Evaluating Inpatient Hospital Charge Variability Using Local Health and Market Factors
   James D. Park; Edward Kim; Rachel M. Werner
4. State Firearm Legislation and Nonfatal Firearm Injuries
   Joseph Simonetti; Ali Rowhani-Rahbar; Douglas Zatzick; Bessie Young; Frederick Rivara
5. Payment Reform in Massachusetts: Effect of Global Payment on Health Care Spending and Quality 4 Years into the Alternative Quality Contract
   Zirui Song; Dana G. Safran; Bruce E. Landon; Sherri Rose; Matthew Day; Michael E. Chernew
6. Are Patient-Centered Medical Home Practices Associated with Better Access to Primary Care Services
   Jaya Aysola; Karin V. Rhodes; Daniel Polsky

Abstract Session F2: Qualitative Research

ASF2 Torrey Hills, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Marianne S. Matthias, PhD
1. Resident Perceptions of Team Based Care in Their Continuity Clinic
   Tacara N. Soones; Katherine Julian; Bridget O’Brien
2. Overdose Education and Naloxone Prescribing for Patients on Chronic Opioids: A Qualitative Study of Health Care Providers
   Ingrid A. Binswanger; Steve Koester; Shane Mueller; Edward M. Gardner; Kristin Goddard; Jason M. Glanz
3. A Failure to Communicate: Challenges and Solutions to Care Coordination Between Hospitalists and Primary Care Providers Around Hospitalizations
   Christine D. Jones; Maihan B. Vu; Christopher O’Donnell; Mary Anderson; Snehali Patel; Eric A. Coleman; Darren A. DeWalt
4. A Qualitative Analysis of Patient Factors Associated with Hospital Readmission
   Colleen M. Rafferty; Tyler Sechrist; Heather Stuckey; Nicole Swallow; Cynthia H. Chuang
5. How can eHealth technology address multimorbidity challenges? Perspectives from patients with multiple chronic conditions
   Donna M. Zulman; Emily Jenchura; Danielle Cohen; Eleanor Lewis; Thomas Houston; Steven Asch
6. What happens when African Ancestry patients learn they have a genetically increased risk for a chronic disease? What do their doctors think?
   Carol Horowitz; Kadija Ferryman; Rennie Negron; Mayra Rodriguez; Erwin Bottinger; SASKIA Sanderson; Randi Zinberg

Abstract Session F3: Implementation Science

ASF3 Golden Hill, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Neda Laiteerapong, MD
1. Effectiveness of targeted phone calls to reduce no-shows in a hospital-based primary care clinic: a randomized controlled trial
   Sachin J. Shah; Clemens S. Hong; Patrick R. Cronin; Benjamin I. Bearnot; Calvin A. Richardson; Blair W. Fosburgh; Alexander Kimball
2. The Care Transitions Innovation (C-TraIn) for Socioeconomically Disadvantaged Adults, Results of a Clustered Randomized Controlled Trial
   Honora Englander; LeAnn Michaels; Benjamin Chan; Devan Kangsara
3. Randomized Trial of Telephone Nurse Case Management of Diabetes and Hypertension in Community Practice
   David Edelman; Cynthia J. Coffman; Rowena Dolor; Jennifer H. Lindquist; Katherine C. Pereira; Bradi B. Granger; Alice M. Neary; Amy C. Harris; Hayden Bosworth
4. First Year Experience of HCV Screening of 2,765 Baby Boomers Admitted to a Safety Net Hospital in South Texas
   Barbara J. Turner; Barbara S. Taylor; Joshua T. Hanson; Mary E. Perez; Ludovina Hernandez
5. Translating a Heart Disease Lifestyle Intervention for Use in South Asian Immigrant Communities: Preliminary Results of a Pilot Randomized Controlled Trial
   Namratha R. Kandula; Swapna S. Dave; Yasin Patel; Paola E. Seguit; Peter John D. De Chavez; Santosh Kumar; Himali Barucha; David W. Baker; Bonnie Spring; Juned Siddique
6. Evaluation of an Electronic Health Record Prompt for Hepatitis C Antibody Screening of Baby Boomers in Primary Care – A Cluster Randomized Control Trial
   Katherine Krauskopf; Natalie Kil; Anastasia Sofianou; Wilma Toribio; Joanne Lyons; Mark Singer; Joseph Kannry; Bryce Smith; David B. Reim; Alex Federman

Abstract Session F4: Organization of Care and Chronic Disease

ASF4 Solana Beach A/B, 3rd Floor
Moderator: Karin M. Nelson, MD, MSHS
1. Patient-Centered Medical Home Implementation and Provider Job Turnover
   Philip W. Sylling; Edwin Wong; Chuang-Fen Liu; Susan Hernandez; Adam Batten; Christian Helfrich; Karin M. Nelson; Stephan D. Fihn; Paul Hebert
2. Impact of loss of interpersonal continuity on patient experience of care and ambulatory quality of care
   Ashok Reddy; David A. Asch; Anne Canamucio; Rachel M. Werner
3. The Impact of Patient-Centered Medical Home Transformation Within Veterans Health Administration on Patient Experience of Care
   Ashok Reddy; Anne Canamucio; Rachel M. Werner
4. Withdrawn by Author
5. Healthcare Fragmentation in a Major U.S. City
   Lisa M. Kern; Zachary Grinspan; Jason Shapiro; Rainu Kaushal
6. Roles Desired by Caregivers of Patients with Heart Failure: Implications for Clinicians
   Robert Burke; Jacqueline Jones; David Bekelman

Session details are online at www.sgim.org/meetings/annual-meeting
**VIGNETTE SESSION**

**Vignette Session F: HIV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVF</th>
<th>Cortez Hill A/B, 3rd Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Moderators:** Andrei Brateanu, MD and Corina Ungureanu, MD  
**Unknown Vignette Discussant:** Rosemarie L. Conigliaro, MD

1. **Acute Thoracic Cord Compression due to HIV-associated Burkitt’s Lymphoma**  
   Kristen Lee; Ameeta Kalokhe; Schuyler D. Livingston

2. **A (Ring) Enhanced Approach to HIV and Central Nervous System Lesions**  
   Alexandra Wells; John Moscona

3. **Opening Pandora’s Box: An Unfortunate Case of Infidelity**  
   Sara Turbow; Cameron Lambert

4. **Unusual Presentation of MAC Infection**  
   Tatyana Taranukha; Eric R. Simon; Pinky Jha

5. **AIDS Sugar Rush: Hyperglycemia in HIV**  
   Felix H. Lui; Sara L. Swenson; Diana Antoniucci

---

**Reminder**

**Lunch on Saturday is on your own!**

---

**SGIM-ABIM MAINTENANCE OF CERTIFICATION LEARNING SESSIONS**

**Geriatric Medicine 2013 Update Module B3-P (10 points)**  
11:00 AM – 2:00 PM  
**Americas Cup A-D, 4th Floor**  
**Coordinator:** Hollis Day, MD, MS, University of Pittsburgh  
**Participating Faculty**  
Daniele Cayea, MD, MS, Johns Hopkins University  
Elizabeth Eckstrom, MD, MPH, Oregon Health and Science University  
Elizabeth F. White-Chu, MD, Providence ElderPlace, Portland, Oregon

**Internal Medicine, 2013 Update Module CO-P (10 points)**  
2:15 – 5:15 PM  
**Americas Cup A-D, 4th Floor**  
**Coordinator:** Toshiko L. Uchida, MD, Northwestern Medical Faculty Foundation, Chicago  
**Participating Faculty**  
Jonathan P. Berz, MD, Boston Medical Center  
John E. Butter, MD, Northwestern Medical Faculty Foundation, Chicago  
Joseph P. DeLuca, MD, Montefiore Medical Center  
Pete Yungyongying, MD, University of Texas-Southwestern

At the completion of this session, those enrolled in ABIM’s MOC program must submit their answers to ABIM for scoring in order to receive MOC credit. Participants enrolled in MOC should go to your Physician Login at [www.abim.org](http://www.abim.org). Log in and click on “My Maintenance of Certification Program” to order from the menu of available modules. At the conclusion of the Learning Sessions, each participant will transfer the answers to their online module and submit the module to ABIM for scoring.

ABIM will send participants a Score Report that will confirm whether or not the module was completed successfully. Those who complete each module successfully will receive 10 points toward ABIM’s Self-Evaluation of Medical Knowledge MOC requirement.

In addition, The University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine has designated these medical knowledge modules as educational activities for a maximum of 10 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ each. Physicians enrolled in the ABIM MOC program who complete these modules should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity. After you successfully complete your knowledge module and MOC credit is granted, a survey will appear on your home page for you to complete and submit to claim CME credit.

For additional information about ABIM’s MOC program requirements, visit [www.abim.org](http://www.abim.org) or call the ABIM Contact Center, 800-441-ABIM.
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<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakakuri, Hiroaki</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakeman, Sarah</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wailing, Anne</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, Robert</td>
<td>IME Session B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wamsley, Maria</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Cindy</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Cindy</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Dennis</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Jessica</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Katherine</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Katherine</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Richard</td>
<td>Vignette Session B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Yong</td>
<td>Abstract Session C2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Charlotte</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Charlotte</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Ana Sofia</td>
<td>Abstract Session E3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Eiran</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Eiran</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, Donna</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weart, Thomas</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Camille</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei, Melissa</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weick, Alexander</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weintrub, Jennifer</td>
<td>Abstract Session D2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisberg, Daniel</td>
<td>Abstract Session C1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Alexandra</td>
<td>Vignette Session F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weppner, William</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharam, James</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharam, James</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Brent</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Dustyn</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Jason</td>
<td>Vignette Session A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson, Alice</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson, Alice</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson, Alice</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirth, Christina</td>
<td>Abstract Session D3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Shenelle-Marie</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Shenelle-Marie</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Presenting Author

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presenting Author</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presentation Order</th>
<th>Poster Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wofford, James</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Edwin</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Thomas</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodard, LeChauncy</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worley, Derek</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrenn, Katherine</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Kaiming</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Xu</td>
<td>Vignette Session D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamanouchi, Masashi</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yancy, William</td>
<td>Abstract Session D3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Shaun</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaramada, Priyanka</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yballe, Maria</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeh, James</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeh, James</td>
<td>Abstract Session D1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelibi, Carine</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoshihara, Masato</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Edwin</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Eric</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youssef, Yara</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youssefi, Nick</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Pearl</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuh, Bianca</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zablow, Michael</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachariah, Marianne</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaharia, Alexandre</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 3</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zallman, Leah</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zallman, Leah</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zareh, Meena</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitouni, Raghid</td>
<td>Innovations Poster Session</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Ming</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou, Xuanjing</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zora, Jennifer</td>
<td>Vignette Poster Session 2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuchowski, Jessica</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zullig, Leah</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulman, Donna</td>
<td>Abstract Poster Session 3</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulman, Donna</td>
<td>Abstract Session F2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SGIM Officers and Council 2013-2014

OFFICERS
President Eric B. Bass, MD, MSPH
President-Elect William P. Moran, MD
Treasurer Katrina Armstrong, MD, MSCE
Secretary Giselle Corbie-Smith, MD, MSc
Treasurer-Elect Martha Gerrity, MD, MPH, PhD
Immediate-Past President Ann B. Nattinger, MD, MSPH

COUNCIL MEMBERS
David W. Baker, MD, MPH
Clarence H. Braddock III, MD, MPH
Shobhina G. Chheda, MD, MPH
Hollis Day, MD, MS
LeRoi S. Hicks, MD, MPH
Michael D. Landry, MD, MSc

EX OFFICIO
Christopher Masi, MD, PhD, Chair, Board of Regional Leaders
Mitchell D. Feldman, MD, MPhil, FACP, Co-Editor, Journal of General Internal Medicine
Richard Kavitz, MD, MSPH, Co-Editor, Journal of General Internal Medicine
Priya Radhakrishnan, MD, Editor-in-Chief, FORUM
Stewart F. Babbott, MD, President, Association of Chiefs and Leaders of General Internal Medicine
Brita Roy, MD, MPH, Associate Member Representative

SGIM Regional Leaders
Andem Ekpenyong, MD, President, Midwest Region
Laura Snydman, MD, President, New England Region
Baldeep Singh, MD, President, California Region
William Weppner, MD, MPH, President, Northwest Region
Neeta Milasincic, MD, President, Mid-Atlantic Region
Bennett Lee, MD, MPH, President, Southern Region
Amber Wobbekind, MD, President, Mountain West Region

SGIM Staff
David Karlson, PhD
Executive Director KarlsonD@sgim.org
Brittany Benton
Committee and Initiatives Coordinator BentonB@sgim.org
Katherin Cooper
Regional Meetings Assistant CooperK@sgim.org
Leslie Dunne
Director of Development and Project Management DunneL@sgim.org
Muna Futur
Member Services Assistant futur@sgim.org
Jillian Gann
Director of Membership Gannj@sgim.org
Sarajane Garten
Director of Meetings GardenS@sgim.org
Candace Goggans
Meetings Assistant GoggansC@sgim.org
Francine Jetton
Director of Communications and Publications JettonF@sgim.org
Julie Machulsky
Social Media Community Manager MachulskyJ@sgim.org
Bonnie Messink
Administrative Support Specialist MessinkB@sgim.org
Kay Ovington
Chief Operating Officer OvingtonK@sgim.org
Tracey N. Pierce, CMP
Manager, Regional Meetings PierceT@sgim.org
Donté Shannon
Manager, Volunteer Services ShannonD@sgim.org

SGIM 2013-2014 Committees, Task Forces, & Work Groups

COMMITTEES
Annual Meeting
Chair: Neda Ratanawongsa, MD, MPH
Co-Chair: Geraldine E. Menard, MD

Awards
Chair: Giselle Corbie-Smith, MD, MSc

Clinical Practice
Chair: John E. Butter, MD

Development
Chair: Bradley N. Doebbeling, MD, MSc

Education
Chair: Reena Karani, MD, MPH
Co-Chair: Michael J. Rosenblum, MD

Ethics
Chair: Lisa Lehmman, MD, PhD, MSc

Finance
Chair: Katrina Armstrong, MD, MSCE

Health Policy
Chair: Mark Schwartz, MD, FACP

Research
Chair: Christina C. Wee, MD, MPH
Co-Chair: Joan M. Neuner, MD, MPH

Membership
Chair: Chad S. Miller, MD

TASK FORCES
Academic Hospitalist
Co-Chairs: Luci K. Leykum, MD, MBA, MSc and William N. Southern, MD, MS

Adults with Complex Conditions Originating in Childhood
Chair: Gregg Talente, MD, MS
Co-Chair: Jennifer LeComte, DO

Disparities
Co-Chairs: Crystal Wiley Cene, MD, MPH and Monica E. Peek, MD, MPH

Evidence Based Medicine
Chair: Daniella A. Zipkin, MD

Geriatrics
Chair: Danelle Cayea, MD, MS
Co-Chair: Lee A. Lindquist, MD, MPH, MBA

Maintenance of Certification
Chair: Eric H. Green, MD
Co-Chair: Toshiko L. Uchida, MD

Veterans Affairs
Chair: Kristina M. Cordasco, MD, MPH, MSDS

Women and Medicine
Chair: Jennifer McCall-Hosenfield, MD, MSc, FACP
Co-Chair: Amy S. Gottlieb, MD

WORK GROUPS
Board of Regional Leaders
Chair: Christopher Masi, MD, PhD
Co-Chair: Daniel G. Tobin, MD, FACP

For further information regarding this and other SGIM events and services, please contact the SGIM national office.

Society of General Internal Medicine
1500 King Street, Suite 303
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
202-887-5150/800-822-3060
Website: www.sgim.org
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SGIM PAST PRESIDENTS

1978-79  Robert S. Lawrence, MD
1979-80  David C. Dale, MD
1980-81  Richard L. Byyny, MD
1981-82  Paul F. Griner, MD
1982-83  John M. Eisenhower, MD, MBA
1983-84  Suzanne W. Fletcher, MD
1984-85  Sheldon Greenfield, MD
1985-86  Steven A. Schroeder, MD
1986-87  Thomas L. Delbanco, MD
1987-88  Thomas S. Inui, ScM, MD
1988-89  Steven A. Wartman, MD, PhD
1989-90  John Noble, MD
1990-91  Lee Goldman, MD, MPH
1991-92  Robert H. Fletcher, MD, MSc
1992-93  Mack Lipkin, Jr., MD
1993-94  Wishwa N. Kapoor, MD, MPH
1994-95  Eric B. Larson, MD, MPH
1995-96  Wendy Levinson, MD
1996-97  William M. Tierney, MD
1997-98  Nicole Lurie, MD, MSPH
1998-99  Stephan D. Fihn, MD, MPH
1999-2000  C. Seth Landefeld, MD
2000-2001  Sankey V. Williams, MD
2001-2002  Kurt Kroenke, MD
2002-2003  Martin Shapiro, MD, PhD
2003-2004  JudyAnn Bigby, MD
2004-2005  Michael J. Barry, MD
2005-2006  Barbara J. Turner, MD, MScEd
2006-2007  Robert M. Centor, MD
2007-2008  Eugene C. Rich, MD
2008-2009  Lisa V. Rubenstein, MD, MSPH
2009-2010  Nancy A. Rigotti, MD
2010-2011  Gary E. Rosenthal, MD
2011-2012  Harry Selker, MD, MSPH
2012-2013  Ann Butler Nottinger, MD, MPH, MACP

ANNUAL MEETING PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Neda Ratanawongsa, MD, MPH
Chair

Geraldine E. Menard, MD
Co-Chair

ABIM SEP Session Coordinator
Eric H. Green, MD

Clinical Practice Innovations
Muriel Jean-Jacques, MD, Chair
David C. Dugdale, MD, Co-Chair

Clinical Updates
Charlene Mitchell, MD, Chair
Alexander Y. Walley, MD, Co-Chair

Clinical Vignettes
Abby L. Spencer, MD, Chair
Erin D. Snyder, MD, Co-Chair

Evaluations Committee
Irene Alexandraki, MD, MPH, Chair
Carlos Palacio, MD, MPH, Co-Chair

Innovations in Medical Education
Chayan Chakrabarti, MD, Co-Chair
Rita S. Lee, MD, Co-Chair

Mentoring Program
Robert L. Trowbridge, MD, Chair
Maya Vijayaraghavan, MD, Co-Chair

Scheduling
Jeffrey L. Jackson, MD, MPH, Chair
Ellen F. Yee, MD, MPH, Co-Chair

Scientific Abstracts
Michael Steinman, MD, Chair
Julie Rothstein Rosenbaum, MD, Co-Chair

Special Programming
Crystal Wiley Cené, MD, MPH, Chair
Ainsa Peet, MD, Co-Chair

Special Symposia
Scott V. Joy, MD, Chair
Lori Orlando, MD, MHS, Co-Chair

Students, Residents, Fellows Programming
Cristina M. Gonzalez, MD, MEd, Chair
Christopher J. Moreland, MD, MPH, Co-Chair

VA Programming Liaison
Kristina Cordasco, MD, MPH, MHS

Workshops
Margaret C. Lo, MD, Chair
Mark L. Wieland, MD, MPH, Co-Chair

Immediate Past Chair
Darcy A. Reed, MD, MPH

Immediate Past Co-Chair
David C. Thomas, MD, MPH

WORKSHOP REVIEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Aging/Geriatrics/End of Life
Neil S. Wenger, MD, Chair
Margaret C. Lo, MD
Lillian C. Min, MD
Jodi B. Segal, MD, MPH
Laura L. Sessums, JD, MD
Mark L. Wieland, MD, MPH

Clinical Medicine
April S. Fitzgerald, MD, Chair
Bimal H. Ashar, MD, MBA
Holly Batal, MD
John E. Butler, MD
Marya J. Cohen, MD
Erin C. Contratto, MD
Margaret R. DeMoss, MD
Rita L. Duboyce, MD
Kathleen Elderidge, MD
Jason Higdon, MD
Nadia J. Ismail, MD
Eric M. Mortensen, MD, MSc
Patrick G. O’Malley, MD, MPH
Deborah Omori, MD
Lee H. Park, MD
Kimberly S. Pearis, MD
Thomas R. Radomski, MD
Leigh H. Simmons, MD

Healthcare Delivery and Design
Donna Zulman, MD, Chair
Lydia Chwastiak, MD, MPH
Elizabeth Davis, MD
Katherine M. McKinney, MD
David Moskowitz, MD, MAS
Karim M. Nelson, MD, MHS

Animita C. Saha, MD
Amanda H. Salantri, MD, MS, MSPH

Health Disparities/Vulnerable Populations
Arshiya A. Baig, MD, MPH, Chair
Morganna L. Freeman-Keller, DO
James W. Grigg, MD
Monica L. Lyason, MD
Monica Vela, MD

Health Policy/Advocacy/Social Justice
Anna B. Reisman, MD, Chair
Jillian S. Catalanotti, MD, MPH
Aaron D. Fox, MD, MS
Maura George, MD
Sharad Jain, MD
Neda Laiteerapong, MD
Mark Liebow, MD, MPH
John H. Schumann, MD

Hospital-Based Medicine
Jonathan D. Kirsch, MD, Chair
Kierstin Cates Leslie, MD, MSHA
Keri T. Holmes-Maybank, MD
Reena Karani, MD, MHP.
Edmund A. Liles, Jr., MD
Hilary Mosher, MD
Kurt J. Pfeifer, MD
Henny D. Walden, MD, MPH

Leadership and Administration
Michael D. Landry, MD, MSc
Jeffrey R. Allen, MD
Deepta Bhatnagar, MD
Eric H. Green, MD
Jeanette Guerrasio, MD
Stacy M. Higgins, MD
Danielle Hoover, MD, MPH
Bennett B. Lee, MD, MPH

Medical Education Scholarship
Bennett B. Lee, MD, MPH

Medical Humanities and Ethics
Colin P. West, MD, PhD

Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Karran A. Phillips, MD, MSc, Chair
E. Jennifer Edelman, MD, MHS
Ian M. Kronish, MD, MPH
David Linz, MD
Anita Palepu, MD, MPH
Anne K. Pizzo, MD
Cara A. Poland, MD
Melissa B. Weimer, DO, MPH
Bucket list:

- Climb Mt. Everest
- Skydive
- Swim with sharks
- Volunteer with SGIM!

What are you waiting for? Volunteer with SGIM today!

Not sure how to start? Email Donte Shannon, Manager, Volunteer Services (shannond@sgim.org)
The SGIM 37th Annual Onsite Program brochure was printed in a carbon-neutral facility, using energy generated entirely from wind and solar power.

The SGIM 38th Annual Meeting
April 22–25, 2015
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Sheraton Centre Hotel
Remember — You must present a valid passport to enter Canada!

The SGIM 39th Annual Meeting
May 11–14, 2016
Hollywood, Florida
Westin Diplomat Resort and Spa

The SGIM 40th Annual Meeting
April 19–22, 2017
Washington, DC
Washington Hilton

Tweeting the National Meeting
Follow @SocietyGIM for the latest Annual Meeting updates. Tag all tweets with hashtag #SGIM14